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ABSTRACT 

 

The importance of brand equity to a firm has been well-documented by previous 

literature. Brands with high equity allow a firm to charge a premium price as well as garner a 

larger market share in relation to competitors (Simon & Sullivan, 1993). From the consumer‟s 

perspective, previous research has failed to explain precisely how consumers perceive and 

become loyal to specific brands. Most of the scholarly work in this area has been conceptual in 

nature. Therefore, this study established a consumer-based brand equity model based on Keller‟s 

(2003) brand equity pyramid that explains how consumer perceptions influence brand resonance. 

The consumer-based brand equity scale was comprised of five constructs related to brand equity: 

brand awareness, brand associations, brand superiority, brand affect, and brand resonance. This 

dissertation represents one of the first attempts to operationalize Keller‟s pyramid. The 

measurement items were established based upon an extensive review of the literature and in the 

case of brand associations, by examining data collected from consumers by means of a 

qualitative elicitation.  

A pilot test in both the goods and services context (n = 288; n = 231) provided initial 

validation of the measurement items constructed in the item generation stage. More specifically, 

results from an exploratory factor analysis showed that brand associations was comprised of two 

dimensions in the goods context (attributes and benefits) and three dimensions in the services 

context (attributes, benefits, and service personnel). In both contexts, brand resonance was found 

to be comprised of two dimensions: sense of community and active engagement. Furthermore, 

minor item modifications were made to the other constructs of interest (brand awareness, brand 

superiority, brand affect) to ensure the reliability and validity of the measures.  

The main study included data collected from a general consumer sample (n = 787) in a 

mid-sized southeastern community in order to validate the consumer-based brand equity model. 

A two-step confirmatory factor analysis approach confirmed the adequate fit of the measurement 

model to the observed data in both the goods and services context. Furthermore, the results from 

an examination of the structural model via structural equation modeling confirmed a significant 

relationship between brand awareness and brand associations as posited by previous research. 

Brand associations were found to have a significant impact on a consumer‟s cognitive evaluation 

(brand superiority) and affective response (brand affect) to focal brands in both the goods and 

services context. Interestingly, brand associations were found to have an indirect relationship 
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with consumers‟ behavioral intentions (brand resonance) via brand superiority and brand affect. 

This finding revealed that two attitudinal constructs (brand superiority and brand affect) played a 

crucial role in the brand association-brand resonance relationship.  

The results of the current study represent one of the initial steps in operationalizing 

Keller‟s (2003) consumer-based brand equity model. Managers can utilize the consumer-based 

brand equity model as a “measuring stick” to track the progress of their brand-building efforts. It 

illustrates the importance of not only brand associations but also accounting for consumers‟ 

cognitive evaluations and affective responses to the thoughts they hold on behalf of the brand. 

Ultimately, these two attitudinal constructs play an important role in influencing consumers‟ 

behavioral intentions toward a brand. Future research needs to test the consumer-based brand 

equity model with different brands in different settings to further advance our knowledge of how 

brands resonate with consumers.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Firms are continually interested in building strong brands with positive equity. The 

strength of a brand lies in the mind of the consumer yet it is still unclear exactly how brand 

equity is fostered, managed, and maintained (Keller, 2003). Although the lion‟s share of research 

on brand equity has been conducted in the context of traditional goods, the importance of brand 

equity is being realized with other products such as in the realm of sport team brands. 

The realm of professional sport has grown exponentially in both size and scope in the last 

two decades. In response to an increase in consumer demand, sport organizations have embraced 

traditional business management principles to adapt and survive in this competitive environment. 

As a result, sport executives view their properties as brands to be managed (Ross, 2006). 

Gladden, Irwin, and Sutton (2001) stated that  

“2000 to 2010 will be the decade in which team management activities evolve from a 

focus on winning as a means of realizing short-term profits to a focus on strategic 

management of the team brand as a means of realizing long-term appreciation in 

franchise value” (p.298).  

The fact that National Football League teams spend approximately 10% of their budget on brand 

management activities further illustrates the importance of this organizational activity. For 

example, the Dallas Cowboys spent approximately $207 million in brand management activities 

such as advertising/promotional expenditures, engagement in sponsorship deals, and strategic 

placement of the name and/or logo (Forbes, 2009). This type of investment clearly indicates the 

importance placed on branding activities by sport organizations. These examples illustrate that 

brand management as a means of building brand equity has become an increasingly important 

topic.  

 Although an emphasis on brand management strategies is a relatively new phenomenon 

in the sport industry, the importance of branding has been evident for traditional goods and 

service firms since the late 1980‟s (Srinivasan, Park, & Chang, 2005). Research has consistently 

shown that there are numerous benefits of strong brands for both consumers and firms alike. For 

consumers, strong brands reduce the perceived risk and search costs, enhance the likelihood of 

future consumption, and can strengthen social identity (Cobb-Walgren, Ruble, & Donthu, 1995; 

Kayaman & Arasli, 2007; Keller, 1993; Underwood, Baer, & Bond, 2001). Due to the strength of 
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a brand, organizations can charge a premium price for their products, have the ability to gain 

market share, can maintain customer loyalty, offer success brand extension opportunities and can 

influence their consumers to spread positive word of mouth (Brady et al., 2008; Cobb-Walgren et 

al., 1995; Sangster, Wolton, & McKenney, 2001).  

Although the importance of brand equity has been posited, the manner by which the 

hypothesized drivers of brand equity impact consumers‟ behavioral intentions has rarely been the 

focus of empirical investigations (see Bauer, Sauer, & Schmitt, 2005; Bauer, Sauer, & Exler, 

2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001 for exceptions). It is important to empirically assess how drivers of 

brand equity such as brand awareness and brand associations impact consumers‟ behavioral 

intentions for numerous reasons. First, as mentioned above, firms spend millions each year on 

activities to enhance their brand. Advancing our understanding of how to build brand equity can 

help organizations become more efficient in their brand management strategies.  

Second, scholars have suggested that practitioners should focus their marketing activities 

on building awareness and creating differential market knowledge to guide consumer decision-

making (Faircloth, Capella, & Alford, 2001; Keller, 1993). However, scholars have not yet 

provided concrete evidence that the relationship among awareness, associations, and consumer 

behavior is strong or significant. Furthermore, previous research has not examined the potential 

role that constructs such as global brand attitudes and emotions play in the aforementioned 

relationship. Empirical evidence that brand awareness and brand associations do indeed 

influence consumer behavior would validate the task of focusing marketing mix activities to 

achieve the goal of broadening awareness and enhancing the image of a brand. Also, research 

that provides an understanding of how consumers‟ cognitive and affective responses impact 

brand equity would advance of knowledge of what drive brand equity, and provide direction for 

academicians and practitioners on building brand equity. 

Finally, there has been a tenuous link established between consumers‟ behavioral 

intentions and a firm‟s increased financial performance. Numerous authors have suggested that 

consumer perceptions of a brand will have an impact on financial outcomes such as relative price 

and market share for a firm‟s offerings (Aaker, 1996; Baldinger & Robinson, 1996; Bello & 

Holbrook, 1995; Keller, 1993). More specifically, sport brands with high equity have been found 

to sell more brand-laden merchandise as well as have consumers that are willing to pay a higher 

price for tickets to the sporting events (Boone, Kochunny, & Wilkins, 1994; Gladden & Milne, 
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1999). Such findings illustrate the importance of understanding how organizations can influence 

consumers‟ behavioral intentions through the strategic implementation of brand management 

activities. The reasons cited above provide a good case as to the importance of investigating the 

relationship between the drivers of brand equity and behavioral intentions.  

Besides the importance of determining the relationship between the drivers of brand 

equity and consumers‟ behavioral intentions, this study attempted to address weaknesses and 

gaps of prior conceptualizations. Previous studies of consumer-based brand equity (Bauer, et al., 

2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Ross, James, & Vargas, 2006) have examined specific drivers of 

brand equity such as brand awareness and brand associations yet these studies have not 

accounted for other constructs that play a vital role in influencing a consumer‟s behavioral 

intentions. Specifically, the Marketing Science Institute (2008) has identified the consumer‟s 

emotional response to a brand as an important area of future inquiry. This area may take on 

greater importance in the realm of sport services due to the great affective impact the spectator 

sport product has on its consumers (Mullin, Hardy, & Sutton, 2007). 

The importance of brand attitudes in relation to brand equity has also been posited by 

previous research (see Bauer, et al., 2005; Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Keller, 

1993), yet a scant amount of empirical evidence exists to explain the nature of this importance. 

Additionally, previous studies (see Bauer et al., 2008; Keller, 1993) have misidentified brand 

attitudes as a specific type of brand association. This categorization should be modified because 

consumers form attitudes regarding a brand based upon their evaluations of the thoughts (i.e. 

brand associations) they hold for the target brand. These evaluations are more than just mere 

thoughts about the brand (i.e. brand associations). Accordingly, this study did not characterize 

brand attitudes as a specific type of association. Brand attitudes were measured as a separate 

construct that will be labeled brand superiority. The conceptualization in this study was based 

upon the need to address some of the aforementioned gaps and weaknesses of previous brand 

equity studies. 

Statement of the Problem 

Research on brand equity has been a popular topic over the last two decades. The 

Marketing Science Institute (2004) stated that issues related to branding and brand equity were 

one of the top priorities for marketing researchers to examine. However, previous consumer-

based brand equity research has failed to empirically examine the relationship among brand 
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awareness, brand associations, and consumer‟s behavioral intentions. Instead, most empirical 

studies have simply focused on determining the most accurate method to measure the 

components (i.e. brand awareness & brand associations) of brand equity. As mentioned above, 

brand awareness and brand associations are the two main drivers of brand equity identified by 

previous research yet there is a dearth of empirical evidence regarding how these drivers 

influence brand equity. Furthermore, previous research has completely ignored the potential 

mediating role that consumer‟s cognitive evaluations and affective responses may play in the 

relationship between the drivers of brand equity and consumers‟ behavioral intentions.  

This study addressed the aforementioned weaknesses of previous research and attempted 

to fill the gaps left behind by previous conceptualizations of brand equity. First, the relationship 

between the drivers of brand equity (brand awareness and brand associations) and consumers‟ 

behavioral intentions was examined. Next, the potential mediating role that a consumer‟s 

cognitive and affective responses play in the aforementioned relationship was assessed. Finally, 

the accuracy of new measures of brand equity outcomes was tested. Previous brand equity 

studies have merely examined consumer loyalty as the primary outcome of brand equity (see 

Bauer et al., 2005; 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001), yet consumers exhibit a myriad of behaviors 

toward brands to which they are loyal. Most of these behaviors have not been examined 

previously so this study addressed this void in the literature and assessed whether brands with 

high equity influence different aspects of consumer behavior. 

Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study lies in its unique conceptualization of brand equity. 

Previous measures of brand equity have only accounted for one specific driver of brand equity 

(i.e. brand associations or brand awareness) and have not tested the relationship between this 

driver and consumers‟ behavioral intentions.  For example, there have been numerous attempts 

to measure the brand associations that sport consumers have regarding their favorite sport team 

brand (Bauer, et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Ross, et al., 2006). Yet, only one of these 

studies (Bauer et al., 2008) has attempted to ascertain the relationship between brand 

associations and consumer behavior outcomes. Also, there are conceptual models of brand equity 

that account for the antecedents and consequences of brand equity for a given brand (Berry, 

2000; Gladden & Milne, 1999; Gladden, et al., 2001; Ross, 2006; Yoo, Donthu, & Lee, 2000). 

Yet, no previous study has attempted to empirically test the impact of brand awareness and brand 
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associations on consumer decision-making. Furthermore, previous research has completely 

ignored the potential role that a consumer‟s emotional and cognitive response to a brand can play 

in their intentions to consume the product. Therefore, one of the primary contributions of this 

study was to account for these deficiencies in previous research.   

 An outcome of this study was to provide an explanatory tool for practitioners that can 

track the health of a brand by measuring multiple drivers of brand equity. For example, this study 

took into account the level of awareness of the brand, associations held toward the brand, the 

cognitive and affective evaluation of the brand, and intentions and effort that target consumers 

are willing to engage in on behalf of the target brand. The results of this study revealed how 

much the aforementioned constructs influence brand equity. Strategically, the outcomes of this 

study provided marketers with a clear path in regards to how to most effectively build their 

brands. Furthermore, the distinctiveness of this brand equity model was the inclusion of a 

measure that accounts for the affective component of a brand. This answered the call of scholars 

and organizations (i.e. Marketing Science Institute) to engage in research examining the 

emotional components of a brand as well to account for one of the most distinctive 

characteristics of the sport product which is the affective impact it has on sport consumers 

(Mullin, et al., 2007).  

Finally, the practical importance of brand equity illustrated the need to obtain a better 

understanding of the construct. Previous research has identified many benefits of brand equity. 

Brand equity has been shown to lead to strong market share, the ability to charge premium price, 

and higher amounts of sales (Aaker, 1996; Baldinger & Robinson, 1996; Bello & Holbrook, 

1995; Keller, 1993; Kim, Kim, & An, 2003; Park & Srinivisan, 1994). Furthermore, brands with 

high equity have been shown to have loyal consumers, are less vulnerable to competition, and 

have more opportunities for successful brand extensions (Aaker, 1996; Aaker & Keller, 1990; 

Bauer, et al., 2005; Bauer, et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; 

Volckner & Sattler, 2006). More specifically, in the realm of sport services, brands with high 

equity have higher merchandise sales, have a higher overall financial value, bring in more 

revenue, and possess more loyal consumers (Bauer et al., 2008; Boone, et al., 1995; Gladden & 

Milne, 1999). Overall, sport and non-sport brands that foster high equity are ensuring the long-

term profitability and sustainability of their product offerings by creating significant awareness 

and favorable associations in the mind of their consumers.  
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Purposes of the Study 

The purpose of this study involved two facets. First, a theoretical model of consumer-

based brand equity was established that related various aspects of brand equity to consumer 

behavioral intentions. More specifically, a model of brand equity was proposed that examined 

the relationship among consumer‟s awareness and associations held for the brand, their cognitive 

evaluation and affective response to the brand, and their subsequent time and effort put forth 

toward consuming the brand. Second, the constructs were operationalized and the relationships 

among the dimensions of brand equity were empirically examined. The consumer-based brand 

equity model in this study was applicable to multiple product categories thus the model was 

tested with data from multiple product categories and different consumer sets. 

 Conceptual Framework 

The foundation for the conceptual model in this study is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The 

model is divided into six distinct drivers: brand salience, brand performance, brand imagery, 

consumer judgments, consumer feelings, and consumer-brand resonance. The conceptualization 

of the six drivers was based upon Keller‟s (2003) consumer-based brand equity pyramid which 

posits that brand equity is built sequentially through the six drivers. A particular feature of 

Keller‟s pyramid is that one level must be achieved before a consumer could experience or 

engage in the next. However, there are some fundamental differences in the conceptualization of 

this study and the original consumer-based brand equity pyramid that was posited by Keller. In 

this section, a description of Keller‟s consumer-based brand equity pyramid was provided, 

followed by a description of the modified conceptualization that was utilized in this study. 
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FIGURE 1.1 

Consumer-based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2003) 

 

Keller’s (2003) Brand Equity Pyramid 

The consumer-based brand equity pyramid is a sequential framework for how 

organizations can build a strong brand and includes four steps, each of which needs to be 

successfully accomplished to reach the next. The four steps in the brand building process 

represent four basic questions that consumers invariably ask about any brand (from Keller, 2003, 

p.75):  

 1. Who are you? (Brand salience) 

 2. What are you? (Brand imagery) 

 3. What do I think or feel about you? (Consumer judgments and feelings) 

 4. What kind of relationship or connection will I have with the brand? (Brand resonance) 

The first step in building a strong brand is creating brand saliency in the mind of the 

consumer. Brand salience refers to aspects of the awareness of a brand such as the top-of-mind 

awareness of the brand, retreivability of the brand, and the overall strength of awareness. A 

brand with high saliency can be characterized as a great amount of depth and breadth of brand 

awareness. In most cases, brand awareness is not a sufficient condition for consumers to 

purchase. Instead, brand awareness acts as the launch point to building the meaning of the brand 

in the mind of the consumer.  
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The second step in building a strong brand is the creation of a product that meets or 

exceeds the functional and psychological or social needs of the consumer. Brand performance 

and brand imagery are key aspects of achieving this step in building a strong brand. The key 

aspect of achieving this goal is to build strong, favorable, and unique brand associations related 

to the functional and experiential aspects of the brand. Overall, greater amounts of brand 

knowledge will lead to a better understanding of a brand‟s meaning on behalf of consumers 

(Keller, 1993). The meaning of the brand is what elicits responses to the brand on the part of the 

consumer.  

The third step in building a strong brand is eliciting consumer responses to the brand by 

means of brand judgment and brand feelings. Brand judgments refer to the cognitive evaluation 

of the overall superiority, quality, credibility, and consideration of the brand. This aspect of 

brand response evaluates the functional and symbolic aspects of the brand in reference to its 

competition to determine which product is superior. Another aspect of this step is the elicitation 

of an affective response from the consumer. Brand feelings refer to evocation of feelings and 

emotions from consumers about themselves and others due to the brand. The judgments and 

feelings toward the brand on behalf of the consumer impact the relationship and level of 

identification that the consumer has toward the brand and fellow consumers.  

The final step, brand resonance, refers to the characteristics of the relationship between 

the consumer and the brand and the level of time and effort spent on behalf of the consumer 

towards the consumption of the target brand. Brand resonance can be characterized by the bond 

the consumer shares with the brand as well as the amount of effort the consumer exerts to 

consume the brand. Brand resonance has been defined by four dimensions: behavioral loyalty, 

attitudinal attachment, sense of community, and active engagement. Attitudinal attachment and 

behavioral loyalty are characterized as the psychological bond the consumer shares with the 

brand as well as the intensity with which the consumer intends to consume the brand. Sense of 

community refers to the level of connection or engagement that the focal consumer shares with 

other consumers of the brand. The engagement in these brand communities illustrates the affinity 

and level of effort the consumer is willing to engage in due to the brand. Finally, brand 

engagement refers to the resources consumers are willing to invest on behalf of the brand beyond 

purchase and consumption. 
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FIGURE 1.2 

Conceptual Framework 

 

Adapted brand equity pyramid. An adapted pyramid can be seen in Figure 1.2. 

Although the conceptualization differs, the sequential nature of Keller‟s conceptualization was 

adopted in this study. Sequential means that consumers become loyal to a brand by first being 

aware of the brand, holding specific mental thoughts (or associations) regarding the brand, and 

having a particular emotional or rational response to the brand in order to decide to consume the 

brand. The main difference between the conceptual framework for this study and Keller‟s 

conceptualization was the elimination of brand performance. Keller posits that the main aspect of 

brand performance is the perception of quality on behalf of the consumer. Numerous authors 

(Mullin, et al., 2007; Ross, 2006; Ross, Russell, & Bang, 2008) contend that the quality of the 

core product of spectator sport services cannot be directly controlled and as a result, brand 

performance should be viewed simply as a specific brand association. Since the study tested the 

consumer-based brand equity model in the sport setting, this modification was necessary. 

Therefore, perceptions of quality were simply viewed as specific thoughts that come to mind 

when consumers retrieve information regarding their favorite brand. An evaluation of brand 

performance and other thoughts related to the brand was captured by means of the brand 

superiority measure.  
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An evaluation of the functional aspects of the brand (consumer judgments) was 

represented by the brand superiority measure. Brand superiority represents the consumers‟ 

cognitive evaluation of the overall advantage that a particular brand holds over its competitors. 

Unlike the consumer judgments measure posited by Keller, there is an important distinction 

between consumer judgments and brand superiority. Consumer judgment, most often measured 

as brand attitudes, is a transaction-specific, broad measure that fails to capture the true purpose 

of brand management strategy. The brand superiority measure captured the uniqueness and 

differentiation that consumers perceive when they evaluate a brand in relation to its competitors. 

In this sense, this measure was attempting to capture one of the ultimate goals of effective 

branding: the creation of a brand that is unique or distinct from its competitors.  

The adaptations to Keller‟s brand equity pyramid provided a more accurate conceptual 

framework for this study. Furthermore, the adapted pyramid still adheres to the four main steps 

and basic questions that consumers will ask about a given brand:  

1. Who are you? (Brand awareness) 

2. What are you? (Brand associations) 

3. What do I think or feel about you? (Brand superiority & brand affect) 

4. What kind of relationship or connection will I have with the brand? (Brand 

resonance) 

Research Questions 

 After an in-depth review of literature (see Chapter 2), six research questions were 

generated for the general consumer context.  

 RQ1: Are there brand associations that can be generalized across five different product 

categories? 

 

 RQ2: How do brand associations differ between the goods and services context?  

 

RQ3: Do brand associations directly influence consumers‟ behavioral intentions toward 

their favorite brand? 

  

RQ4: Does the consumers‟ affective response to their favorite brand influence the 

relationship between other drivers of brand equity and consumers‟ behavioral intentions?  
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RQ5: Does the perceived superiority of a brand influence the relationship between other 

drivers of brand equity and consumers‟ behavioral intentions?  

 

RQ6: What constitutes “brand resonance” from the perspective of the individual 

consumer?  

Theoretical Framework 

The study was based upon two theoretical foundations. First, the conceptualization of 

brand equity followed Bagozzi‟s (1992) cognitive appraisal – emotional response - behavioral 

intentions model. Previous conceptualizations of brand equity have posited that brand 

associations lead directly to behavioral intentions (i.e. behavioral loyalty). For example, Gladden 

and Funk (2001) and Bauer et al. (2008) proposed models of brand equity that examined the link 

between brand associations and brand loyalty. In Gladden and Funk‟s model, there was no 

consideration for an attitudinal or emotional response to the brand associations consumers have 

toward the brand thus impacting their behavioral intentions. Bauer et al. (2008) acknowledged 

brand attitudes in their model but did not test the moderating effect it may have had on the 

attributes and benefits aspect of brand associations in their model. However, brand associations 

are simply cognitive appraisals of the brand; their needs to be an emotional response element that 

accounts for the link between brand associations and behavioral intentions. Therefore, this 

conceptual framework posits that brand affect and brand attitude moderate the relationship 

between brand associations and brand resonance (behavioral intentions measure). This model has 

not been conceptualized and empirically tested in previous literature yet its foundation is based 

on the sound theoretical framework of Bagozzi‟s attitude model.  
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FIGURE 1.3 

Model for Current Study 

 

 
The sequence of this model is easy to identify and apply to consumers and their favorite 

brand. As consumers begin to learn about a potential brand, they are exposed to content 

regarding the brand from the organization itself directly through marketing communications and 

indirectly by means of publicity, word of mouth, and media telecasts. These communication 

channels expose the consumer to the brand and build awareness for the brand in the mind of the 

consumer. This starts to form the identity of the brand for the consumer. As the brand 

associations gain depth and breadth, the consumer begins to attach meaning to the associations. 

For example, the Chicago White Sox ran a marketing campaign that positioned their brand as the 

„blue-collar, working class team” on the south side of Chicago in comparison to their elitist 

competition on the north side of town. This campaign was successful and established a positive 

brand identity based on the brand associations that consumers held for the White Sox. As a 
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result, part of the overall meaning of the brand was formed based on this differentiation with 

their competition. Therefore, as consumers are exposed to the brand and gain more associations, 

an overall picture tends to form in their mind.  

Next, the consumer responds favorably or unfavorably to the associations they hold for 

the brand. This response includes an appraisal of the functionality of the brand as well as an 

evaluation of how the brand makes them feel or how the brand is portrayed. These responses 

help form the consumer‟s overall disposition towards the brand. Finally, based on the meaning 

and responses to the brand, the consumer decides how to engage the brand in a relationship. For 

consumers that have a highly favorable cognitive and emotional response to the brand, they are 

more likely to engage in loyal behavior towards the brand. Generally, the consumer is more 

willing to invest their time, money, and effort on behalf of the brand. This may include joining 

virtual and actual consumption communities to celebrate the brand, as well as actively engaging 

in conversation, web searching, and media consumption of the brand consistently over time. 

These behaviors represent the action loyalty described by Oliver (1999) in his work on the 

dimensionality of loyalty. 

Limitations of the Study 

 There are several limitations in this study. First, there are several variables that were not 

included in the consumer-based brand equity model.  In an effort to construct a parsimonious 

model, variables such as brand value and satisfaction were not examined in this study although 

they have been linked to brand equity by previous literature. Second, brand equity was only 

measured by consumer-level variables. Financial measures of brand equity have been used by 

scholars yet this study aims to maintain the focus on consumers and their perceptions and 

intentions toward a target brand. Finally, this study only measured the strength of brand 

associations in the mind of the consumer. Keller (1993) noted that brand associations vary based 

on their strength, favorability, and uniqueness. In order to account for all three characteristics, 

the number of measurement items would exceed a reasonable amount for respondents to 

complete. Therefore, this study only accounted for the strength of brand associations.  

Definition of Terms 

In the body of this dissertation, there are numerous terms that were utilized. A list of key 

terms and their respective definitions is included in Table 1.1 as follows: 
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TABLE 1.1 

Definition of Terms 

Construct  Definitions 

Brand A name, symbol, design, or mark that enhances the value of a product 
beyond its functional purposes (Farquhar, 1989)  

Brand equity It subsumes brand strength and brand value. Brand strength is the set of 
associations and behaviors on the part of the brand‟s customers, channel 
members, and parent corporation that permits the brand to enjoy sustainable 
and differentiated competitive advantages. Brand value is the financial 
outcome of management‟s ability to leverage brand strength via tactical and 
strategic actions in providing superior current and future profits and lowered 
risks (Shocker & Srivastava, 1994) 

Brand awareness The ability of a potential buyer to recognize or recall that a brand is of a 
certain product category (Aaker, 1996) 

Brand associations “The other information nodes linked to the brand node in memory and 
contain the meaning of the brand for consumers” (Keller, 1993, p.3) 

Brand superiority It represents the uniqueness and differential impact that the brand has on the 
consumer (Keller, 2003). 

Brand affect It is the consumer‟s affective response to the brand due to the consumption 
experience or indirect exposure associated with the brand (Keller, 2003). 

Brand resonance It refers to the ultimate relationship that consumers hold toward a brand as 
well as the extent to which the consumer feels “in sync” with a particular 
brand (Keller, 2003).  

Confirmatory factor 
analysis 

Strategy that statistically assesses a single model for its fit to the observed 
data (Hair et al., 2006). 

Factor  Representation of the underlying dimensions that summarize or account for 
the original set of observed variables (Hair et al., 2006). 

Factor loading Correlation between the original variables and the factors and the key to 
understanding nature of a particular variable (Hair et al., 2006).  

Structural equation 
modeling 

Multivariate technique combining aspects of factor analysis and multiple 
regression that enables the researcher to simultaneously examine a series of 
interrelated dependence relationships among the measured variables and 
latent constructs as well as between several constructs (Hair et al., 2006).  

Validity The accuracy of inferences made based upon test scores (Johnson & 
Christensen, 2004). 

Reliability The consistency or stability of test scores (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). 

 

 

Overview of Chapters 

The subsequent content is organized in the following manner. In Chapter 2, the 

conceptual background of brand equity was presented based upon a thorough examination of 

previous literature. Research on the various components of brand equity, brand superiority, brand 

affect and brand resonance were reviewed. Following the literature review, the conceptual and 

theoretical foundation of this study was presented. In Chapter 3, a description of the research 
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methodology that was utilized to construct the measurement model was presented. Also, a 

description of how the research hypotheses were generated and tested was provided.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The realm of professional sport has grown exponentially in both size and scope in the last 

two decades. In response to an increase in consumer demand, sport organizations have embraced 

traditional business management principles to adapt and survive in this competitive environment. 

As a result, sport executives view their properties as brands to be managed (Ross, 2006). 

Furthermore, Gladden, et al. (2001) predicted that sport organizations would replace a short-term 

strategy of winning with a long-term plan of strategic brand management as the primary 

objective of the organization.  

There are numerous examples of the move to brand management taking place in the sport 

industry. For example, the National Basketball Association‟s Portland Trail Blazers hired Larry 

Miller as the new president of the team (King, 2007). Formerly, Miller was a top executive at 

Nike in charge of Brand Jordan where he was involved in strategic brand management. Coming 

off the NHL lockout, the Boston Bruins were faced with the difficult decision of how to 

reconnect with their fan base. As a result, they hired SME Branding, a firm with a long track 

record of success with other sport brands, to handle the strategic positioning of the brand (King, 

2007). Similarly, the Detroit Pistons hired Economou to reinvent the franchise‟s image following 

the end of the “Bad Boys” era. In the end, the team focused their marketing efforts on the blue 

collar work ethic of the team as a reflection of the work ethic of the Motor City (King, 2007).  

As the preceding examples illustrate, sport organizations are committing more attention 

to the idea of brand management. Previous literature on branding in sport has chronicled its 

importance in the long-term marketing strategy of organizations (Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden, 

Milne, & Sutton, 1998; Gladden & Milne, 1999; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Robinson & Miller, 

2003; Ross et al., 2006; Ross, Bang, & Lee, 2007; Ross et al., 2008). Effective brand 

management can positively shape the image of a corporation as well as yield significant revenue, 

positive word of mouth, and develop a more loyal consumer base (Aaker & Biel, 1993). For 

example, the Chicago Cubs have built a committed, loyal consumer base despite the fact that the 

core product on the field has failed to yield a World Series title since 1908. In spite of this 
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perceived shortcoming, the Cubs have enjoyed record attendance and strong revenue generation 

due arguably to the strength of their brand in the mind of consumers.  

Despite the growing importance of effective brand management for sport organizations, 

there is still no consensus on how to accurately measure the health of a sport brand. In order to 

assess the effectiveness of organizational activities in building brand equity, it is crucial to 

establish a valid and reliable measure that can track the health of a brand. The purpose of this 

chapter is to provide an in-depth examination of previous literature regarding brand equity. First, 

a review of the numerous definitions of brand equity will be presented. Ultimately, this section 

will conclude with a definition of the construct that will be utilized in this study. Next, an 

examination of the dimensions of brand equity is presented. Previous studies have identified 

different dimensions of brand equity yet there is not a consensus on the conceptualization of this 

multi-dimensional construct. The section will conclude by delineating how the various 

dimensions fit in the context of this study. The next section will chronicle the numerous attempts 

to establish a measurement of brand equity. The content is divided into sub-sections that detail 

measurement attempts which concur with Aaker‟s conceptualization, with measures based on 

Keller‟s work, and measures that do not align with either seminal work.  

The next section will represent a transition to an explicit description of the specific 

dimensions, conceptual framework, and theoretical framework that is relevant to this study. It 

will begin with an examination of Keller‟s (2003) consumer-based brand equity model which is 

the foundation on which this study is based. Next, an examination of the relevant constructs in 

the model will commence with an emphasis on how the construct domain is defined as well as a 

preview of how the specific items will be generated. These constructs include brand awareness, 

brand associations, brand attitude, brand affect, and brand resonance.  

Definition of Brand Equity 

There has been a lack of consensus in regards to defining brand equity in the marketing 

literature. From an organizational perspective, Aaker (1991; 1996) defined brand equity as “a set 

of assets (and liabilities) linked to a brand‟s name and symbol that adds (subtracts) to the value 

provided by a product or service to the firm and/or firm‟s customers” (p. 7-8). Companies are 

responsible for managing numerous brand assets in order to leverage the value of the product for 

the consumer and the firm. From Aaker‟s perspective a firm should consider the brand to be 

represented by the tangible aspects of the product itself, the values and goals of the organization 
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as a whole, the abstract, person-like attributes that brand may possess, and symbolic 

representations of the brand. Cumulatively, these aspects of the brand form an overall identity or 

image of the brand in the mind of the consumer (Aaker, 1996).  

Keller (1993) viewed brand equity from the perspective of the consumer; he defined it as 

“the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” 

(p.8). The power of a brand to evoke strong, favorable, and unique brand associations has been 

considered the essence of brand equity (Keller, 1993; McDowell, 2004). In a competitive 

marketplace, the ability of a brand to differentiate itself from competitors is a necessary 

condition of survival. Unique brand associations have been considered to be more useful in 

guiding consumer decision-making in comparison to common brand associations (Tversky, 

1972).  

From a financial perspective, brand equity has been defined as the difference in 

incremental cash flow between a branded product and an unbranded competitor (Simon & 

Sullivan, 1993). Similarly, financial definitions of brand equity have included the difference in 

revenue or profit between a branded product and a private label (Ailawahdi, Lehmann, & Neslin, 

2003; Dubin, 1998). In this regard, the true value of a brand name has been accounted for by 

comparing the liquidity of a branded product versus an unbranded competitor.  

Shocker, Srivastava, and Ruekert (1994) merged the consumer and financial aspects of 

brand equity in their definition. They proposed that brand equity was composed of two 

components: brand strength and brand value. Brand strength referred to the set of associations 

and behavioral responses by customers, channel members, and parent firm in response to 

communication of the brand. Brand value is the financial consequences of the firm‟s ability to 

leverage the brand strength. This definition illustrates Keller‟s (1993) view that brand equity 

should be measured with indirect and direct approaches. Brand equity is contingent on the firm 

being able to capitalize financially on the differentiated consumer response to the marketing of 

the brand.  

A common theme among the various definitions of brand equity is the emphasis on the 

value that a brand endows on a particular product relative to the competition. In fact, Farquhar 

(1989) viewed brand equity as the value added to the product based on the brand. Brand equity is 

a global assessment of the overall superiority of the brand, is derived from the amount and type 
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of brand knowledge held by the consumer and is best measured from the perspective of the 

consumer as well as the direct financial value derived from the brand name.  

Numerous scholars, however, have argued that brand equity is most accurately measured 

indirectly by evaluating consumer perceptions and attitudes toward specific brands (Crimmins, 

1992; Ross, et al., 2008). The value of a brand is held in the mind of the consumer thus it is vital 

to measure this value by means of directly eliciting perceptions from target consumers. 

Additionally, access to financial data can be difficult to obtain and hard to accurately measure 

due to the presence of numerous extraneous variables thus illustrating the need to examine 

consumers. These concerns reinforce the need to view brand equity from the consumer‟s 

perspective and this study will operationalize brand equity in this manner. Based on a mixture of 

previous conceptualizations brand equity is defined in this study as the added value attributed to 

the brand name based on the consumer‟s response to differential brand knowledge.  

Specifically, this study will focus on the setting of sport services. As alluded to above, 

sport services represent a context where brand equity should be examined from the consumer‟s 

perspective. Due to the private nature of sport organizations, access to financial documents and 

records is restricted and the lion‟s share of product consumption is indirect, by means of the 

media. As a result, it is necessary to examine the equity of a sport brand by focusing on 

consumer perceptions.  

 As noted, there is substantial variation in how brand equity has been defined (see Table 

2.1). Scholars have also disagreed on the specific components of brand equity. Aaker (1991) 

contended that brand equity was comprised of four dimensions: brand loyalty, brand awareness, 

brand associations, and perceived quality. Keller (1993) put forth a conceptualization of brand 

equity that consisted of two dimensions: brand awareness and brand image. Generally speaking, 

most scholars have utilized these conceptualizations as the foundation for their measures of 

brand equity. The next section will detail each component of brand equity. 
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TABLE 2.1 

Definitions of Brand Equity 

Author  Year Focus Definition 

 
Farquhar 

 
1989 

 
Mixed 

 
“The added value to the firm, the trade, or the 
consumer with which a given brand endows a 
product” 

 
Aaker 

 
1991 

 
Mixed 

 
“A set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a 
brand, its name and symbol, that add to or subtract 
from the value provided by a product or service to the 
firm and/or to that firm‟s customers” 

 
Brodsky 

 
1991 

 
Financial 

 
“The sales and profit impact enjoyed as a result of 
prior years‟ marketing efforts versus a comparable 
new brand” 

 
Simon & Sullivan 

 
1993 

 
Financial 

 
“The difference in incremental cash flows between a 
branded product and an unbranded competitor” 
 

Keller 1993 Customer-
based 

“The differential effect of brand knowledge on 
consumer response to the marketing of the brand” 

 
Srivastava & Shocker 

 
1994 

 
Mixed 

 
“Brand equity subsumes brand strength and brand 
value. Brand strength is the set of associations and 
behaviors on the part of the brand‟s customers, 
channel members, and parent corporation that 
permits the brand to enjoy sustainable and 
differentiated competitive advantages. Brand value is 
the financial outcome of management‟s ability to 
leverage brand strength via tactical and strategic 
actions in providing superior current and future 
profits and lowered risks”  

 
Smith & Schulman 

  
Financial 

 
“The measurable financial value in transactions that 
accrues to a product or service from successful 
programs and activities” 
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TABLE 2.1 (Continued) 

Author Year Focus Definition 

 
Market Facts 

 
 

 
Customer-
based 

 
“Brand equity is the willingness for someone to 
continue to purchase your brand or not. Thus, the 
measure of brand equity is strongly related to 
loyalty and measures segments on a continuum from 
entrenched users of the brand to convertible users” 

 
Brand Equity 
Board 

  
Customer-
based 

 
“Brands with equity provide an ownable, 
trustworthy, relevant, distinctive promise to 
consumers” 

 
Marketing Science 
Institute 

 
1999 

 
Mixed 

 
“The set of associations and behaviors on the part of 
the brand‟s customers, channel members, and parent 
corporation that permits the brand to earn greater 
volume or greater margins than it could without the 
brand name and that gives the brand a strong, 
sustainable, and differentiated advantage over 
competitors” 

 

 

Brand Equity and its Components 

 The content of this section will be organized as follows. First, a description of the work 

of Aaker (1991; 1996) and Keller (1993) will be provided. These two studies represent the 

foundation of brand equity research and most empirical and conceptual studies have found their 

genesis based on one or both of these conceptualizations. The four components of brand equity 

will be described and critiqued with an eye on how these components will fit into the realm of 

sport services. Finally, an overarching critique and summation of these studies will be provided 

to lead into a discussion of how brand equity has been measured.  

Aaker’s (1991; 1996) Measure of Brand Equity 

 Aaker (1996) defined brand equity as “a set of assets (and liabilities) linked to a brand‟s 

name and symbol that adds (subtracts) to the value provided by a product or service to the firm 

and/or firm‟s customers” (p. 7-8). There are a few components of this definition that need to be 

expanded upon. First, Aaker describes brand equity as an asset of the organization to be 

managed. Thus, it can be posited that the organization must invest resources to effectively 

manage and enhance brand equity. Next, brand equity creates value for both the organization and 

for the consumer. Therefore, outcomes of brand equity can be classified either as organization-
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oriented such as financial performance and market share or consumer-oriented such as 

perceptions or behaviors. Aaker contends that brand equity provides value to the consumer both 

in the interpretation of brand-related information and by providing consumers with confidence in 

the actual purchase decision. Finally, these proposed assets or liabilities are linked to the imagery 

or brand name specifically. Therefore, strategic manipulation of the brand name or imagery may 

impact the value of the brand for consumers and the organization as a whole. Aaker contended 

that there are four primary asset categories and that a combination of these assets could create 

brand equity for an organization: brand awareness, perceived quality, brand loyalty, and brand 

associations (see Figure 2.1).  

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.1 

Aaker’s Model of Brand Equity (Aaker, 1996) 
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Keller’s (1993) Measure of Brand Equity 

In a marked departure from Aaker‟s work, Keller (1993) described a model of brand 

knowledge. Contrary to Aaker‟s definition, Keller (1993) viewed consumer-based brand equity 

strictly from the perspective of the consumer in that he defined it as “the differential effect of 

brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (p.8). Whereas previous 

definitions viewed brand equity as an asset to the organization, this conceptualization was 

directed towards consumer response to marketing the target brand through positive associations 

and a differentiated image in comparison to similar products. Keller viewed brand knowledge as 

comprised of two components: brand awareness and brand image (see Figure 2.2). A consumer‟s 

brand knowledge was posited to impact the brand equity of a product. More specifically, a 

consumer who is aware of a specific brand and holds strong, favorable, and unique associations 

for the target brand may be more likely to consume the given product. Therefore, it is important 

to understand the role brand awareness and brand associations play in the process of building 

positive brand equity.  

Brand awareness. Brand awareness represents the presence of the brand in the mind of 

the consumer (Keller, 1993). From the consumer‟s perspective, the ability to recognize and recall 

the brand name is a critical point of departure on the road to brand equity. Brand awareness is 

comprised of two dimensions: brand recognition and brand recall. Brand recognition refers to the 

ability of the consumer to remember prior experience(s) with the brand when given the brand as 

a cue (Keller, 2003). The ability of the consumer to recognize the brand captures the top of mind 

awareness that a brand holds for the consumer. Brand recall refers to the ability of the consumer 

to retrieve the brand when given the product category as a cue or some other type of probe 

related to the brand (Keller, 1993). Brand recall captures the availability of the brand in memory. 

In order for a consumer to build positive associations regarding a product, he or she must be 

exposed to the product by means of marketing communications or first-hand experience.  
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FIGURE 2.2 

Keller’s Model of Brand Equity (Keller, 1993) 

 

Zajonc (1968) illustrated how the mere presence of a stimulus has an impact on 

cognition, affect, and behavior in that mere exposure to a stimulus increases the liking of the 

particular stimuli. This theory, the mere exposure effect, states that further exposure to the 

stimuli will increase liking of the stimuli to a point; beyond that point perception of the stimuli 

will be negatively affected. From the standpoint of awareness, it is crucial for an organization to 

generate exposure for the target brand, as it will have a potential impact on consumer‟s 

evaluation of the product.  

Numerous studies have exhibited the importance of brand awareness in the process of 

building brand equity (Aaker, 1991; Bauer, et al., 2008; Berry, 2000; Faircloth, et al., 2001; 

Gladden & Funk, 2002; Heath, 1999; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2008; Yoo, et al., 

2001). Keller (1993) believed that brand awareness was important because it increased the 

likelihood of brand selection due to the saliency of the brand in the mind of the consumer 
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especially under low involvement conditions. Furthermore, brand awareness has a direct 

influence on brand image in that it is the first step in building strong, favorable associations in 

the mind of the consumer. Campbell and Keller (2003) illustrated the importance of brand 

familiarity in their examination of advertising repetition. They found that a well-known, familiar 

brand would not suffer from advertising “burnout” from overexposure in the media. Relatively 

unknown brands were found to suffer from advertising ineffectiveness and prone to “burnout” 

due to this unfamiliarity.  

As a result, these findings indicate that brand awareness is a critical first step in building 

positive associations between the consumer and the brand. If the consumer is well aware of the 

product being advertised, she or he is more likely to be receptive to marketing communications 

due to this previous exposure. Yoo et al. (2001) found that the level of brand equity was 

positively related to the extent to which brand awareness is evident in the product. This finding 

confirmed the importance of brand awareness in the formation of consumer-based brand equity. 

In order to have positive, favorable associations for a brand, the consumer must have a level of 

awareness for the brand in his or her mind. Although the important role that brand awareness 

plays in consumer decision-making is well documented, scholars have had a more difficult time 

constructing valid measures of brand awareness. 

In a comprehensive review of brand awareness, Ross, et al. (2008) developed a model of 

brand equity that conceptualizes brand awareness as having two components: identification and 

internalization. Identification refers to the strength of psychological connection to a sports team 

while internalization is the extent to which a sports team was incorporated into the individual‟s 

personal identity. Identification is related to brand recall while internalization is representative of 

brand recognition. However, an in-depth theoretical explanation as to why these two constructs 

represent brand awareness is lacking. Previous literature has identified recall and recognition as 

the primary means by which to measure brand awareness (see Figure 2.3). However, while it 

stands to reason that highly identified fans will be well aware of the team brand, individuals with 

a low level of connection to a team may also have a high level of awareness for the sport team 

due to the social prominence of sport in today‟s society. The rapid increase of media exposure 

and popularity of sport makes team brands very prominent in the minds of consumers, even those 

who share no connection to the team. For example, a lot of people are aware of the New York 

Yankees, but that awareness does not translate into people being fans of the Yankees. 
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Consequently, team identification and internalization do not necessarily represent the most valid 

measures of brand awareness.  

The items put forth by Yoo et al. (2001) are believed to provide a valid representation of 

brand awareness. The items capture the essence of previous operational definitions by 

incorporating both recognition and recall of the target brand. It is important to note that most 

previous conceptualizations of brand awareness have posited a relationship between brand 

awareness and brand associations in that brand awareness is the first step in building brand 

associations which lead to creating equity for the target product. Therefore, previous research has 

focused primarily on the role brand association‟s play in this process. Brand awareness is 

considered the point of departure for brand equity and affects consumer decision-making due to 

its role in forming brand associations in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 1993). In the realm of 

sport services, this aspect of brand awareness is especially critical. Sport brands enjoy a great 

amount of publicity and attention in society so brand awareness would seem to lose its 

importance from this perspective. However, due to the importance that awareness plays in 

forming associations and subsequently providing differentiation for the sport brand, the role that 

brand awareness plays in association formation justifies its relevance as a measure for customer-

based brand equity in the sport realm.  
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FIGURE 2.3 

Dimensions of Brand Awareness 

 
 

As noted previously, awareness is only effective to a certain point. Beyond that, it is 

crucial for organizations to ingrain favorable and unique associations in the mind of potential 

consumers. Thus, consumers will have requisite brand knowledge beyond mere awareness to 

guide their decision-making. This illustrates the importance for marketers in regards to the 

marketing of the brand beyond simply awareness and shows how important brand associations 

are for consumers.  

Brand associations. In order to understand why brand associations are so crucial to 

building brand equity, we must investigate how associations are created in human memory. 

Anderson (1983) constructed the association principle of long-term memory which described 

how each concept, idea, or piece of information was stored in memory and the mechanisms by 

which they were organized and encoded into short-term memory. It is believed that each piece of 

information in memory is represented as a node and nodes are linked together by associations. 

As a whole, these parts construct an associative network in which all knowledge is intertwined 

with other nodes. If an idea is highly related to another, they are closely related and accessible 
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together while abstract ideas are connect through a highly complex, hard to access system of 

associations.  

For example, in the NBA, Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls have shared a direct 

relationship where fans associate one with another. As proof, Jordan was a highly visible aspect 

of the Bulls marketing as well as the NBA as a whole. Consumers held associations that linked 

Jordan to the Bulls and the NBA. This association was used to draw a positive link among the 

entities. It has been posited that the strength of association between two concepts influences the 

accessibility of the association to be encoded and retrieved into short-term memory (Anderson, 

1983; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006). That is, the stronger the association between two concepts, the 

quicker an individual will access the association once prompted by a stimulus.  

Miller Brewing Company exhibited the preceding idea through their link between less 

filling and great taste with their Miller Lite product. In order to retrieve information, a node must 

be activated which means the transference of information from stored long-term memory to 

active short-term memory (Anderson, 1983). As one node is activated, related nodes in the 

network are also activated through a process called spreading activation. As a result, it is 

important for marketers to implant strong, positive associations in the minds of their consumers. 

These associations can aid in decision-making by helping the consumer wade through ambiguous 

information especially in a cluttered media environment. Also, marketers can use these 

associations in their media communication to prime consumers by tapping into related 

associations and using them to grab their attention and suggest a course of action. From the 

description above, it is clear how important associations can be in aiding with the consumer 

decision-making process. As a result, scholars have found brand associations to be a critical 

component in building brand equity.  

Definition and dimensionality of brand associations. Keller (1993) labeled brand 

image as “a set of associations linked to the brand that consumers hold in memory” (p.3). A 

brand image is composed of a set of associations regarding the brand in the mind of the 

consumer. Brand associations are considered to be the informational nodes linked to a brand 

node that contains the meaning of the brand in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 1998). 

Similarly, brand associations are considered any thought linked to the brand in the mind of the 

consumer (Aaker, 1991). Marketers use brand associations for product positioning purposes 

while consumers use brand associations to help guide their decision making (Low & Lamb, 
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2000). Scholars have held differing opinions on what constitutes a brand association as well as 

how these associations should be categorized.  

 Brand associations were classified into 3 categories by Keller (1993): attributes, benefits, 

and attitudes. Attributes, descriptive features that characterize a product or service, are divided 

into product and non-product related categories. Product-related attributes are the ingredients 

necessary for the performance of the good or service sought by the consumer. Non-product 

attributes are the external aspects of a product such as price, packaging, and usage imagery.  

Benefits are the personal value consumers attach to the product or service attributes and 

are categorized into three types of benefits: functional, experiential, and symbolic. Functional 

benefits are intrinsic advantages of the product related to product attributes. These benefits are 

often associated with basic motivations, such as safety and physiological needs (Maslow, 1970). 

Experiential benefits are the feelings associated with the use of the product. These benefits relate 

to pleasure seeking and are closely associated with hedonic values.  Symbolic benefits refer to 

extrinsic benefits such as social status or prestige tied to the good or service. These benefits 

correlate with non-product benefits and include social status, prestige, and an enhancement of 

self-esteem and self-concept.  

Keller defines attitudes as the consumers‟ overall evaluation of the brand and these often 

form the basis for consumption behavior. Attitudes are often characterized by their favorability, 

strength, and uniqueness. Favorability refers to how the product satisfies the consumers‟ needs or 

wants. The level of strength is determined by the extent to which brand image enters and is 

maintained in the mind of the consumer. Uniqueness simply is how much that information recall 

relates to the particular brand in question.  

While Keller (1993) articulated three dimensions of brand associations in his 

conceptualization, Aaker (1996) classified brand association into four dimensions: brand as 

product, brand as organization, brand as person, and brand as symbol. One of the core elements 

of a brand association, that of a product perspective, will affect the type of association deemed 

reasonable (see Figure 2.4). The overall goal of linking a particular brand to a class of products is 

not to gain recall of a product class when the brand is mentioned but to maintain that association 

after the product class is expanded or the brand is extended. For example, Honda has long been 

associated with automobiles but somewhat recently their brand has been extended rather 

successfully into the motorcycle arena.  
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The brand as organization refers to the focus being placed on the organization instead of 

the product itself. Organizational attributes such as innovation, philanthropy, and employee 

relations are the focus and are created by many aspects of the organization. Brand as person 

refers to a perspective where the brand is associated with characteristics of a human being. As is 

the case with a person, a brand can be perceived as trustworthy, elite, intellectual, and funny. 

There several ways in which brand personality can create a stronger brand. A brand personality 

can channel its image to the consumer as well as create the basis for a relationship between the 

brand and the consumer. A brand can also have symbolic value as well. A strong brand image 

can be the foundation of an effective brand strategy in that the visual imagery portrayed by the 

brand can be very powerful and create a connection between the consumer and the brand. 

 

FIGURE 2.4 

               Dimensions of Brand Associations 

 

Low and Lamb (2000) examined the dimensionality of the brand association construct 

across various product categories (soft drink, condiments, and golf equipment, watches, cereal, 

and computer games). Brand associations were hypothesized to consist of three distinct 

dimensions: perceived quality, brand image, and brand attitude. Perceived quality has been 

defined as the overall superiority of a brand and has been linked to favorable consumer outcomes 

such as repeat purchase and positive word of mouth. Brand image was conceptualized as the 
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reasoned or emotional response of the consumer to the target brand and consist of functional and 

symbolic aspects of the brand. Brand attitude is defined as the consumer‟ overall evaluation of 

the brand and represent the meaning of the brand in the mind of the consumer.  

Although the authors found support for the multi-dimensional conceptualization, the level 

of previous familiarity that the consumer holds for the brand moderates the dimensionality of 

consumer brand associations. This finding is logical due to the fact that consumers acquire 

greater, more multi-faceted associations with a brand the more they experience or interact with it 

(Keller, 2003). However, there are some considerable restrictions with this conceptualization. 

First, this conceptualization ignores the conceptual basis of brand associations. Brand 

associations are merely thoughts linked to the brand in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 1993) 

and as a result, the associations do not carry an evaluative or emotional component to them. 

Therefore, the inclusion of brand attitude and brand image as conceptualized in this study stands 

in stark contrast to the manner in which brand associations have been defined.  

A consumer‟ emotional and rational responses to a brand as well as their overall 

judgment are not specific aspects of brand associations. Rather, brand attitude and brand image 

are responses to specific brand associations in the mind of the consumer. Therefore, brand 

attitude and brand image should be positioned as responses that occur following the formation of 

brand associations.  A more valid conceptualization of brand associations was put forth by 

Faircloth et al. (2001). They examined the impact of brand associations on consumers‟ attitudes 

and overall image. They found that specific brand associations can have a positive impact on the 

overall brand image indirectly by way of impacting brand attitudes. This finding contradicts 

Keller‟s (1993) assertion that brand attitudes represent a specific type of brand association. 

Instead, this study illustrates that brand associations are separate from brand attitudes and that 

these associations aid in the formation of attitudes toward the brand by consumers.  

Bauer et al. (2008) developed a four-factor model of brand associations based on Keller‟s 

conceptualization of the dimensionality of brand associations. They posited that brand 

associations were comprised of four distinct dimensions: product-related attributes, non-product 

related attributes, benefits, and brand attitudes. Combined, these four dimensions represent the 

overall brand image in the mind of the consumer. Bauer at al. found that non-product and 

product- related attributes have a significant impact on benefit-related associations while brand 

benefits significantly impact brand attitude as well. This conceptualization makes more sense 
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from a theoretical standpoint than prior conceptualizations. The authors examined different types 

of associations instead of the evaluation of associations. From this standpoint, the authors have 

derived specific dimensions of brand associations instead of the cognitive and emotional 

responses to those associations.  

The preceding illustrates the conceptual confusion regarding the dimension of brand 

attitude. Due to the evaluative nature of attitudes, this dimension should not be included as a 

specific type of association. More likely, brand attitudes are closely related to an outcome of 

brand associations or a moderator between brand associations and consumer outcomes such as 

loyalty or behavioral intentions. In fact, Bauer et al. found that brand attitudes shared the 

strongest relationship with brand loyalty and brand attitudes were closely related to the 

attitudinal aspect of loyalty. Therefore, brand attitudes should be viewed as a response that is 

formed due to the brand associations that exist in the mind of the consumer.  

Brand associations impact on consumer decision-making. del Rio et al. (2001) found 

that positive brand image was correlated with consumer‟s willingness to pay a price premium, 

recommend the brand to friends, and the willingness to accept brand extensions. These 

consequences have been supported in the literature as outcomes of brand equity and have served 

as proxy measures of brand equity. By utilizing the benefits aspect of brand associations, del Rio 

et al. constructed four types of brand functions from the perception of the consumer: guarantee, 

personal identification, social identification, and status. It was believed that these brand functions 

were representative of the utility and benefits that brands offered to consumers. It is important to 

note that not all components of brand image were significantly related to the outcome measures 

of brand equity. For example, personal identification was not significantly related to willingness 

to pay a price premium or willingness to accept brand extensions. Also, the status function of a 

brand was significantly related only to willingness to accept brand extensions.  

It is important to note that a serious limitation of the work by del Rio et al. (2001) 

involves the manner by which the brand functions were established. Since the goal of brand 

functions was to approximate what consumers feel is important about a particular brand, it stands 

to reason that the best way to achieve this end would be a direct elicitation from consumers. In 

this vein, consumers could indicate why brands are important and what benefits can be derived 

from them. Instead, the authors established the items based on a review of previous literature. As 

a result, the brand functions utilized in the study may not be an accurate measure of how 
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consumers perceive a target brand. However, this may reinforce the fact that some associations 

are stronger in the minds of consumers and these associations differentially affect the consumer‟s 

perception and subsequent behavior toward the target brand.  

Strong brand associations combine to form the overall image or meaning of the brand for 

the consumer (Yoo, et al., 2000). A spectator sport product differs from typical goods due to the 

experiential nature of the product. According to Mullin, et al. (2007), the spectator sport product, 

much like other services, is consumed as its being produced, is subjective by nature, is inferential 

due to its heterogeneity, and perishable due to the simultaneous consumption and production. For 

example, two sport consumers may attend the same game but have a markedly different 

interpretation and satisfaction level with their overall experience. As a result, the experience that 

consumers have with the core and ancillary product will have an impact on their evaluation of 

the brand.  

Due to the experiential nature of the sport product, creating positive, lasting associations 

is of paramount importance. Consumers will leave a sporting venue with a lasting impression of 

their consumption experience in their memory. Later, they may draw on these associations to 

guide future purchasing decisions relative to the target object (Ross, et al., 2006). Many times, 

consumers will draw on the previous evaluations with a service experience when making 

consumption decisions (Aaker, 1996). Besides providing a positive, memorable experience, sport 

organizations can capitalize on the favorable associations they create via consumption. However, 

in order to capitalize on these associations, the organization must be able to elicit and accurately 

measure these associations. A few endeavors in the sport literature have been completed to meet 

this objective. 

Measuring brand associations. The impact of brand associations on building brand 

equity has been strongly suggested by previous literature. Keller (1993) believed that brand 

associations represented the most important component of brand equity. Gladden et al. (1998) 

posited that brand associations might aid in the procurement of individual donations, 

merchandise, and ticket sales in the context of intercollegiate sports. Sport consumers who hold 

favorable associations may be more likely to patronize athletic events and be willing to 

contribute financially to the success of a sport program. Gladden and Milne (1999) believed that 

brand associations were instrumental in building brand equity. Similar to the Gladden and Funk 
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(2002) model, they placed brand associations as a key component to building equity and result in 

positive consequences for the sport organization.  

Berry (2000) examined service brands in his model of brand equity and concluded that 

the meaning of the brand in the mind of the consumer (overall brand image) had a direct impact 

on the level of brand equity for a service brand. He posited that the brand meaning, a compilation 

of brand associations that lead to the overall meaning of the brand for the consumer, 

disproportionately affects brand equity in comparison to brand awareness. The perception of the 

brand is more critical to brand equity then the mere presence of the brand in the mind of the 

consumer.  

Based on the Berry model, Ross (2006) proposed a conceptual model that exhibited the 

role brand associations play in building brand equity. Brand associations, a component of brand 

equity, was theorized to directly influence a consumer‟s level of loyalty towards his or her 

favorite team brand. The aforementioned studies exhibit the importance of brand associations in 

building brand equity, however, these research endeavors are all conceptual in nature and do not 

directly test the influence of brand associations on outcomes related to brand equity. Few studies 

have taken on the task of operationalizing brand associations and testing its relationship with 

brand equity.  

 Gladden and Funk (2001) tested the relationship between brand associations and brand 

loyalty. In line with Keller‟s (1993) conceptualization of brand equity, brand loyalty is 

considered an outcome of brand equity instead of a type of brand association as Aaker (1991) 

contends. The authors constructed a list of thirteen brand associations and subsequent measures 

by a review of previous literature. The thirteen dimensions of brand associations were 

constructed with at least three items per factor and the dimensions were further segregated based 

on Keller‟s three types of brand associations: attributes, benefits, and attitudes. Brand loyalty 

was conceptualized as containing two components: behavioral and attitudinal loyalty. For 

behavioral loyalty, three items were constructed while four items measuring attitudinal loyalty 

were included in order to provide a multidimensional measure of brand loyalty. The results 

indicated that seven associations had a significant, positive relationship with brand loyalty.  

In the results reported by Gladden and Funk (2001), three items related to brand attributes 

and four items related to benefits were considered significant predictors of brand loyalty. 

Furthermore, the association of fan identification turned out to be the most significant predictor 
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of brand loyalty. This reinforces the connection between social identification and brand equity as 

posited by Underwood, et al. (2001). An individual‟s connection with a team has a strong link 

with the likelihood they will continue their affiliation and consumption of a team‟s offerings. 

Overall, in the context of brand equity, this study indicates that brand associations are an integral 

part of building loyalty for a sport brand. Individuals who have strong, favorable associations 

with a sports team are more likely to demonstrate positive attitudes and overt behavior toward 

their favorite team. This provides partial confirmation for Keller‟s belief that brand associations 

are an integral part of building brand equity.  

In a similar manner Bauer et al. (2008) found that brand associations impact brand 

loyalty in an examination of German football club fans. The authors classified brand associations 

into brand attributes, benefits, and attitudes. They found that associations related to product 

attributes impact the benefit associations held by the consumer. Brand benefits impacted the 

brand attitude held by consumers. Finally, brand attitudes were found to significantly predict the 

behavioral loyalty of sport consumers. In this sense, a consumer‟s overall evaluation of the brand 

impacts his or her behavioral intentions toward the brand.  

Both Gladden and Funk (2002) and Bauer et al.‟s (2008) studies have some considerable 

conceptual weaknesses. Conceptually, brand attitudes should not be considered a dimension of 

brand associations. Brand attitudes are the consumers overall evaluation of the brand while brand 

associations are simply thoughts linked to the brand in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 1993). 

Therefore, the evaluative nature of brand attitudes excludes it from consideration as a type of 

brand association. Also, the authors constructed their brand association measures from a review 

of relevant literature. Brand associations are best derived from the mind of the consumer and as a 

result, a direct elicitation technique should be utilized to uncover brand associations consumers 

hold towards a certain brand (Supphellen, 2000).  

There has been a lack of consensus regarding the nature and dimensionality of brand 

associations. This dissension started with Aaker (1991) and Keller‟s (1993) differing 

conceptualizations of brand associations. In this study, brand associations can be characterized 

by two types: attributes and benefits. Attributes can be characterized as product and non-product 

related while benefits can be characterized as symbolic and experiential. In a departure from 

Keller‟s (1993) conceptualization, brand attitudes should not be viewed as a type of brand 
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association. Rather, brand attitudes represent an evaluation of the brand associations held in the 

mind of the consumer.  

The next two components of brand equity were posited by Aaker (1991) in the context of 

traditional manufactured goods. However, in the context of sport services, perceived quality and 

brand loyalty do not constitute specific dimensions of brand equity. The next two sections detail 

these two components and provide an explanation for why they do not fit in the context of this 

study.  

Perceived quality. Aaker (1991; 1996) defined perceived quality as the perception of 

functional excellence on behalf of the consumer. Aaker classified perceived quality as a brand 

association; however, he contended that it should be elevated to a brand asset due to its 

relationship with financial performance, its place in the strategic plan of a business, and its 

relationship and influence over other aspects of brand perception. The difference between 

perceived quality and actual quality may have ramifications from the perception of the consumer. 

Although a brand may be producing high quality products, there may be lingering doubt or a 

negative perception based on previous performance or perceptions of the product. Also, 

companies may be directing their quality efforts on product dimensions that are of little 

consequence to the consumer. Often, consumers do not have complete information regarding the 

product to make a sound and rational judgment regarding quality so they often look for quality 

heuristics to guide their decision. It is important for an organization to understand these 

heuristics and manage them effectively. Primarily, consumers will use the price heuristic as a 

proxy for quality. High priced objects are often perceived as being of higher quality. Finally, 

consumers may examine the wrong heuristics when trying to judge quality due to lack of 

information or understanding of the product category. Due to these characteristics, Aaker 

contended that perceived quality should be a distinct component of brand equity as well as an 

asset to be managed by the firm. 

Keller (1993) did not include perceived quality as a variable that directly influences 

brand knowledge. Although not expressly stated, the impetus was that perceived quality is 

simply a specific brand association and should be subsumed under that dimension of brand 

equity. There has been considerable disagreement regarding perceived quality and its 

relationship with brand equity. Yoo et al. (2000) examined the influence of various 

organizational activities (marketing mix) on the distinct components of brand equity and their 
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impact on brand equity as a consequence. They approached brand equity from Aaker‟s 

perspective (brand awareness/association, brand loyalty, perceived quality) and examined the 

relationship among the dimensions of brand equity as well. Perceived quality was positively 

related to brand equity, however, the relationship between brand quality and brand equity was 

much less than brand loyalty and brand equity. Therefore, the authors contended that high 

perceived quality is not analogous with high brand equity. While it is important to note that 

perceived quality does have a significant impact on brand equity, the mere presence of high 

perceived product quality does not ensure high brand equity.  

Gladden and Funk (2001) tested the impact of perceived quality on brand loyalty in the 

context of professional sports. In order to operationalize perceived quality, they utilized the 

brand association of success as a representation of the construct. They found that success was not 

a significant predictor of brand loyalty among the sample they utilized. It is important to note 

that their sample consisted of individuals who can be characterized as highly identified with their 

sports team. As a result, it is likely that highly identified fans hold such a deep psychological 

connection to their favorite team that winning or a lack of success is not going to affect this 

deeply held attachment and enduring attitude. Gladden and Funk believe that this result shows 

that success is not critical to loyalty and that other aspects of brand management should be 

addressed for long-term brand health.  

Other conceptualizations of sport-based brand equity do not consider perceived quality to 

be a distinct dimension of brand equity (Bauer et al., 2008; Berry, 2000; Keller, 1993; Ross, 

2006; Ross et al., 2006). Instead, perceived quality is simply considered an association regarding 

the brand that exists in the mind of the sport consumer. The distinct aspects of the sport product 

lead to the diminished importance of perceived quality on behalf of management. In the 

traditional goods context, quality is a significant aspect of brand equity as well as a strategic 

objective of management. For example, Ford Motor Company utilized the slogan “Quality is job 

one” for years as the crux of their marketing communication campaign. This was meant to 

indicate that product quality was of the utmost importance for their product and could be 

controlled in the production aspect of their firm.  

In the spectator sport realm, product quality is much more difficult to manage and 

control. On any given day, a team may perform well or poorly due to many extraneous 

circumstances. The sport product is highly unpredictable and inconsistent and as a result, the 
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overall quality of the core product is hard to manage. In this sense, perceived quality takes on 

less importance and is not considered a strategic objective of most sport organizations. Also, as 

Gladden and Funk (2001) exhibited, the brand association of success does not significantly 

impact behavioral loyalty due to the nature of the sport product. Therefore, perceived quality 

should not be considered a distinct dimension of brand equity in the realm of sport-based brand 

equity.  

Brand loyalty. Once viewed as a distinct component of brand equity, (Aaker, 1991; 

1996) brand loyalty has been repositioned as a potential consequence of brand equity. Keller 

(1993) did not include brand loyalty as a distinct component of brand knowledge. He believed 

that brand knowledge was only composed of brand associations and brand awareness. Yoo et al. 

(2000) noted that brand loyalty may be more related to brand equity than some of the 

components of brand equity. By that, it was meant that loyalty represents a more holistic 

perspective and may in fact mediate the relationship between brand awareness and brand 

associations and brand equity. Ross (2006) believed that only brand awareness and brand 

associations comprise brand equity. He hypothesized that loyalty to the team would be impacted 

by the level of brand awareness and nature of brand associations that consumers held for 

professional sports teams.  

Gladden and Funk (2001) investigated brand loyalty as a potential outcome of brand 

equity. They examined the link between brand associations and brand loyalty. They found 

specific brand associations (i.e. identification, nostalgia, escape, and product delivery) had a 

positive and significant relationship with brand loyalty while other associations (i.e. peer group 

acceptance, star player, tradition) shared a negative relationship with brand loyalty. Bauer et al. 

(2008) found a relationship between brand associations and brand loyalty. It was found that 

favorable, strong, and unique brand associations were related to a high level of attitudinal and 

behavioral loyalty on behalf of the consumer. From this examination, it seems that the tenuous 

consensus from scholars is that brand loyalty is an outcome of brand equity instead of a potential 

component as Aaker theorized.  It is reasonable to conclude that loyalty should be a variable that 

is examined as a consequence of brand equity. 

Discussion of brand equity components. Broadly speaking, the gaps in and flaws of 

previous research provide some guidance in regards to what should be considered a component 

of brand equity. First, perceived quality is an aspect of the product that is hard to control by the 
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organization and value is held in the mind of the consumer. As a result, it is ultimately up to the 

consumer to associate quality with a specific product. Therefore, this asset may be harder to 

manage than brand awareness and brand associations. Also, there are a number of extenuating 

circumstances that may break the link between perceived quality and brand equity. Consumers 

do not always choose the product with the highest perceived quality. Situational influences such 

as price and competing brand loyalties may minimize the impact of perceived quality on brand 

equity. Therefore, perceived quality should not be included as a specific component of brand 

equity as Aaker contends. Instead, it should simply be considered an association that comes to 

mind regarding the brand.  

 A second glaring weakness of Aaker‟s brand equity model is the inclusion of brand 

loyalty as a distinct component of brand equity. Oliver (1999) defines loyalty as “a deeply held 

commitment to rebuy or patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby 

causing a competitive same brand or same brand purchasing set” (p.392). Additionally, loyalty 

has been posited to contain attitudinal and behavioral components (Gladden & Funk, 2001). Due 

to this multidimensional nature of loyalty, loyalty should be considered an outcome of brand 

equity or it may mediate the impact between the dimensions of brand equity and an outcome 

measure of brand equity. Yoo, et al. (2000) conceded “perceived quality and brand associations 

might affect brand equity by influencing brand loyalty first” (p.204). Thus, brand loyalty may 

represent a more holistic concept that is closely related to brand equity instead of being a specific 

component of it.  

Next, brand attitudes are considered a specific type of brand association. The definition 

of an association and an attitude illustrates the lack of congruency between these two constructs. 

A brand association is an “informational node linked to a brand node in the consumer‟s memory” 

(p.3). An attitude is an overall evaluation or judgment about a specific brand. From these 

definitions, it would seem that brand attitudes would be a specific consequence of a brand 

association, not a component. Brand associations are not evaluative; they are simply information 

nodes in the consumer‟s memory. Thus, an evaluation of these associations would seem to 

follow the creation of an association.  

Finally, the categorization of benefits as a specific type of association is questionable as 

well. According to Keller (1993), benefits are the “personal value consumers attach to product or 

service attributes” (p.4). Similar to the issue with attitudes, associations are only information 
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linked to memory; there is not any inherent evaluation or meaning contained in a brand 

association. Consumers will place value on a specific association after the association is 

constructed. As a result, benefits should not be considered an inherent property of a brand 

association. 

Therefore, this study will consider brand awareness and brand associations as the two 

major components of brand equity. Brand loyalty will be regarded as a consequence of brand 

equity and perceived quality will simply be viewed as an example of an association. In regards to 

brand associations, brand attitudes will not be considered a specific type of brand association. 

Instead, a consumer‟s attitude toward the brand will be represented by measures of brand 

superiority and brand affect. This means that brand attitudes will be considered an affective or 

rational evaluation of the associations a consumer holds about a specific brand.  

Most measures of brand equity have adopted Keller (1993) or Aaker‟s (1991) 

conceptualization of brand equity. In some cases, certain dimensions of brand equity have been 

operationalized and utilized as a measure of brand equity (i.e. brand associations). In other cases, 

the dimensions of brand equity as well as the consequences of brand equity have been 

investigated. Also, brand equity has been investigated from the perspective of the consumer as 

well as from a financial perspective.  

 The next sections details previous attempts to measure brand equity in both traditional 

goods contexts as well as sport services. This section will first chronicle attempts to derive a 

financial measure of brand equity. Next, the consumer-based measures of brand equity will be 

detailed according to attempts that utilized Aaker‟s conceptualization of brand equity, Keller‟s 

conceptualization of brand equity, and other measurement attempts that did not incorporate 

either seminal work. Finally, Keller „s (2003) latest conceptualization of consumer-based brand 

equity will be described and presented separately due to its importance in this study.  

Measurement of Brand Equity 

 The Marketing Science Institute (1999) proposed five broad purposes for brand equity 

measures: (1) to guide marketing strategies and tactical decisions, (2) to assess the extendibility 

of a brand, (3) evaluate the effectiveness of marketing decisions, (4) to track a brand‟s health in 

comparison to competitors over time, and (5) to assign a financial value to the brand in balance 

sheets and financial transactions. To this end, brand equity measures can be divided into three 

categories of measures: consumer mind-set (consumer perceptions and behaviors), product 
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market (price premium, market share, relative price), and financial market (discounted cash flow 

measures, price of brand at purchase point, Tobin‟s Q) (see Table 1.2). However, certain 

measures of brand equity have been posited to be more accurate and appropriate given the 

specific product category and context (goods versus services; sport product versus non-sport 

product).  

 

 

TABLE 2.2 

Measures of Brand Equity 

Author(s) Branding 
focus 

How 
measured/conceptualized 

Nature of 
Study 

Sample Findings 

 
Aaker 
(1991) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Four dimensions: brand 
awareness, perceived 
quality, brand 
association, brand 
loyalty 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Simon & 
Sullivan 
(1993) 

 
Financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Assigns objective 
financial value to brand 
name and tracks changes 
in value according to 
shifts in the market 

 
Empirical 

 
Soft drink 
industry 

 
Constructed a sound 
financial measure of 
brand equity and showed 
impact of marketing 
decisions on brand value 

 
Keller 
(1993) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Two dimensions of 
brand knowledge: brand 
awareness and brand 
image 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Srivastava 
& Shocker 
(1991) 

 
Consumer 
and 
financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Two dimensions: brand 
value and brand strength 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Park & 
Srinivasan 
(1994) 

 
Customer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Brand equity divided 
into attribute and non-
attribute-based 
components 

 
Empirical 

 
Current 
users of 
mouthwash 
and 
toothpaste 
brands 

 
Non-attribute component 
plays a more important 
role in determining 
brand equity; brand 
equity has a significant 
impact on market share 

 
Lassar, 
Mittal, & 
Sharma 
(1995) 

 
Customer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Five dimensions: 
performance, social 
image, attachment, 
value, trustworthiness 

 
Empirical 

 
113 
consumers 
of athletic 
shoes and 
answering 
machines 

 
Developed a valid and 
reliable scale to measure 
consumer-based brand 
equity that is comprised 
of five dimensions 
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TABLE 2.2 (Continued) 
Author Branding 

focus 
How 
measured/conceptualized 

Nature of 
study 

Sample Findings 

 
 
Boone, 
Kochunny, 
& Wilkins 
(1995) 

 
 
Sport 
financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
 
Sport brand‟s financial 
value, attendance 
capacity, operating 
expenses, team revenues 
versus unbranded sport 
team 

 
 
Empirical 

 
 
Major 
League 
Baseball 
secondary 
data 

 
 
Majority of team‟s brand 
equity was equal or less 
than unbranded version 
of team 

 
Gladden & 
Milne 
(1999) 

 
Sport 
financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Brand equity was 
measured based on two 
conceptualizations: 
franchise value and 
percentage of filled 
stadium capacity divided 
by team success 
(winning percentage 
over 25 years) and the 
average ticket price and 
percentage of filled 
stadium capacity divided 
by team success. 

 
Empirical 

 
Major 
League 
Baseball 
secondary 
data 

 
Brand equity and success 
were positively related to 
merchandise sales. 
Measure captures long-
term value of brand and 
consumer‟s willingness 
to pay price premium 

 
Berry 
(2000) 

 
Service 
brand 
equity 

 
Two dimensions: brand 
awareness and brand 
meaning 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
Customer‟s direct 
experience with the 
service has the most 
influence on brand 
equity 

 
Yoo, 
Donthu, & 
Lee 
(2000) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Aaker‟s four dimensions: 
brand awareness, 
perceived quality, brand 
associations, brand 
loyalty 

 
Empirical 

 
Students 
from major 
university 

 
Perceived quality, brand 
awareness and brand 
associations represent 
distinct components of 
brand equity while brand 
loyalty should not be 
conceptualized as a 
component of brand 
equity 

 
Gladden, 
Irwin, & 
Sutton 
(2001) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Aaker‟s four dimensions: 
perceived quality, brand 
awareness, brand 
association, brand 
loyalty 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Belen del 
Rio, 
Vazquez, 
& Iglesias 
(2001) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Four dimensions of 
brand associations: 
guarantee, personal 
identification, social 
identification, and status.  

 
Empirical 

 
1000 
Spanish 
sport survey 
participants 

 
Emotional aspects of 
service brands had more 
impact on behavioral 
intentions while 
guarantee differentially 
impacted goods.  
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TABLE 2.2 (Continued) 
Author Branding 

focus 
How 
measured/conceptualized 

Nature of 
study 

Sample Findings 

 
Faircloth, 
Capella, & 
Alford 
(2001) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Image and attitude 
precede brand equity. 
Brand equity was 
measured by the 
consumer‟s willingness 
to pay price premium 
and purchase intentions 

 
Empirical 

 
105 
undergradu
ate business 
majors from 
Midwestern 
university 

 
The creation of positive 
brand attitudes and brand 
image impact brand 
equity for selected 
products 

 
Mackay 
(2001) 

 
Financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Utilized market share as 
a measure of brand 
equity; compared with 
common consumer-
based measures of brand 
equity 

 
Empirical 

 
383 New 
Zealand 
credit card 
consumers 

 
Market share measure 
correlated with 
consumer-based brand 
equity to exhibit validity 
of instrument 

 
Krishnan & 
Hartline 
(2001) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Brand equity was 
measured by two items 
that capture the 
willingness to pay price 
premium as well as items 
related to the quality, 
value, trustworthiness, 
credibility, and 
familiarity of the brand 
name 

 
Empirical 

 
65 
undergrad 
students 

 
Brand equity was not 
found to be more 
important for service 
products in relation to 
traditional goods. The 
measure of brand equity 
displayed sound 
psychometric properties 

 
 
Washburn 
& Plank 
(2001) 

 
 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
 
Aaker‟s four dimensions 
of brand equity: 
perceived quality, brand 
associations, brand 
awareness, brand loyalty 
and five items that 
measured consequences 
of brand equity 

 
 
Empirical 

 
 
272 
subjects 

 
 
Future measures of 
brand equity should 
differentiate brand 
associations and brand 
awareness. Brand loyalty 
should be considered an  
outcome of brand equity 
and not a distinct 
component 

 
Gladden & 
Funk 
(2002) 

 
Brand 
association
s 

 
16 dimensions of brand 
associations were 
identified 

 
Empirical 

 
3,000 
subscribers 
of weekly 
national 
magazine 

 
The Team Association 
Model is a 
psychometrically sound 
model of brand 
associations. Experience-
based associations may 
be the most important in 
consumer evaluations of 
a sport brand 

 
Kim, Kim, 
& An 
(2003) 

 
Consumer/ 
financial 
brand 
equity 

 
Four dimensions of 
brand equity: perceived 
quality, brand image, 
brand loyalty.  

 
Empirical 

 
513  
consumers 

 
Brand equity understood 
as composite of four 
dimensions and  impacts 
firms performance 
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TABLE 2.2 (Continued) 
Author Branding 

focus 
How 
measured/conceptualized 

Nature of 
study 

Sample Findings 

 
Robinson 
& Miller 
(2003) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Gladden et al.‟s (1998) 
conceptualization of 
sport brand equity was 
utilized 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
Coach Bobby Knight 
was posited to have a 
direct financial impact 
on the brand equity of 
the Texas Tech 
basketball program 

 
 
Pappu, 
Quester, & 
Cooksey 
(2005) 

 
 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
 
Aaker‟s four dimensions: 
perceived quality, brand 
awareness, brand 
association, brand 
loyalty 

 
 
Empirical 

 
 
539 
Australian 
non-student 
consumers 

 
 
The principle 
contribution of this study 
is the illustration of the 
multi-dimensional nature 
of brand equity 

 
Bamert & 
Wehrli 
(2005) 

 
Service-
based 
brand 
equity  

 
Aaker‟s dimensions of 
brand equity and Yoo et 
al.‟s items related to 
consequences of brand 
equity 

 
Empirical 

 
963 
undergrad 
students 

 
Brand equity in the 
service context should be 
differentiated from 
traditional goods context 

 
Bauer, 
Sauer, & 
Schmitt 
(2005) 

 
Consumer 
and 
financial-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Brand image and brand 
awareness are measured 
to represent brand 
equity. Those measures 
are correlated with 
consumer‟s behavioral 
intentions 

 
Empirical 

 
1594 
German 
soccer fans 

 
Perceptions of brand 
image are positively 
related to the economic 
success of German 
soccer clubs 

 
Bauer, 
Sauer, & 
Exler 
(2005) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
image 

 
Constructed sport brand 
associations based on 
product-related, non-
product, and benefits 
components of brand 
associations based on 
Gladden and Funk‟s 
TAM 

 
Empirical 

 
1268 fans 
of German 
soccer club 

 
Team history and 
success are not the 
primary drivers of fan 
loyalty. Experiential and 
benefits of sport 
consumption drive brand 
loyalty 

 
Hseigh 
(2005) 

 
Consumer-
based 
national 
brand 
equity 

 
Introduces the concept of 
measured and 
unmeasured aspects of 
brand equity 

 
Empirical 

 
Secondary 
data from 
the 
automobile 
industry 

 
This study integrates the 
value added function of 
brand equity and 
consumer perceptions of 
the brand as potential 
measures 

 
Ross, 
James, & 
Vargas 
(2006) 

 
Brand 
association 

 
13 dimensions of team 
brand associations were 
derived from direct 
elicitation of sport 
consumers 

 
Empirical 

 
467 
students 
from 
Midwestern 
university 

 
This is the first study to 
qualitatively elicit brand 
associations from 
consumers to construct a 
valid measure of brand 
associations 
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TABLE 2.2 (Continued) 
Author Branding 

focus 
How 
measured/conceptualized 

Nature of 
study 

Sample Findings 

 
Ross  
(2006) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Two dimensions of 
brand equity: brand 
awareness and brand 
associations 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Pappu & 
Quester 
(2007) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Aaker‟s four dimensions: 
perceived quality, brand 
awareness, brand 
association, brand 
loyalty  

 
Empirical 

 
601 
shopping 
mall 
consumers 

 
Customer satisfaction 
impacts the level of 
retailer equity on behalf 
of consumers 

 
Low & 
Lamb 
(2007) 

 
Brand 
association 

 
Three dimensions of 
brand associations: 
perceived quality, brand 
image, brand attitude 

 
Empirical 

 
400 
undergradu
ate students 

 
The three factor brand 
association model was a 
psychometrically sound  

 
Ross, Bang 
& Lee 
(2007) 

 
Brand 
association 

 
Utilized the Team Brand 
Association Scale in the 
context of intercollegiate 
sports 

 
Empirical 

 
349 student 
season 
ticket 
holder for 
collegiate 
hockey 

 
The Team Brand 
Association Scale was 
found to be a valid and 
reliable measure in the 
context of intercollegiate 
sports 

 
Kaynak, 
Salman, & 
Tatoglu 
(2007) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Utilized Gladden & 
Funk‟s conceptualization 
of brand associations 

 
Conceptual 

 
N/A 

 
N/A 

 
Boyle & 
Magnusson 
(2007) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
4 items related to 
quality, success, and 
value measured brand 
equity 

 
Empirical 

 
109 
undergrad 
students 

 
A sport consumer‟s 
social identity has a 
significant impact on a 
team‟s brand equity 

 
Bauer, 
Sauer, & 
Exler 
(2008) 

 
Consumer-
based 
brand 
equity 

 
Utilized Gladden and 
Funk‟s conceptualization 
of brand associations 

 
Empirical 

 
 1,298 
German 
soccer fans 

 
The tangible types of 
brand associations 
impact the associations 
related to benefits. 
Associations related to 
benefits impact a 
consumer‟s attitude 
toward the brand while 
their attitudes impacted 
their behavioral loyalty 

 
Ross, 
Russell, & 
Bang 
(2008) 

 
Brand 
awareness 

 
Two dimensions of 
brand awareness: 
Identification and 
internalization 

 
Empirical        

 
 3,200 NBA 
season 
ticket 
holders 

 
N/A 
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Financial Measures of Brand Equity 

Numerous authors have approached brand equity from a financial perspective. Simon and 

Sullivan (1993) defined brand equity as “incremental cash flows which accrue to branded 

products over and above the cash flows which would result from the sale of unbranded products” 

(p.29). In order to determine brand equity of the firm, the market value of future cash flows has 

to be determined after assets and securities are accounted for. By this conceptualization, brand 

equity is considered an asset of the firm, future brand health is taken into consideration, and 

changes in the market affect brand equity as well. Simon and Sullivan examined fluctuations in 

stock prices to capture the ever-changing aspects of brand equity as well as determine the future 

brand equity of a product.  

Dubin (1998) also believe brand equity is derived from determining incremental profits 

from a branded version of a product in comparison to an unbranded product. They derived an 

economic formula to measure a brand‟s equity by comparing the sales volume of a brand product 

in relation to an unbranded competitor, controlling for price elasticity. In this sense, brand equity 

is derived by determining the difference in sales volume that is directly attributed to the brand 

name. Using economic theory, the formula controls for extraneous variables that may influence 

value and isolates the difference in profit based solely on brand name. Ailawadi, et al. (2003) 

established revenue premium as a potential indicator of brand equity. Revenue premium refers to 

the differential revenue intake between a branded good and a private label. As a result, a well-

known brand should incur more revenue for the corporation in comparison to the competition in 

the product category due mainly to the perception and loyalty to the brand. Revenue premium 

calculates the difference between volume and price of a branded item versus the volume and 

price of an unbranded version of the product. The product of this difference can be considered 

due to the equity of the brand.  

Holbrook (1992) and Keller (1993) considered price premium as an operational definition 

of brand equity across multiple product categories. A product is considered to have positive 

brand equity if the consumer is willing to pay top dollar for the branded product even in the face 

of similar or lower priced alternative. Gladden and Milne (1999) compared the relative impact of 

brand equity and team success on team merchandise sales over a four-year period. Brand equity 

was measured based on two conceptualizations: franchise value and percentage of filled stadium 

capacity divided by team success (winning percentage over 25 years) and the average ticket price 
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and percentage of filled stadium capacity divided by team success. The first conceptualization 

captures the long-term value of a brand while the latter measure evaluates the willingness of 

consumers to pay a price premium for the sport brand, both recognized characteristics of brand 

equity. The findings indicated that brand equity and success were positively related to 

merchandise sales. Both measures of brand equity significantly impacted merchandise sales 

although brand equity was found to be more important for the National Hockey League and 

Major League Baseball.  

 Boone, et al. (1995) conceptualized a financial measure of brand equity in the context of 

Major League Baseball. Numerous financial variables were utilized to decipher a measure of a 

club‟s brand equity. The brand equity of all 28 professional baseball teams (at that time) was 

calculated by obtaining the financial value of each team, team revenues including luxury suite 

and private box revenue (not applicable for all teams but crucial to a team‟s financial health), and 

network television fee rights. A financial calculation of an unbranded professional team brand 

was derived based on the expansion fee paid for the most recent new team. In this sense, these 

authors prescribe to the conceptualization of brand equity put forth by Simon and Sullivan 

(1993) in that brand equity is derived by comparing a branded product to an unbranded 

competitor. The most interesting finding from their measure of brand equity was the lack of 

equity nearly all professional teams possessed when compared to the unbranded competitor. The 

primary limitation with this measure of brand equity is the lack of a valid measure for the 

amount of indirect consumption that occurs by sport consumers. Television rights fees do not 

capture the level of indirect consumption of the sport brand that occurs by consumers.   

Although an important first step for examining the financial aspect of brand equity in the 

sport industry, the study by Boone et al. had some considerable weaknesses. First, the measures 

of brand equity suffer from a lack of economic accuracy. The measures do not account for the 

impact of indirect consumption or the fluctuation in stadium capacity across different teams and 

leagues. Also, the relationships between brand equity and merchandise sales were not evaluated 

for practical significance. An effect size measure may reveal a relationship that lacks significant 

magnitude or real world significance. Further refinement of the financial measure may yield a 

promising research opportunity to merge consumer and financial measures of brand equity.  

Financial measures of brand equity have been commonly used in the mainstream 

marketing literature yet numerous scholars have posited that financial measures of brand equity 
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may not be the most appropriate measure for all product categories (Aaker, 1991; Berry, 2000; 

Keller, 1993; Keller, 2003; Ross, 2006; Ross et al., 2008). In the realm of sport services, the 

financial value of a brand is very difficult to ascertain due to the large amount of indirect 

mediated consumption by sport consumers. It is difficult to accurately measure this type of 

consumption and this has been a common problem among previous attempts to establish a 

financial brand measure in the context of the sport product (see Boone et al., 1995; Gladden & 

Milne, 1999).   

Berry (2000) and Ross (2006) posited that service products differ from traditional goods 

in that the consumer‟s direct experience and relationship with the service provider influences the 

attitudes and associations they hold for the target brand. Due to this interaction, the consumer‟s 

own subjective perceptions play a vital role in establishing a connection and disposition towards 

the brand. Also, given the perishable, heterogeneous, simultaneity, and intangibility of the 

service product, it is more appropriate to measure consumer-based brand equity by means of 

consumer perceptions. Accordingly, various brand equity measures have been constructed that 

measure consumer awareness and associations with the target brand.  

Consumer-based Measures of Brand Equity 

The majority of consumer-based measures of brand equity are based on Aaker (1991; 

1996) and Keller‟s (1993) conceptualizations of brand equity, which have been previously 

discussed. The results of previous studies based on Aaker and Keller‟s conceptualizations have 

been mixed in regards to what constitutes a reliable and valid measure of brand equity. Some 

measures have incorporated all of the dimensions of Keller or Aaker‟s conceptualizations, while 

others have specifically focused on the brand association dimension. Further, some measures 

have only included items to assess the consequences of brand equity (i.e. not operationalized the 

specific dimensions of brand equity).  

Measures based on Aaker (1991). Cobb-Walgren, et al. (1995) examined the 

relationship between brand equity and consumer‟s preferences and behavioral intentions. Brand 

equity was measured by the awareness, associations, and perceived quality perceptions 

consumers held for selected brands in the hotel and home cleansers product categories. 

Collectively, the three components were summed to represent a single equity score for each 

brand. Consumers were most likely to choose the brand with the highest overall equity score, 

were more likely to choose a product if they were aware of the advertising for the brand, and 
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were not influenced by the brand name alone. A considerable limitation of this study is the lack 

of differential impact that a given component may hold over another. The authors failed to test if 

awareness, associations, or perceived quality had a greater influence purchase intentions. This 

would have shed some light on which aspect of brand equity was most important to consumers.  

Yoo, et al. (2001) measure brand equity based on Aaker‟s four dimension 

conceptualization. The relationship between elements of the marketing mix and perceived 

quality, brand loyalty, and brand awareness with associations were examined. Unlike previous 

interpretations, brand awareness and brand associations were not measured as distinct constructs.  

Furthermore, unlike previous measurement attempts, the relationship between the three 

dimensions of brand equity and specific outcome variables was assessed. The relationship 

between brand equity and behavioral intentions had not been assessed previously. Although a 

significant step in the quest for an accurate measure of consumer-based brand equity, there were 

a few considerable weaknesses of their conceptualization. Washburn and Plank (2001) tested the 

psychometric properties of Yoo et al.‟s brand equity scale and found mixed support for their 

multi-dimensional brand equity interpretation. The main weakness of the brand equity scale was 

the conjoint measure of brand awareness and brand associations. Washburn and Plank noted 

“theory highlights a clear distinction between brand awareness and brand associations, which 

makes it important to further refine the scales” (p.59).  

There are numerous conceptual and theoretical contradictions with previous literature 

presented by Yoo et al.‟s (2001) work. First, there is some considerable disagreement over what 

dimensions constitute brand equity, as noted by the authors. In this model, they include 

perceived quality and brand loyalty, with brand awareness/associations as one dimension. The 

results of this model indicate that brand loyalty may be better served as an outcome of brand 

equity, rather than a specific component. Yoo et al. (2001) stated that “brand loyalty represents a 

holistic perspective and may be closer to brand equity as a result” (p.204). Furthermore, it was 

found that brand associations and perceived quality might influence brand loyalty first before 

brand equity. As a result, a hypothesized model with brand loyalty as a mediating variable 

between the dimensions of brand equity and the effects of brand equity may be more 

conceptually sound thus tested for model fit. Most contemporary conceptualizations of brand 

equity have recognized loyalty as a potential outcome of brand equity.  
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A second issue with the model is regarding perceived quality and brand associations as 

distinct concepts. Aaker (1996) concedes that perceived quality is a brand association yet one 

meriting distinction due to its strategic importance for the firm. Keller (1993) subsumes 

perceived quality as a specific brand association in his model. Therefore, the authors should have 

tested these two theories with their modeling to determine which may constitute a better model 

fit. Also, brand associations and brand awareness should have been divided as distinct concepts 

in this model. Items for brand awareness should have been constructed as a distinct component 

and the relationship between awareness and associations should have been tested. Keller 

acknowledged that brand awareness was the launch point for building associations. This 

hypothesized relationship should have been tested instead of subsuming the two concepts as one 

factor in the model. 

Finally, Yoo et al. (2001) combined brand awareness and brand associations as a single 

dimension of brand equity. Brand awareness and brand associations have been conceptualized as 

distinct constructs (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993). Consumers must be aware of the target brand in 

order to form strong, favorable associations about the brand. Therefore, the treatment of brand 

awareness and brand associations as a single construct is a stark contradiction to the theoretical 

interpretation of previous authors.  

Kim, et al. (2003) investigated the level of brand equity among hotels in Korea. They 

utilized Aaker‟s (1991) four dimensions (perceived quality, brand awareness, brand image, brand 

loyalty) of brand equity to measure the overall perception of the brand from the consumer‟s 

perspective. Also, financial performance measures such as return on sales and return on equity 

were included to provide an objective measure of brand equity. The relationship between the 

firm‟s financial performance and customer-based brand equity was assessed to determine the 

predictive validity of the customer-based brand equity measure. The four dimensions (perceived 

quality, brand loyalty, brand awareness, brand image) were shown to be a valid representation of 

brand equity as well as had a positive impact on firm performance. The significant relationship 

between customer-based brand equity and firm performance was a novel finding in that few 

studies have investigated the relationship between direct and indirect measures of brand equity. 

This represents a significant step forward in brand equity research. Few studies have been able to 

equate strong consumer-based brand equity and financial performance. Although this approach 
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would not work in the context of sport services due to the lack of a valid financial measure of 

brand equity, it is an innovative method to determine the equity of a given brand.  

Kayaman and Aralsli (2007) did not find support for the four dimension model of brand 

equity in their investigation in the hotel industry. Brand awareness was not a significant 

dimension of customer-based brand equity. The authors indicated that this was due to the fact 

that they selected five-star hotel brands so the salience of the brand in the mind of the consumer 

may have already been established. This finding may be applicable to other contexts where the 

product category or target brand is prominent in society. For example, major professional sports 

brands are highly visible in society and as a result, brand awareness may not be an element of the 

customer-based brand equity model that warrants consideration. However, this study should not 

diminish the impact of awareness on consumer perceptions. Research has consistently shown 

that awareness is the first step in building brand equity (Aaker, 1991; Bauer, et al., 2008; Berry, 

2000; Faircloth, et al., 2001; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Heath, 1999; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; 

Ross, 2008; Yoo, et al., 2001).  

Measures based on Keller (1993). Faircloth, et al. (2001) examined the impact of brand 

image on brand equity. In order to assess brand image, the authors measured the associations and 

attitudes that consumers held for the given brand.  The authors measured brand associations and 

attitudes because consumers must hold certain perceptions of the brand from which evaluative 

judgments can be formed. Brand associations were generated by a focus group and represented 

product-related attributes while items that represent the identity of the brand measured brand 

image. Brand attitudes were measured by items that reflected the consumers overall evaluation of 

the brand and consumer‟s repurchase intentions and willingness to pay a price premium were 

utilized to measure brand equity. Brand image was found to positively influence brand equity 

while brand image was found to mediate the relationship between brand attitude and brand 

equity. However, Faircloth et al. examined a limited number of constructs relative to brand 

equity and as a result, this study fails to paint a complete picture in regards to brand equity. This 

study did not examine the multi-faceted nature of brand associations as well the construct of 

brand awareness. In order to obtain a better understanding of what influences brand equity, this 

study should have expanded its scope and included the aforementioned constructs for analysis.  

Berry (2000) examined branding issues for 14 well-known service companies and he put 

forth a service branding model that accounts for the differences between goods and services in 
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the branding context. In line with Keller, Berry‟s model posits that brand equity is formed based 

on the brand awareness and brand meaning that consumers hold. Brand awareness is directly 

influenced by the company‟s presented brand. This stands to reason given the multitude of 

marketing messages consumers are exposed to everyday. Publicity and word of mouth also 

indirectly influences brand awareness and brand meaning for the service brand. It stands to 

reason that negative publicity and negative word of mouth can affect the standing that a 

particular brand holds in the consumers mind. Finally, Berry argues that brand awareness and 

brand meaning differentially affect brand equity. Brand meaning holds an evaluative component 

unlike brand awareness. As a result, the associations a consumer holds for the brand will have 

more impact on brand equity due to their nature. 

Berry also acknowledged the importance of establishing a strong, enduring emotional 

connection between the service provider and consumer. According to Webber (1997, as cited in 

Berry, 2000) “great brands transcend specific product features and benefits and penetrate 

people‟s emotions” (p.134). As a result, a positive emotional connection can lead to feelings of 

affection, proximity, and trust with the target brand. This emotional connection underscores the 

need for service companies to engage in relationship marketing with potential consumers as well 

as allowing the consumer to see what the company stands for and what comprises its core values.  

According to Berry, the St. Paul Saints, a minor league baseball team in Minnesota, is a 

great example of an organization that makes an emotional connection with the consumers. The 

Saints have been a leader in the community both through philanthropic initiatives and activities 

that occur on the day of the game. Top management greets every fan at the door for home games, 

children engage in a contest to name the mascot, and community-building activities at the 

ballpark allow fans in the stands to get to know one another. Through these strategic initiatives, 

the Saints have positioned themselves as a member of the community and they have built a 

strong emotional connection with their fans. 

Berry‟s model has some conceptual limitations due to the lack of clarity among some of 

the model variables. First, Berry contends that word of mouth behavior is an antecedent of brand 

equity. It can be argued that word of mouth behavior can also be viewed as a potential outcome. 

In fact, del Rio, et al. (2001) showed that word of mouth behavior was an outcome of building 

positive brand associations. They found that sport consumers who had more positive associations 

with a brand would be more likely to recommend the brand to colleagues or friends. As a result, 
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word of mouth behavior may be better suited as a variable that is a consequence of brand equity 

and an antecedent as a feedback loop process. 

Second, brand meaning has a vague definition that may lead to some confusion over what 

constitutes this variable. The word meaning implies that the consumer is attaching an evaluative 

judgment to the association. This would seem to be more in line with a brand attitude as opposed 

to a brand association. However, Berry maintains that brand meaning is “a consumer‟s snapshot 

of the brand” (p.129). Therefore, further description is needed in regards to what actually 

constitutes a brand meaning and where this theoretical basis is grounded.  

Finally, Berry identifies the customer‟s service experience as the differentiating factor 

between a goods and services model of brand equity. Although this interpretation has merit, it is 

interesting to consider what aspects of the service comprise this “experience”. The author 

maintains that the service experience is the most influential factor in forming brand associations 

and eventually brand equity for the product. However, he provides no guidance on what this 

experience constitutes. Delineating the possible service components would be useful from a 

measurement perspective as well as a practitioner‟s standpoint.  

Gladden and Funk (2002) developed the Team Association Model, a scale that identifies 

aspects of brand associations which is a critical aspect of brand equity. Keller‟s 

conceptualization of brand associations which identifies three aspects of brand associations, 

attributes, benefits, and attitudes, was utilized to categorize the 16 dimensions that comprised the 

scale development. Some of the most salient dimensions of the TAM are success, star player, 

head coach, management, stadium, identification and logo design. The TAM provides evidence 

that consumer perception of management may be a major component of importance to sport 

consumers. Additionally, the research suggests that the team logo is an important part of sport 

based brand equity. The utilization of a team logo as a link between the sport brand and the 

consumer is a key application of the results at hand. Furthermore, the social component of the 

sport product is of more importance to consumers than in traditional manufactured goods. The 

key implication for sport practitioners and organizations is to provide a positive experience for 

the sport consumer and in turn, the consumer will foster and maintain positive associations with 

the team brand.  

There are a few weaknesses in terms of the development of the TAM. The wording of 

some of the items in the scale was developed through previous research that examined sport 
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consumer motivations, not brand associations. Most importantly, the authors utilized previous 

literature as the basis for their development of sport-based team brand associations. Keller (1993) 

and Ross (2006) have argued that brand associations reside in the mind of the consumer thus a 

direct elicitation of associations from the consumer would provide the most accurate measure. 

Furthermore, Supphellen (2000) posited that the only valid manner to establish brand 

associations is through a qualitative inquiry directly from consumers. As a result, this represents 

a serious limitation of the current study. In order to establish a valid measure of brand 

associations, a direct elicitation of sport consumers should be an integral part of the 

methodology.  

The use of previous literature as the basis of their scale construction is a serious 

methodological flaw. Finally, the TAM does not account for favorability, strength or uniqueness 

of brand associations as Keller indicates in his work. From a practical standpoint, any measure of 

brand associations should be able to distinguish between positive and negative associations. 

Simply deriving the associations that consumers hold for a sports team does not tell marketers 

anything useful about their disposition regarding the brand. Due to these problems, further 

development of a brand association measure was necessary to account for the drawbacks of 

previous studies.  

 Ross et al. (2006) developed the Team Brand Association Scale (TBAS), an 11-

dimension measurement tool that is intended to measure professional sport team brand 

associations. By utilization of free thought listing techniques, exploratory and confirmatory 

factor analyses and expert review, dimensions of professional team brand associations were 

created. The 11 dimensions were: non-player personnel, team success, team history, stadium 

community, team play characteristics, brand mark, consumption experience, characteristics, 

commitment, organizational attributes, social interaction, concessions, and rivalry. The TBAS 

represents the first brand association measure that elicited the associations directly from the 

consumer. Also, it exhibited the depth and breadth of consumer-based sport brand associations 

that sport consumers hold for their favorite teams. This measurement scale can examine the 

strength and multi-faceted nature of brand associations for the sport organization. Therefore, 

marketers can utilize this scale to understand how the brand has been positioned in the 

consumer‟s mind.  
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There are some deficiencies in the TBAS model that need to be addressed. First, the 

organization-induced antecedent is lacking a few marketing and philanthropic activities that may 

impact brand awareness and brand associations among consumers. Sport sponsorship has been 

growing exponentially over the past ten years. For sport organizations, it is an opportunity to 

gain capital, target new markets, gain awareness, and enhance the image of the organization 

(Mullin, et al., 2007). Secondly, corporate social responsibility initiatives are organization-

controlled activities that represent an opportunity to create goodwill among consumers. Strategic 

partnerships such as the NFL and the United Way may create awareness and positive 

associations among consumers. As a result, CSR activities and sport sponsorship should be 

addressed in the organization-induced antecedent component due to the potential impact it can 

have on the components of brand equity.  

Second, the market-induced antecedent contains variables that may be misplaced and 

may have a small impact on brand equity. For example, the relationship between publicity and 

brand equity has not been examined. This is due to the fact that it is a difficult variable to 

operationalize, thus making this hypothesized relationship hard to quantify. Even more 

disturbing is the placement of the word-of-mouth variable in the model. It may be conceivable 

that the cause and effect in this case may be confused or misrepresented in the model. An 

argument can be made that the creation of equity will lead to positive word-of-mouth on behalf 

of the consumers. Previous studies have utilized positive word-of-mouth as an outcome of brand 

equity, not an antecedent (Aaker, 1996). As a result, a change to the model would be to consider 

word-of-mouth as an outcome of equity or even an outcome variable with a continuous feedback 

loop. It is plausible that word-of-mouth may have a feedback effect that acts as an outcome as 

well as an antecedent.  

Finally, little work has been done regarding the nature of the sport service experience. In 

his model, Ross (2006) fails to identify specific components of the service experience but 

provides a general overview of why the experience may be important in the context of sport-

based brand equity. The lack of a detailed explanation of the specific components of the sport 

experience is a considerable weakness of this model and it should be addressed in future models. 

Providing specific components of the experience will provide an avenue for measurement and 

utilization by academicians and practitioners alike. Scholars could test the hypothesized 

relationship between the consumer‟s experience and its impact on the brand associations. For 
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example, Greenwell, Fink, and Pastore (2002) proposed that the sport experience could be 

captured by three distinct dimensions: core product, service personnel, and physical facility. 

Perhaps these dimensions and subsequent items will provide a starting point for identifying 

specific components of the sport experience in the context of sport-based brand equity.  

Additionally, Ross et al. (2008) provided a new conceptualization of the dimensionality 

of brand awareness and theorized that it was comprised of two components: identification and 

internalization. Identification refers to the strength of psychological connection to the team while 

internalization is the extent to which the team was incorporated into the individual‟s personal 

identity. However, an in-depth theoretical explanation as to why these two constructs represent 

brand awareness is lacking in the current inquiry.  

Previous literature has identified recall and recognition as the primary means by which to 

measure brand awareness. However, although it stands to reason that highly identified fans will 

be well aware of the team brand, individuals with a low level of connection to team may also 

have a high level of awareness for the sport team due to the social prominence of sport in today‟s 

society. The rapid increase of media exposure and popularity of sport makes team brands very 

prominent in the minds of consumers, even those who share no connection to the team. As a 

result, team identification may not represent the most valid measure of brand awareness. 

Therefore, brand recall and brand recognition represents the soundest conceptualization of brand 

awareness. Although brand awareness is an important first step to building brand associations in 

the mind of the consumer, this concept may not be as important for a sport product due to the 

highly exposed status of sport brands in society. 

Bauer et al. (2008) derived the latest measurement scale for sport team brand 

associations. In their critique of previous scales (TAM, TBAS), they attempted to account for 

some of the conceptual and measurement gaps evident in previous research. First, unlike the 

TBAS scale (Ross et al., 2006), Bauer et al. differentiated between the three different types of 

brand associations: attributes, benefits, and attitudes. Although the Gladden and Funk (2002) 

scale provided such differentiation, their categorization scheme was not in line with the 

operational definitions put forth by Keller (1993). For example, in the product-related brand 

attribute category, Gladden and Funk included management as a brand association that fit in that 

category. However, product-related attributes are those that pertain to the core sport product 

(actual game) and as a result, management would not fall under this categorization. Furthermore, 
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the authors added team players and team performance to the list of product-related brand 

attributes.  

Second, Bauer et al. (2008) provided evidence of relationships among the different types 

of brand associations. It was found that strong brand associations led to greater perceived 

benefits as well as a more positive attitude on behalf of the consumer.  Finally, more positive 

attitudes were correlated with greater psychological commitment, which was positively 

correlated with behavioral loyalty. Few studies have examined the relationship among brand 

associations as well as the attitudinal and behavioral components of loyalty. Besides measures 

based upon the work of Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993), other authors have introduced measures 

of brand equity based upon other previous literature in the marketing literature. A common 

theme among these measures was the total disregard for the dimensions posited by Keller and 

Aaker in their work on brand equity. Instead, other marketing constructs such as trustworthiness, 

quality, performance, value, and social image were dimensions that were utilized as a basis for 

constructing scales to measure brand equity. Another similarity among the measures was the 

utilization of outcome measures as a proxy to determine the equity of a brand name. Instead of 

assessing the consumer‟s awareness and mental images held for the target brand, the level of 

brand equity was assessed by determining the consumer‟s behavioral intentions and cognitive 

evaluations of the brand. The following section details these research endeavors that examine 

brand equity through a different conceptual lens.  

Due to some inherent drawbacks, the conclusions drawn from Bauer et al. should be 

limited. First, the brand association dimensions that were posited were developed based on 

previous literature, particularly other scale construction efforts. Numerous authors (Keller, 1993; 

Supphellen, 2000; Ross et al., 2006) have argued that brand associations rest in the mind of the 

consumer. Furthermore, Crimmins (1992) considered the consumer as the starting point for 

brand equity due to the fact that favorable or unfavorable associations are constructed in the 

consumer‟s mind as a result of the interpretation of the organization‟s brand positioning 

strategies. Since Bauer et al. utilized brand associations from previous literature and not a direct 

consumer elicitation, the validity of these factors must be called into question. Consumer-based 

brand equity models should include consumers in the data collection process.  

A second limitation of the study is the use of a 4-item affective measure to represent 

brand attitudes. The authors failed to provide evidence of discriminant validity between the 
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affect items and items related to psychological commitment. The major problem with this 

limitation is the fact that the author‟s posited that greater brand attitudes would lead to higher 

psychological commitment, a proxy measure of attitudinal loyalty. Therefore, if the items related 

to brand attitudes and psychological commitment are indiscriminant, the posited relationship 

between these two variables should be called into question. If two sets of items are 

indiscriminant, one can expect the relationship between the two sets of items to be quite strong. 

As a result, the items representing brand attitudes need to be discriminated from the items 

representing attitudinal loyalty.  

Finally, the use of loyalty measures in this study should be called into question. The 

authors hail their brand loyalty measure as a tool to be utilized as a measure of sport consumer 

loyalty. Although this does provide a measure of the multiple dimensions of loyalty, it still does 

not cover the complete gamut of loyalty dimensions. Oliver (1999) described loyalty as a 

multidimensional construct that includes four types: cognitive, attitudinal, conative, and action. 

To provide a more valid measure of loyalty, items should have been included to measure both 

intentions and cognition in the context of loyalty.  

Other measures of brand equity. Lassar, Mittal, and Sharma (1995) proposed a 

measure of customer-based brand equity that was comprised of five dimensions: performance, 

value, social image, trustworthiness, and commitment. Performance refers to the long-term 

functionality of the physical product and is similar to perceived quality. A brand is said to have 

value when the consumer perceives a greater amount of benefits in comparison to the overall 

cost. The social image of the brand is determined by the perception and opinion of other brand 

users. Brand trust is established when the consumer has utmost confidence in the organization 

and their offerings. Finally, a consumer‟s commitment refers to the affective feelings held 

toward the brand. When combined, high brand equity is achieved when a product functions 

reliably, when a consumer interprets a greater amount of benefit then costs when utilizing the 

product, when other users are viewed in a positive light by the consumer, and when the consumer 

has a high level of confidence and positive feelings toward the brand.  

Krishnan and Hartline (2001) examined the brand equity of service brands in search-

dominant, credence-dominant, and experience-dominant categories (movie theater, hair salon, & 

pest control) as well as a goods category (televisions). The primary objective of the research was 

to determine if brand equity was more important in the service context in comparison to 
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traditional goods brands. Also, the differential importance of brand equity was assessed for the 

three categories of services (search, experience, credence). Brand equity was assessed with both 

indirect and direct measures. The willingness to pay a price premium was utilized as a direct 

measure of brand equity while items measuring the quality, familiarity, trustworthiness, and 

value of the brands were used as indirect measures. A summed brand equity score was computed 

based on the responses to the direct and indirect measures of the brands in each product category. 

Traditional goods brand equity and search-dominated services were found to have significantly 

higher scores on brand equity as well as importance. Therefore, the relative importance of brand 

equity in the service context was not found to be more important in comparison to the goods 

context. 

Brady et al. (2008) examined brand equity in the context of amusement parks. They 

examined the role of brand equity in mitigating consumer perceptions of service failure. They 

utilized a five-item scale to capture the brand equity construct. They examined the level of 

consumer loyalty to the amusement park, the overall attitude toward the park, the brand image 

held by the consumer for the park, the perceived quality, and the willingness to pay a price 

premium. This measure represents a blend of Aaker and Keller‟s conceptualization of brand 

equity in that it examined the loyalty, quality, image, and attitude that consumer‟s held for the 

brand. The main limitation of this study was the lack of a clarification in regards to the target 

brand. In the measure, the author‟s utilized the term “amusement park” when measuring brand 

equity. The authors should have examined the focal brand, Six Flags, in the measure in lieu of 

using the product category name. In this case, they were assessing consumer perceptions toward 

the product category instead of the overall brand.  

Lessons learned from previous brand equity measures. A critical examination of 

previous measures of brand equity reveals some areas that require improvement from a 

methodological standpoint as well as some potential flaws with previous measures. From this 

examination, a new model of consumer-based brand equity can be established that accounts for 

these prior weaknesses and effectively captures this multi-dimensional construct. First, it is clear 

from previous research that the most accurate manner to measure brand awareness is by the two 

dimensions set forth by Keller (1993): brand recognition and brand recall. Brand awareness 

should simply account for the presence of the brand in the mind of the consumer.  
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Secondly, considerable attention has been paid to the measurement of brand associations. 

Previous research clearly suggests that the most accurate method to measure brand associations 

is through a direct elicitation of these mental thoughts from consumers (Supphellen 2000; Ross 

et al. 2006). Therefore, future measures of brand equity should directly elicit brand associations 

from the target consumers (i.e. sport consumers) or adapt a previous measure that has conducted 

the aforementioned elicitation. In this regard, Ross et al.‟s (2006) team brand association scale 

represents the only such measure that has heeded this methodological suggestion.  

Another prominent issue regarding brand association measures is the categorization of 

brand attitudes as a type of association. As mentioned above, associations are simply mental 

thoughts or images and they do not carry an evaluative component to them. Therefore, brand 

attitudes should not be considered a distinct type of brand association as purported by Keller. As 

a result, brand attitudes should be conceptualized as the manner by which consumers evaluate 

the associations they hold toward a specific brand. A new model of consumer-based brand equity 

should position brand attitudes as a cognitive or affective response to a consumers‟ associations 

and this attitudinal aspect should be positioned between associations and brand equity outcomes 

such as behavioral intentions.  

A final considerable gap in the brand equity measurement literature is the failure to 

account for the emotional impact that brand can have on consumers. This issue is especially 

salient in the realm of the sport product to due to the intense emotional reaction that spectator 

sports elicit from respective fans. There has been a considerable lack of previous research that 

includes measures to account for the affective consumer response to a certain product. Therefore, 

an accurate model of consumer-based brand equity should fill this considerable void in the 

literature and measure emotions in the brand consumption process.  

Recently, Keller (2003) posited a conceptual model of consumer-based brand equity that 

accounts for some of these discrepancies and weaknesses of previous branding research.  

This study will attempt to operationalize the conceptual model in the context of sport services. In 

the next section the following material is presented. First, an in-depth examination of Keller‟s 

(2003) model of consumer based brand equity is presented. Following this examination, the 

theoretical framework for this study will be established. An explanation of the various 

components of the model will be described which includes a review of the brand attitude, brand 

affect, and brand equity outcome literature. Additionally, the parameters for establishing 
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measures for each construct will be presented. Finally, the parameters for the measures of brand 

awareness and brand associations will be put forth.  

Keller’s (2003) Consumer-based Brand Equity Model 

Keller (2003) proposed the most in-depth model of customer-based brand equity. Keller 

proposed a sequence of four steps for building a strong brand, with the success of each step 

contingent on the completion of the previous step. These steps have been illustrated in the 

customer-based brand equity pyramid (see Figure 2.5). The first step in building a strong brand is 

creating brand saliency in the mind of the consumer. Brand salience refers to aspects of the 

awareness of a brand such as the top-of-mind awareness of a brand, retreivability of the brand, 

and the overall strength of awareness. A brand with high saliency can be characterized by a great 

amount of depth and breadth of brand awareness. In most cases, brand awareness is not a 

sufficient condition for consumers to purchase. Instead, brand awareness acts as the launch point 

for building the meaning of the brand in the mind of the consumer. 

The second step in building a strong brand is the creation of a product that meets and/or 

exceeds the functional and psychological or social needs of the consumer. In this step, brand 

performance and brand imagery are the key aspects in building a strong brand. The desired goal 

of the second step is to build strong, favorable, and unique brand associations related to the 

functional and experiential aspects of the brand. Overall, the fostering and deepening of these 

associations aids in forming the meaning of the brand for the consumer. The meaning of the 

brand is what elicits responses to the brand on the part of the consumer.  
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FIGURE 2.5 

Consumer-based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2003) 

 

The third step in building a strong brand is building and eliciting consumer responses to 

the brand by means of consumer judgments and feelings. Consumer judgments refer to the 

cognitive evaluation of the overall superiority, quality, credibility, and consideration of the 

brand. This aspect of brand response evaluates the functional and symbolic aspects of the brand 

in reference to its competition to determine which product is superior. Another aspect of this step 

is the elicitation of an affective response from the consumer. Brand feelings refer to evocation of 

feelings and emotions from consumers about themselves and others due to the brand. The 

judgments and feelings toward the brand on behalf of the consumer impact the relationship and 

level of identification that the consumer has toward the brand and fellow consumers.  

The final step, consumer-brand resonance, refers to the characteristics of the relationship 

between the consumer and the brand and the level of consistency and effort on behalf of the 

consumer towards the target brand. Brand resonance can be characterized by the bond that the 

consumer shares with the brand as well as the amount of effort the consumer exerts to consumer 
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the brand. Brand resonance has been defined by four dimensions: behavioral loyalty, attitudinal 

attachment, sense of community, and active engagement. Attitudinal attachment and behavioral 

loyalty are characterized as the psychological bond the consumer shares for the brand as well as 

the intensity in which the customer intends to consume the brand. Sense of community refers to 

the level of connection or engagement that the focal customer shares with other consumers of the 

brand. The engagement in these brand communities illustrates the affinity and level of effort the 

consumer is willing to engage in due to the brand. Brand engagement refers to the resources that 

consumers are willing to invest on behalf of the brand beyond purchase and consumption. The 

following section will detail the conceptualization of consumer-based brand equity for sport 

services based upon the consumer-based brand equity pyramid by Keller (2003). First, the 

theoretical foundation of the model will be discussed and the model will be identified. Next, a 

detailed examination of each construct will commence. Finally, a discussion of measurement 

considerations will be provided for each construct. The model is exhibited in Figure 2.6.  

Conceptualization of Brand Equity for Sport Services 

 The conceptual model for this study is based upon Keller‟s (2003) customer-based brand 

equity pyramid (see Figure 2.5 above). The customer-based brand equity pyramid is a sequential 

framework for how organizations can build a strong brand and includes four steps, each of which 

needs to be successfully accomplished to reach the next step. The four steps in the brand building 

process represent four basic questions that consumers invariably ask about any brand (from 

Keller, 2003, p.75):  

 1. Who are you? (Brand identity) 

 2. What are you? (Brand meaning) 

 3. What do I think or feel about you? (Brand responses) 

 4. What kind of relationship or connection will I have with the brand? (Brand 

relationships) 

The steps of this model are easy to identify and apply to sport consumers and their favorite sports 

brand. As sport consumers begin to learn about a potential brand, they are exposed to content 

regarding the brand from the organization itself directly through marketing communications and 

indirectly by means of publicity, word-of-mouth, and media telecasts. These communication 

channels expose the brand to the consumer and build awareness for the brand in the mind of the 

sport consumer. This starts to form the identity of the brand for the consumer.  
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As the brand associations gain depth and breadth, the sport consumer begins to attach 

meaning to the associations. For example, the Chicago White Sox ran a marketing campaign that 

positioned their brand as the „blue-collar, working class team” on the south side of Chicago in 

comparison to their elitist competition on the north side of town. This campaign was very 

successful and it strengthened and expanded the brand associations that sport consumers held for 

the White Sox. As a result, part of the overall meaning of the brand was formed based on this 

differentiation with their competition. Therefore, as consumers are exposed to the brand and gain 

more associations, an overall picture tends to form in their mind.  

Next, the consumer responds favorably or unfavorably to the associations they hold for 

the brand. This response includes an appraisal of the functionality of the brand as well as an 

evaluation of how the brand makes them feel or how the brand is portrayed. These responses 

help form the consumer‟s overall disposition towards the brand. Finally, based on the meaning 

and responses to the brand, the sport consumer decides how to engage the brand in a relationship. 

For consumers that have a highly favorable cognitive and emotional response to the brand, they 

are more likely to engage in loyal behavior towards the brand. Generally, the consumer is more 

willing to invest their time, money, and effort to consume the brand. This may include joining 

virtual and actual consumption communities to celebrate the brand as well as actively engaging 

in conversation, web searching, and media consumption of the brand consistently over time. 

These behaviors represent the action loyalty as described by Oliver (1999) in his work on the 

dimensionality of loyalty.  

Measurement Considerations 

 There are certain characteristics of the sport product that drive the methods by which 

brand equity is conceptualized and measured. First, financial measures of brand equity are 

prevalent in the mainstream marketing literature. In fact, the most accurate method to measure 

brand equity is through an assessment of the financial value that a brand brings to the firm 

(Simon & Sullivan, 1993). However, an accurate financial measure of brand equity for sport 

organizations is difficult due to the lack of available financial records since sport firms are not 

publicly owned.  

Gladden and Milne (1999) attempted to construct a financial measure of brand equity for 

sport firms, yet their conceptualization did not account for all the avenues by which sport 

organizations gain revenue. For example, more sport fans consume the sport product indirectly 
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by means of media consumption as opposed to direct consumption by attending the sport event 

live. Gladden and Milne‟s measure did not account for the revenue brought in by indirect 

consumption. Additionally, the consumer‟s direct experience with a service brand is the most 

important aspect in forming brand associations and the overall perception. Therefore, for (sport) 

service products, consumer perceptions of the brand take on added importance and as a result, an 

indirect approach to measuring brand equity is important.  

 The study will utilize the suggestions and conceptualization put forth by Keller (1993) in 

regards to the measurement of brand awareness. In regards to Ross et al.‟s (2008) 

conceptualization of brand awareness, the dimensions of identification and internalization do not 

reflect the conceptual nature of brand awareness. Brand awareness is simply the presence of the 

brand in the mind of the consumer (Keller, 1993). More likely, team identification moderates the 

likelihood that a consumer will have a high level of awareness for the brand. Therefore, this 

study adopts the brand recall and brand recognition conceptualization for brand awareness. In 

terms of brand associations, a new measure will be created based the associations elicited from 

consumer in four product categories. Additionally, the dimensions established by Ross et al. 

(2006) will be incorporated into the results and utilized to create the brand association measure.  

Previous conceptualizations and measures of brand equity have included brand attitudes 

as a specific type of brand association. Brand attitude is the consumer‟s overall evaluation of the 

brand and has been shown to impact consumer‟s loyalty for the brand (Bauer et al., 2008; 

Gladden & Funk, 2001; Keller, 1993). However, brand attitudes represent an evaluation of the 

brand associations held by consumers and as a result, they should not be conceptualized as a 

specific type of brand association. Brand attitudes are positioned as a mediator between brand 

associations and brand resonance. In order for consumers to exhibit behavioral intentions for a 

given brand, they must have an emotional or cognitive response to the brand associations they 

hold for the target brand.  

According to The Marketing Science Institute (2008), the emotional components of a 

brand represent one of the most prominent research priorities for the future. The intense, 

emotional response to the sport product represents one of the most distinct characteristics of the 

product (Mullin, et al., 2007). Previous measures of sport-based brand equity have failed to 

account for the emotional aspects of the brand thus representing a considerable gap in the 

literature. As a result, affective measures of the brand warrant consideration in the model. The 
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cognitive and affective response of the consumer towards the associations they hold for the brand 

influence consumers‟ behavioral intentions. 

Previous examinations of brand equity have included consumer behavioral intentions 

such as willingness to pay price premium, recommend the brand, and accept brand extensions as 

the primary outcome measures. In the sport realm, consumers engage in a number of activities to 

exhibit their active loyalty for a sports team. For example, sport team message boards are a 

popular virtual brand community utilized by loyal consumers. Also, highly involved sport 

consumers engage in discussions regarding their favorite team, visit the team web site, and 

engage in ritualistic behaviors (i.e. tailgating) to exhibit their loyalty towards the brand. The 

study will account for these behaviors in addition to traditional behavioral loyalty measures to 

represent the overall construct of brand resonance (see Figure 2.6). 
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FIGURE 2.6 

Model of Consumer-based Brand Equity 
 

The following content in this chapter will provide an in-depth examination of each 

construct in the model. First, an examination of the relevant content regarding brand superiority 

as well as a discussion on measurement considerations will be provided. This section will be 

followed by an examination of brand affect and brand resonance. Since brand awareness and 

brand associations were described earlier, a discussion of the measurement considerations will be 

provided after the literature review on the other constructs in the model and measures for brand 

attitude, brand affect, and brand resonance. 

 

The Brand Superiority Literature 

The content domain for brand superiority is limited to Keller‟s (2003) conceptualization 

of the construct. Therefore, the following discussion provides a critical review of the brand 

attitude literature as it relates to brand superiority. Brand attitudes and brand superiority are 
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highly correlated constructs in that they both relate to the consumer‟s overall cognitive 

evaluation of a target brand. The primary difference lies in the differing operationalization of 

each construct from a measurement perspective. Brand attitudes are primarily measured using a 

semantic differential scale anchored by opposing adjectives. Brand superiority measures the 

consumer‟s overall cognitive evaluation of the brand in relation to competing brands.  

Unlike the previous brand attitudes measures put forth in the marketing literature, there is 

an important distinction between brand attitudes and brand superiority. Brand attitudes is a 

transaction-specific, broad measure that fails to capture the true purpose of brand management 

strategy. It simply assesses the consumer‟s overall attitude and satisfaction level with the brand 

and does not take into consideration other brands. The brand superiority measure captures the 

uniqueness and differentiation that consumers perceive when they evaluate a brand in relation to 

its competitors. In this sense, this measure is attempting to captures one of the ultimate goals of 

effective branding: the creation of a brand that is unique or distinct from its competitors. 

Brand Attitude Definitions 

A critical aspect in determining a consumer‟s behavior toward a brand is to understand 

the attitudes they hold toward the target brand (Mittal, 1990). Brand attitudes represent the 

consumer‟s overall evaluation of the brand and have been posited to be a specific type of brand 

association (Keller, 1993). According to the information integration theory, individuals form 

beliefs and attitudes toward an object based on their integration and evaluation of stimulus 

information (Anderson, 1981).  The valence of these encounters with stimulus information forms 

the saliency or accessibility of attitudes in the mind. From a brand perspective, the more salient 

the brand attitudes are, the more likely the consumer will be able to access the attitude after 

being exposed to brand-based cues. Therefore, the direct and indirect exposure of a consumer to 

the brand is the foundation by which brand attitudes are formed. There are numerous aspects of 

the brand that are evaluated by the consumer and this illustrates the importance of effective 

brand positioning on behalf of the organization.  

Targets of Brand Attitudes.  

Consumers make a multitude of evaluations with respect to a certain brand but they 

generally form their attitudes about a brand based on upon the attributes and benefits provided by 

the brand (Keller, 2003) (see Figure 2.7). Furthermore, perceptions regarding the attributes and 

benefits of a brand are formed based on the marketing communication regarding the brand, 
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word-of-mouth from other consumers, and direct experience with the brand. Brand attributes can 

be segregated into product-related and non-product related categories. Product-related attributes 

refer to functional attributes such as technological and functional characteristics of the product 

that are necessary for its functioning. In most cases, a common attitudinal target of a brand is the 

perceived quality or superiority of the brand in comparison to the competition. Keller (2003) 

acknowledged three aspects of consumer judgments in regards to the evaluation of a brand: 

quality, credibility, and superiority. Brand quality focuses on the functional superiority of the 

brand in relation to the competition. Brand credibility is an overall assessment of the brand and 

includes quality, expertise, and the dependability of the brand. Finally, brand superiority refers to 

the level of uniqueness that the brand holds in the mind of the consumer in relation to other 

brands in the same product category. Basically, a brand is superior if it can offer advantages that 

other brands cannot match.  

  Non-product related attributes refer to external attributes of the product such as price, 

product appearance, user imagery, and usage information. The two primary aspects of non-

product attributes that consumers evaluate and form attitudes about are price and brand imagery. 

Price has been shown to influence consumer perceptions of the brand. Yoo et al. (2000) found 

that the price and existence of price promotions impact the quality perception of the brand on 

behalf of the consumer. Brands that utilized price promotions as well as set their price lower than 

the competition were found to have a lower level of perceived quality by consumers.  

Brand imagery represents a broad non-product characteristic that consumers base their 

evaluations upon. There are many aspects of a brand‟s image that can be evaluated by 

consumers. For example, Aaker (1997) contended that brands have a distinct personality that is 

formed by the organization‟s positioning of the brand in the mind of the consumer. A brand‟s 

personality is similar to that of an individual‟s personality in that brands can be humorous, shy, 

happy, and brave. Another term related to brand imagery is brand identity. A brand‟s identity is 

the different elements of the brand that differentiate it from other products in the same category. 

According to the American Marketing Association (1999), the key to building a strong brand is 

to have a name, logo, symbol, or other attributes that set the brand apart from the competition 

and communicates a certain identity to the consumer. Therefore, imagery is the most critical 

aspect of the brand because consumers develop attitudes regarding the brand based on the 

communication and manner in which the brand is presented.  
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Additionally, contemporary marketing theory contends that consumers do not simply 

purchase a functional product but they are purchasing a bundle of benefits to be utilized (Keller, 

1993). Product benefits have been characterized as being functional, experiential or symbolic in 

nature. Functional benefits are considered to be intrinsic advantages of service consumption and 

are related to the functional aspects of the product. For example, the consistent strength of the 

New England Patriots team provides significant benefits to the team‟s consumers.  

Experiential benefits refer to the physical sensation that is derived from the consumption 

of the service. An experiential benefit of the sport product is the feeling of excitement and 

suspense that is derived from the atmosphere and outcome of the game itself. Finally, symbolic 

benefits of a product are derived from the social and personal advantages that consumption of the 

product gives to the consumer. Sport consumers derive many social benefits from the 

consumption of their favorite team such as tailgating, exchange of brand stories, and basking in 

the team‟s successes.  
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FIGURE 2.7 

Targets of Brand Attitudes 

 

 

Previous Measurement of Brand Attitudes.  

There have been a plethora of attitude measures in the psychology and marketing 

literature. Generally speaking, semantic differential scales have been utilized to measure 

attitudes and this type of scale has been utilized in brand attitude research as well. Mitchell 

(1986) examined a consumer‟s attitude toward a brand based on his or her exposure to a series of 

advertisements about a specific brand. Brand attitudes were measured by a three item semantic 

differential scale that utilized contrasting adjectives (i.e. bad/good, favorable/unfavorable, 

dislike/like). Mittal (1990) examined brand attitudes based on a three item semantic differential 

scale as well. The author utilized a similar set of adjectives (good/bad, dislike/like, 

pleasant/unpleasant) to examine the impact of advertisements on the consumer‟s attitudes toward 

the brand. Similarly, numerous studies in the marketing literature have utilized some 
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combination of adjectives in a semantic differential scale to measure a consumer‟s attitude 

toward a specific brand (see: Faircloth, et al., 2001; Nan, 2006; Ruth & Simonin, 1998; Suh & 

Yi, 2006). Overall, brand attitudes have been measured based on the utilization of a semantic 

differential scale with polar opposite adjectives anchored on each end.   

Measurement considerations for brand attitude. Previous measures of brand attitudes 

have utilized semantic differential scales with opposite adjectives anchoring each end of the 

scale. As mentioned above, this study will operationalize the construct of brand superiority to 

measure a consumer‟s overall cognitive evaluation of a brand. It is important to note that the 

overall purpose of branding is to provide a point of communication and differentiation for the 

consumer (Leone et al., 2006). Taken together, this measure will provide an overall appraisal of 

the cognitive evaluation that consumers make of the brand.  

Keller (2003) posited that consumer judgments were comprised of four distinct 

dimensions: quality, credibility, consideration, and superiority. However, the distinct 

characteristics of the spectator sport product exclude quality assessments from being a credible 

element of consumer‟s brand attitude. For example, the perceived product quality of the Chicago 

Cubs has been notably low for decades, as evidence by their subpar record and lack of 

postseason appearances. However, the Chicago Cubs fan base has been considered among the 

most loyal consumer in all of sport thus this illustrates the lack of quality consideration that fans 

make in regards to their decision to consume the sport product. Therefore, perceived quality will 

not be included as a distinct aspect of the brand attitude to be measured.  

In terms of brand credibility, many of the items are related to affective responses to the 

brand on behalf of the consumer and as a result, these items will not be applicable to the current 

conceptualization of brand attitudes. Brand consideration contains measure of behavioral 

intentions and evaluations of multiple products under a single brand umbrella. Since this measure 

of brand superiority is strictly a cognitive evaluation, a consumer‟s intentions toward the brand 

are not relevant to this measure. Furthermore, assessments of multiple products under a single 

brand are not applicable to the sport context. In most cases, the sport product is housed under a 

single brand name unlike many traditional goods manufacturers that have multiple products 

under a single parent brand.  

 The study will be a measure of brand superiority to represent the cognitive judgment 

consumers hold toward the brand. Brand superiority represents the uniqueness and differential 
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impact that the brand has on the consumer. Overall, the communications and experience with the 

brand will shape the consumers‟ attitude about the overall superiority of the brand compared to 

its competition. Furthermore, it is posited here that a consumer‟s cognitive evaluation of a brand 

will impact the emotional response to the target brand. Therefore, brand affect is included in this 

model and the following section details the relevant literature on this construct as well as 

considerations for measurement.  

The Brand Affect Literature 

Brand Affect Definitions 

Consumer‟s affective response to advertisements, to the consumption of goods, use of 

services, and in relation to customer satisfaction has been examined extensively by previous 

research (Bagozzi, Gopinath, & Nyer 1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Mano & Oliver, 

1993; Matzler, Bidmon, & Grabner-Krauter, 2006; Mooradian & Oliver, 1997; Richins, 1997; 

Thompson, Rindfliesch, & Arsel, 2006). Previous findings have indicated that emotions play a 

significant role in customer response and occupy a central position in consumer behavior 

literature (Bagozzi et al. 1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001 Richins, 1997). In a contemporary 

attitude model, Bagozzi (1992) proposed that emotional responses mediated the relationship 

between cognitive appraisals and behavioral intentions to a given stimulus. This model illustrates 

the importance that affect plays in predicting consumer‟s behavioral intentions toward a product 

or brand. The view of emotions that will be adopted in this study comes from Bagozzi, et al.‟s 

(1999) characterization of emotions in the context of marketing. They characterized emotions as 

something that arises in response to a cognitive appraisal or event, often is accompanied by 

physiological processes, and may result in specific behavioral responses to cope with such an 

affective reaction.  

This view has important implications for building customer-based brand equity. First, it 

implies that consumers experience affective reactions in response to cognitive evaluations or 

appraisals of a target brand. Secondly, affective responses may arise simply on the basis of brand 

associations, not necessarily in response to the cognitive evaluations of brand associations. 

Finally, the operationalization of the brand affect measure must contain explicitly affective 

items. Previous research has been mixed on how to measure emotions, with some measures 

including cognitive-labeled items. Therefore, this study will illustrate the potential relationship 
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between brand associations, brand attitudes, and brand affect and brand affect will be specifically 

measured according to the conceptualization of emotions put forth by Bagozzi et al. (1999). 

 The role of affect in the relationship between consumers and brands has been examined. 

Dick and Basu (1994) posited that positive affect and mood are associated with higher levels of 

brand loyalty. Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) reported that consumers exhibiting a high level of 

commitment to the relationship with a brand are likely to experience strong affect towards the 

target brand. Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) define brand affect as “the brand‟s potential to 

elicit a positive emotional response in the average consumer as a result of its use” (p.82). Unlike 

cognitive responses to the brand, a consumer‟s emotional response to the brand is spontaneous 

and less thought out by comparison. Brand affect has been shown to significantly impact 

attitudinal and purchase loyalty among consumers in both service and goods categories 

(Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). More importantly, brand affect has been shown to indirectly 

impact increased market share for an organization as well as relative price of the product. 

Matzler, et al. (2006) investigated the relationship between brand loyalty and brand affect in the 

context of athletic running shoes. Similar to Chaudhuri and Holbrook‟s (2001) finding, brand 

affect significantly impacts the purchase and attitudinal loyalty of consumers toward their 

favorite brand of running shoes.  

An overriding theme regarding brand affect is the significant impact that emotional 

aspects of the brand has upon consumer perceptions and intentions regarding the brand. The 

degree to which a brand is able to emotionally connect with consumers will increase the 

likelihood that they will retain consumers and positively impact the perceptions of the brand in 

the mind of the consumer. A setting where brand affect has not been investigated is in the realm 

of spectator sports, a context where consumer emotions are very prominent. 

The Importance of Brand Affect for the Sport Product 

Numerous studies have illustrated the importance of emotions in the consumption 

experience (see Bagozzi et al., 1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Matzler, et al., 2006; 

Richins, 1997; Thompson, Rindfliesch, & Arsel, 2006). An overarching conclusion from the 

results of the aforementioned studies was that  a consumer‟s emotional response to product 

utilization was a principal driver in fostering loyalty towards the brand. As a result, this study 

will account for the emotional impact of the brand on the consumer and this will provide sport 
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organizations a barometer in terms of how effective their efforts have been to provide a 

pleasurable experience for their consumers.  

The sport fans‟ intense emotional connection and response to the sport product represents 

one of the most distinct aspects of the sport product (Mullin, et al., 2007). Unlike other goods 

and services, sport consumers tend to “live and die” with their teams and in some cases, project 

themselves to be actual members of the team. Furthermore, the concept of team identification has 

been studied extensively in the sport realm and the results of these inquires have shown that this 

deep psychological and emotional connection to the team represents one of the most 

distinguishing characteristics of the sport product (Funk & James, 2001; Kolbe & James, 2000; 

Kwon & Armstrong, 2004; Sutton, McDonald, & Milne 1997). It seems logical that a sport 

consumer-based model of brand equity should account for this emotional connection somewhere 

in the process to building brand equity.  

Previous models, however, have been devoid of affective inclusions, which represent a 

considerable gap in the literature. This study includes a measure of brand affect to account for 

the emotional impact of the sport brand as perceived by sport consumers. In the sport context, it 

is conceivable that the emotional component of the brand may have a differential effect on 

consumers‟ response to the marketing and consumption of the brand. Sport consumers‟ emotions 

may have more of an impact on consumers‟ intentions and behaviors regarding the brand then 

the associations and attitudes they hold for the brand. Therefore, one of the major contributions 

of this research is the measurement of the impact of brand affect as well as the determination of 

how brand affect impacts consumers‟ decision making in regards to the target sport team brand.  

Previous Measures of Brand Affect 

Although the importance of this aspect of brand management has been well documented, 

few empirical attempts to measure a consumer‟s affective response to the brand have been 

documented. Berry (2000) noted that the consumer‟s emotional response to service brands 

represented the most critical aspect of brand management for practitioners. Richins (1997) 

acknowledged that research into emotions and consumer behavior was marked by inconsistent 

results and myriad of measures that varied in reliability and validity. Chaudhuri and Holbrook 

(2001) examined the role brand affect played in building brand loyalty among consumers of a 

wide variety of products. Brand affect was measured by three items that captured the consumer‟s 

affective response to the utilization of the product. Brand affect was shown to significantly 
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impact consumer‟s attitudinal attachment to the brand as well as the likelihood that he or she will 

repurchase the brand in the future. Matzler, et al. (2006) identified the important role that brand 

affect played in driving brand loyalty among consumers in their examination of users of running 

shoes and cell phones. They utilized Chaudhuri and Holbrook‟s (2001) three item measure of 

brand affect and they found that brand affect mediated the relationship between personality traits 

and attitudinal and behavioral loyalty towards the target brands.  

Perhaps the most relevant measure of brand affect was proposed by Fuller, Matzler, and 

Hoppe (2008) in their examination of brand community and innovation. They examined how a 

consumers‟ passion for a brand influenced the likelihood that they would engage in innovation 

activities with the focal company. In this context, they studied consumers of the Volkswagen 

GTI, a product with a well-established brand community. Brand passion, a measure similar to 

brand affect, was measured by five items which captured the consumer‟s affective relationship 

with an object. The brand passion measure is particularly applicable to sport consumers due to 

their undying devotion and relationship with their sport team.  

Although these studies illustrate the importance of brand affect in the process of 

achieving brand loyalty among consumers, there is considerable evidence to suggest that the 

consumer‟s emotional response to a brand is more important in the realm of the team sport 

product than in other product categories. It has been noted that one of the defining characteristics 

of the product is the intense emotional response that the product elicits from its consumers. 

Research into team identification and BIRGing has illustrated the process that consumers go 

through when becoming attached to their favorite sports teams (Campbell, Aiken, & Kent, 2004; 

Funk & James, 2001; Hunt, Bristol, & Bashaw, 1999; Wann & Branscombe, 1990). Therefore, it 

is imperative to account for brand affect in any measure of consumer-based brand equity in the 

realm of the sport product. It is important to derive an accurate measure of brand affect due to 

the strategic importance that emotions play in effective brand management of spectator sport 

brands. Therefore, this study will incorporate brand affect into the consumer-based model of 

brand equity.  

 Measurement considerations for brand affect. A distinction must be made between the 

measure of brand attitudes and brand affect in the context of this study. Many authors view 

attitudes as being comprised on two distinct but correlated dimensions: affective attitudes and 

cognitive attitudes (Bagozzi & Burnkrant, 1979; Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; Eagly, Mladinic, & 
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Otto, 1994). In the aforementioned measure of brand superiority, the scale captures the 

consumer‟s cognitive evaluation and judgment toward a particular brand. On the other hand, the 

measure of brand affect taps into the consumer‟s affective response to the brand due to the 

consumption experience or indirect exposure associated with the brand.  

Therefore, this study will incorporate measures similar to Fuller et al.‟s (2008) 

conceptualization of brand passion in the traditional goods context. Although the construct is 

labeled “brand passion” in the Fuller et al. study, the content of the measure is very similar to 

measures of brand affect. Additionally, in the Fuller et al. study, there was no argument put forth 

that differentiated the brand passion measure from other measures that tap into a consumer‟s 

affective response to a brand so the measure will be labeled “brand affect” in an effort to remain 

consistent with the conceptual framework. The measure of brand affect will tap into the 

consumer‟s experiential and affective response to the utilization of the sport service. Due to the 

subjective, experiential nature of the spectator sport service, it is imperative to accurately 

account for a consumer‟s emotional response to the service experience.  

It is stated that a consumer‟s affective response to the target brand will impact their 

intentions and anticipated effort on behalf of the brand. Therefore, this study will measure 

consumer‟s behavioral intentions toward the brand in an effort to determine how consumer 

perceptions and evaluations of the brand influence their decision making. The next section 

chronicles the relevant literature on brand equity outcomes as well as detail considerations for 

measurement.  

The Brand Equity Outcome Literature 

Aaker (1996) contended that the creation of brand equity provides benefits for both the 

company and the consumer. Brand equity has been hypothesized to impact ticket sales, media 

exposure, merchandise sales, and corporate support for sport organizations (Gladden et al., 1998; 

Ross, 2006). More specifically, Gladden and Milne (1999) found that the level of brand equity 

was positively related to merchandise sales. Numerous authors (Ailawahdi, et al., 2003; Dubin, 

1998; Holbrook, 1992; Simon & Sullivan, 1993) have posited that brand equity has a positive 

financial impact on the organization through increased stock prices and consumer‟s willingness 

to pay a price premium. Furthermore, brand equity has been found to impact consumer 

perceptions and intentions as well. Del Rio et al. (2001) found that more positive perceptions of 
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brand associations increased consumer‟s willingness to pay a price premium, recommend it to 

others, and accept brand extensions.  

From a conceptual standpoint, positive brand equity is related to an increase in consumer 

loyalty (Gladden et al., 1998; Ross, 2006). This relationship has been tested empirically as well 

in that Gladden and Funk (2001) found that certain brand associations are correlated with an 

increase in attitudinal and behavioral loyalty. Finally, Bauer et al. (2008) found a positive 

relationship between various dimensions of brand image and fan loyalty. In summation, brand 

equity has been found to provide financial benefits for the organization as well as affect 

consumer perceptions and subsequent behavior.  

However, the aforementioned literature fails to capture the multi-dimensional nature of 

consumer responses to a strong brand. Most studies focus on behavioral intentions such as 

positive word-of-mouth and repurchase intentions but they do not account for some specific 

behaviors conducted by sport consumers toward brands to which they are loyal. Therefore, this 

study utilizes Keller‟s (2003) multi-dimensional outcome measure of brand resonance. When 

adapted to the sport product, brand resonance captures the sport consumer‟s attitudinal and 

behavioral responses to the brand, including their likelihood to engage other brand community 

members, as well as invest their time and effort to consume the brand.  

Brand Resonance Definition 

Unlike previous measures of brand equity outcomes, brand resonance focuses a multitude 

of behaviors that loyal consumers engage in on behalf of their favorite brands. Brand resonance 

captures the social loyalty (i.e. engagement in brand communities) aspect of sport brands as well 

as other aspects of time, effort, and monetary expenditures that consumers exhibit when they 

share this ultimate relationship with the brand. Therefore, brand resonance refers to the ultimate 

relationship that consumers hold told a brand as well as the extent to which the consumer feels 

“in sync” with a particular brand (Keller, 2003).  

The level of relationship that a consumer has with a brand can be characterized by the 

amount of activity the consumer engages in towards the brand as well as the strength of the 

relationship the consumer has with other users of the brand. A consumer that uses the brand 

frequently or engages in other activities aimed at the brand is characterized as having a high 

activity level with the brand. Also, a consumer that is constantly engaged with other consumers 

of the brand, sharing brand stories, and aiding in the use of the brand is characterized as having a 
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high level of intensity towards the brand. Accordingly, brand resonance is comprised of four 

distinct but relate dimensions: behavioral loyalty, attitudinal attachment, sense of community, 

and active engagement. In the confines of this study, attitudinal attachment will not be 

operationalized due to the utilization of brand attitudes in the model and the obvious lack of 

discriminant validity between the two constructs.  

Dimensions of Brand Resonance 

Behavioral loyalty. Once viewed as a distinct component of brand equity, (Aaker, 1991; 

1996) brand loyalty has been repositioned as a potential consequence of brand equity. Keller 

(1993) did not include brand loyalty as a distinct component of brand knowledge. He believed 

that brand knowledge was only composed of brand associations and brand awareness. Yoo et al. 

(2000) noted that brand loyalty may be more related to brand equity than some of the 

components of brand equity. By that, it was meant that loyalty represents a more holistic 

perspective and may in fact mediate the relationship between brand awareness and brand 

associations and brand equity. Ross (2006) believed that only brand awareness and brand 

associations comprise brand equity. He hypothesized that loyalty to the team would be impacted 

by the level of brand awareness and nature of brand associations that consumers held for 

professional sports teams. Subsequently, loyalty will be measured as an outcome of brand equity 

in this study. 

 Sense of community. From a sport service perspective, there are numerous reasons why 

building brand communities should be a concern for sport managers. The sport product has the 

ideal characteristics to foster the development of brand communities. The degree to which sport 

consumers can identify with their favorite sport teams is a distinctive aspect of the sport product 

(Mullin et al., 2007). Few products can produce such a high level of cognitive and affective 

response from their prospective consumers. Brand communities are most likely to form around 

products that are consumed publicly and have consumers who share a high level of commitment 

with the target brand (Muniz & O‟Guinn, 2001). Additionally, brand communities are most 

likely to form around highly publicized brands that exist in highly competitive markets.  

 The sport product provides the ideal setting for the formation of brand communities. For 

the most part, the sport product is consumed publicly (mediated consumption may be private) at 

sport stadiums by thousands of consumers. Many sport consumers can be characterized as having 

a high level of commitment to the team brand. Although professional sport teams may not have 
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much geographical competition, the nature of the sport itself leads to a highly competitive 

atmosphere that can polarize fans and affect the consumer from a psychological standpoint. 

Finally, the nature of sport fandom leads the sport consumer to artificially construct 

“communities” of fans due to this competitive nature. For example, Green Bay Packer fans 

represent a strong, “branded” fan group known as the “Cheeseheads.” These fans can be 

identified by their green and gold apparel and the blocks of cheese that adorn their heads.  

 In line with Muniz and O‟Guinn‟s (2001) conceptualization of brand community, fans 

publicly exhibit their affiliation to the fan community or the “in group” and they hold organized 

activities such as the annual stockholders meeting that strengthen the connection among 

members. An even clearer example exists in the context of European football. The Glasgow 

Rangers and Glasgow Celtic football clubs have fan groups that exhibit a strong brand identity 

and brand personality. The Rangers have a strong affiliation with the protestant religion while 

the rival Celtics are aligned with the Catholic Church. As a result, fans of each team derive a part 

of their self-concept from their affiliation with the team. Furthermore, there have been numerous 

acts of violence between these two rival groups as a result of a threat to their collective identity. 

From the description and examples above, it is clear that sport service context represents an ideal 

setting for the development of brand communities however, this does explain why developing 

brand communities is so important for sport managers.  

  Muniz and O‟Guinn (2001) believed brand community impacts every component of 

brand equity. Brand communities function to facilitate the sharing of information regarding the 

brand, celebrate the history of the brand, and provide assistance in the use of the brand. Due to 

these functions, brand communities aid in the creation of overall brand knowledge on behalf of 

the consumer. As a community member, the consumer will be exposed to a plethora of 

information about the brand thus strengthening the position of brand in consumer memory and as 

a result, it may impact the level of brand awareness.  

 McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig (2002) believed that brand communities function to 

strengthen the relationship between consumer and the brand. Also, consumer‟s relationship and 

knowledge of the product itself will be changed once engaged in the community. The exchange 

of brand stories and the celebration of the brand‟s heritage should strengthen the connection 

between brand and consumer. As a result, brand communities may lead to the formation of 

favorable, strong brand associations due to this increase in knowledge regarding the brand and 
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the development of social ties with other consumers. Finally, numerous authors have posited that 

there is a link between consumer loyalty and brand community (McAlexander et al., 2002; 

McAlexander, Kim, & Roberts, 2003; Muniz & O‟Guinn, 2001; Oliver, 1999). Yoo et al. (2000) 

noted that brand loyalty is a holistic concept that is closely related to brand equity and may 

moderate the relationship between the dimensions of brand equity and outcome measures of 

brand equity. Therefore, it is plausible that the integration into brand community may affect 

brand loyalty thus impacting brand equity. Empirical evidence has shown that brand community 

may share a relationship with brand equity and its dimensions. 

 There are a few successful examples of sport organizations fostering brand communities 

through structured activities and initiatives. One of the most recent activities that sport 

organizations have used to foster their brand community is through team-directed message 

boards. Muniz and O‟Guinn (2001) noted that many brand communities exist where there is no 

physical connection among its members. However, members of the community have an 

“imagined” membership with one another where they can exchange knowledge about the brand 

and reminisce about historical moments in the brand‟s history. This mediated environment 

allows the organization to provide a “club” for fans to join especially those who are displaced or 

do not have any direct connection with other fans. By doing this, these consumers can identify 

with other members of the group and strengthen their connection to the brand.  

 For example, the Boston Red Sox have created a fan forum entitled “Red Sox Nation”. 

Membership in Red Sox Nation allows consumers to exchange their knowledge of the brand, 

celebrate the history of the brand, and schedule activities where members can meet and attend 

games. The Red Sox organization has initiated scheduled events for members of the forum to 

meet as well as plans to organize a day at Fenway Park (“Red Sox Community”, 2008). This 

example illustrates how brand community can be utilized to enhance the relationship among 

consumers, with the brand itself, and with the core product.  

 McAlexander et al. (2002) posited that these communities will enable community 

members to act as “brand missionaries”, spreading positive word-of-mouth regarding the brand, 

will make consumers less apt to switch brands, enhance the likelihood of members accepting 

brand extensions, and ultimately deepen the level of loyalty a consumer holds for the brand. 

Some sport organizations already engage in the development of brand communities. The benefits 

of such communities have been shown in previous literature. Due to the experiential, service-
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based nature of the sport product, enhancing the experience at the game and around the brand 

should be a strategic objective of every sport organization. The integration of fans into brand 

communities represents a great opportunity for sport managers to achieve this objective. 

 Active engagement. According to Keller (2003), the strongest indication of brand loyalty 

is when consumers are willing to give up their time, effort, and money in pursuit of the 

consumption of the brand. These types of expenditures exceed the normal amount that it takes to 

consume the brand and indicates a willingness to give up aspects of personal performance in a 

dogged pursuit of single target brand. This concept is similar to Oliver‟s (1999) description of 

action loyalty. Action loyalty represents the highest stage of consumer loyalty toward a product 

and is characterized by an intense oppositional brand loyalty. Actively loyal consumers have 

committed themselves to rebuy or repatronize a single brand and have the wherewithal to block 

the marketing communications of competitor brands. Furthermore, actively loyal consumers 

have the ability to “self-isolate” themselves from the competitive marketplace due to the manner 

in which the brand resonates to them.  

 In the realm of sport brands, there are a multitude of examples that illustrate sport 

consumers who are actively loyal. Highly loyal consumers exert their time on their favorite 

teams‟ website, examining statistics of their favorite players as well as engaging in dialogue with 

other loyal consumers via the team message board. Furthermore, the team web site is conduit to 

purchasing licensed team merchandise as well as a marketplace for exchanging season tickets. 

Another avenue for highly loyal consumers to celebrate their favorite team brands is through the 

utilization of team fan clubs. For example, the Phoenix Suns have created a fan zone section on 

their team website entitled “Planet Orange.” This fan membership section provides consumers 

with unprecedented access to behind the scenes information regarding players and management, 

a monthly newsletter, and a conduit for Suns fans to interact and celebrate the history and 

tradition of the Phoenix Suns brand.  

 Another example of active engagement is the daily conversation that highly loyal 

consumers engage in with other fans. Some loyal fans engage in daily banter regarding their 

favorite team by calling into talk radio shows and discussing elements of their team in informal 

conversation among fans. Also, highly loyal fans utilize traditional media consumption such as 

newspapers, magazines, and television while new innovations for sport fans allow them to 

receive updates about their favorite teams through cell phones, personal data assistants, and 
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home computers via email. These activities represent some of the ways in which highly loyal 

sport consumers exhibit their passion and commitment for their favorite sport brand.   

Measurement Considerations for Brand Resonance 

 As alluded to above, brand resonance will be measured by three dimensions: behavioral 

loyalty, sense of community, and active engagement (see Figure 2.8). Each dimension of the 

measure “builds” upon the other in that active engagement represents the highest or ultimate 

form of loyalty as discussed by Oliver (1999). Therefore, consumers may exhibit behavioral 

loyalty towards a sport team but that does not necessarily mean they will be actively engaged 

with the product or other consumers. Most previous measures of the behavioral outcomes of 

brand equity only account for the items in the behavioral loyalty dimension of this measure. 

They do not capture the time and effort that consumers invest in building social relationships 

with other fans as well as actively following and consuming information regarding their favorite 

sports team. This illustrates how this measure differs from previous attempts and exhibits its 

value in brand management research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.8 

Measure of Brand Resonance 
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 As mentioned previously, the next two sections will provide some insight into how brand 

awareness and brand associations will be measured in the context of this study. The prior 

examination of the brand awareness and brand association literature provided the weaknesses 

and gaps in the previous literature from a measurement perspective. Therefore, these two 

sections will incorporate the critiques of prior measures and provide guidelines for how these 

constructs should accurately be measured.  

Measurement Considerations for Brand Awareness 

Keller (1993) proposed two dimensions of brand awareness: brand recall and brand 

recognition. Brand recognition occurs when a consumer is able to identify a brand that he or she 

was previously exposed to when cued. Brand recall occurs when a consumer is able to retrieve 

the brand in a specific product category when prompted or cued. Brand recognition or brand 

recall may be more important depending on the purchasing situation. If consumer decision-

making occurs at the points of purchase, than brand recognition will be more important but if 

consumer decision-making occurs away from the point of purchase, brand recall is considered of 

paramount importance (Keller, 2003). In either case, a valid measure should contain both 

dimensions of brand awareness in order to capture top of mind and retrievability of the brand in 

the mind of the consumer. (see Figure 2.9). Therefore, this study will incorporate the items 

utilized by Yoo et al. (2000) in their examination of the relationship between the marketing mix 

elements and brand equity. Yoo et al. constructed a brand awareness measure that included items 

that represented brand recall and brand recognition.  
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FIGURE 2.9 

Measure of Brand Awareness 

 
   

Measurement Considerations for Brand Associations 

Brand associations are formed in the mind of the consumer from direct experience with 

the brand as well as indirectly by means of marketing communication. Therefore, the most 

effective method of determining the brand associations held by consumers is through a direct 

elicitation of these associations for a target brand. Due to this observation, many studies that 

have developed brand association measures have been excluded from the consideration set when 

the authors developed the measure by means of a literature review in lieu of utilizing direct 

elicitation techniques. Therefore, Gladden and Funk (2002), Bauer et al. (2005), and Bauer et 

al.‟s (2008) items from their brand association scales will not be considered in the confines of 

this study.  

Ross et al. (2006) created the most valid measure of brand associations, the Team Brand 

Association Scale (TBAS). Unlike previous attempts, this measurement scale was constructed by 

directly eliciting brand associations from sport consumers as the basis for item generation. 

However, there are some restrictions that will limit its usefulness in this study. First, this study 

aims to create a brand association measure that will be generalizable beyond the sport setting. 

Most of Ross‟ dimensions are not applicable to products other than spectator sports. Second, the 
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measurement scale suffers from a lack of parsimony. The original TBAS consists of 11 

dimensions and 51 items and as a result, it is not a practical choice to include the entire measure 

in the confines of this study.  

A new measure of brand associations will be considered for this study. Following 

Supphellen‟s (2000) measurement suggestions and Ross et al.‟s (2006) implementation, this 

study will directly elicit brand associations from consumers. Instead of strictly focusing on sport 

services, this study will elicit brand associations from four different product categories: 

automobiles, athletic footwear, amusement parks, and restaurants. However, in an effort to 

construct a broader brand association measure, the results from the elicitation will be compared 

and merged with some of the brand associations from Ross et al.‟s (2006) measure of sport team 

brand associations. These two components will form the measure of brand associations for this 

study. The brand association scale will represent a culmination of an examination of these five 

product categories.  

Concluding Remarks 

 The previous section detailed the empirical and conceptual work that has been conducted 

in regards to brand equity. This study attempts to fill some considerable conceptual and 

theoretical gaps in the literature by testing new model of consumer-based brand equity. More 

specifically, this study will attempt to address the lack of empirical evidence regarding the 

relationship between brand awareness and brand associations and consumers‟ behavioral 

intentions toward a specific brand. Also, this study will address the call for further research 

regarding the role that the emotional component of a brand plays in consumer decision-making. 

Finally, this study will test new measures of consumers‟ behavioral intentions toward a brand in 

an attempt to provide scholars with some new reliable and valid measures of consumer behavior. 

The following chapter will detail the methods for this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

Introduction 

The content in Chapter 2 provided a review of various conceptual and empirical models 

of brand equity. An overarching conclusion that can be drawn from this literature is the lack of 

an adequate representation of the constructs related to brand equity. The failure to consider the 

emotional and cognitive response to a target brand represents a considerable gap in the literature. 

More specifically, theoretical consideration of the consumers‟ affective response to the brand is 

absent in previous literature. To more fully understand how to manage and build a brand, 

researchers must identify consumer-based variables that impact the brand equity of a good or 

service. 

This study examined the relationship among several constructs related to brand equity 

(see Figure 3.1). The primary variables under investigation are consumer perceptions of brand 

awareness, brand associations, brand superiority, and brand affect. The primary dependent 

variable in this study was brand resonance. The remainder of this chapter will detail the process 

by which the model will be operationalized for this study. The specific measurement items are 

included in Appendix D-F.   
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FIGURE 3.1 

Model for Current Study 

 

 

The overall intent of this study was to examine the relationships among specific drivers 

of brand equity (awareness, association, superiority, affect) and their influence on consumers‟ 

behavioral intentions and attitudes (brand resonance) in relation to a favorite brand. Furthermore, 

this study aimed to assess the nature and magnitude of the relationship between the traditional 

drivers of brand equity (awareness and associations) and consumers‟ behavioral intentions and 

attitudes toward a brand. The latter point is important based on this researcher‟s contention that 

mere awareness and thoughts regarding a brand are not enough to drive consumers‟ behavioral 

intentions. Instead, consumers illustrate loyal behavior to a brand based on their cognitive and 

affective responses to the thoughts they hold regarding a specific brand. A brief description of 

the measures and various research stages in this study follows. 
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In scientific research, the consistency and accuracy in measurement is of paramount 

importance. Precise measurement is a necessary condition to accurately test research hypotheses 

(Babbie, 2007). Valid and reliable measures allow the researcher to draw accurate conclusions 

based on the results of a given study (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Therefore, this study 

employed numerous methodological steps in order to construct valid and reliable measures to 

achieve the objectives and answer the research questions of this study. Some of the measures for 

the different constructs were adapted from previous scales; other measures were the first attempt 

at operationalizing specific constructs. For example, the measurement items for brand awareness 

(adapted from Yoo et al., 2000) and brand affect (adapted from Fuller et al., 2008) were adapted 

from previous empirical studies; since this study employed an examination of multiple product 

categories, the wording of the items were modified to fit the specific setting and product under 

investigation. Measures were developed by the researcher for brand superiority and brand 

resonance and constituted a first attempt to operationalize the constructs. The items used to 

measure brand superiority and brand resonance were constructed based upon suggestions put 

forth by Keller (2003). These two constructs were first described by Keller, yet there have been 

no previous attempts to operationalization the constructs. 

In regards to brand associations, the researcher constructed a new measure based on a 

direct elicitation of associations from consumers from four different product categories. Previous 

attempts to measure brand associations have focused solely on sport service brands while 

ignoring other product categories. Therefore, as with the other measures in this study, the goal of 

this research was to construct a generalizable measure of brand associations based upon the 

associations derived from consumers for multiple product categories. The brand association 

measure represented a culmination of the thoughts that consumers hold for four different product 

categories.  

Three data collection stages were conducted in order to achieve the objectives of the 

research proposal. The focus group study consisted of a qualitative elicitation of brand 

associations from consumers relating to four different product categories. This study employed 

the use of thought-listing forms to elicit the associations and the results from each product 

category were compared in an attempt to derive generalizable dimensions that formed the basis 

of the brand association measure. The outcome from the focus group study was a brand 

association measure that accounts for associations constructed from multiple product categories. 
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The pilot study was an initial test of the measurement scale with all constructs of interest 

operationalized with their respective items. In this sense, the respective items for brand 

awareness, brand associations, brand superiority, brand affect, and brand resonance were under 

examination in the pilot study. The purpose of this study was to assess the psychometric 

properties of the measures in order to provide evidence of reliability and validity, as well as the 

elimination or modification of any problematic items. This procedure involved the use of factor 

analysis in order to assess the measurement model. 

After the proper modifications and scale purifications, the main study involved an 

examination of the reliability and validity of the measurement model as well as testing the 

research hypotheses via structural equation modeling. The main study involved an examination 

of the hypothesized direct and indirect paths in an effort to confirm or disconfirm the research 

hypotheses. To gather the data for the main study, a data collection was employed in order to test 

the consumer-based brand equity in multiple product settings. A general consumer sample of 

residents from a mid-sized southeastern city was obtained by trained surveyors. The respondents 

were asked to complete a survey questionnaire that assesses their perceptions toward a pre-

selected sport team brand (service) and athletic footwear brand (good). In this case, the New 

York Yankees were chosen as the sport team brand and Nike was chosen as the athletic footwear 

brand. The following sections will chronicle the design utilized to answer the specific research 

questions, describe the development of the measurement scales for this study, detail how the 

research hypotheses were developed and will be tested, and describe how the specific items for 

each construct were developed.  

Research Design 

 A research design refers to a specific outline, plan, or strategy that will be utilized in 

order to accurately answer the research questions contained in a particular study (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2004). According to Babbie (2007), research design involves numerous decisions 

regarding what topic is to be studied among a certain population of interest with a specific set of 

research methods. Therefore, the following content will detail the specific research design 

employed, research population of interest, and methods to analyze the data.  

 This study did not employ random assignment of participants to a treatment group or 

utilize any type of control group. Also, the independent variables in this study were not  

manipulated. Due to these characteristics, this study can be classified as non-experimental 
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(Johnson & Christensen, 2004).  Non-experimental research can further be characterized by the 

primary objective of the research. In this case, this study aimed to explain the relationship among 

brand awareness, brand associations, brand superiority, brand affect and brand resonance. 

Therefore, this study can be characterized as explanatory research since the primary objective is 

test specific theories and hypotheses to explain how a specific phenomenon operates (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2004).  

 There were multiple samples collected in this study. The reasoning for this lies in the 

researcher‟s intent to generalize the consumer-based brand equity model to multiple product 

categories. The pilot study data was collected from undergraduate students in fitness courses at a 

large southeastern university. For the main study, data from a general consumer sample was 

obtained by trained surveyors in an effort to ascertain consumers‟ perceptions about a sport team 

brand and athletic footwear brand.  

This study employed a mixed research methodology. Mixed method research involves the 

use of both quantitative and qualitative paradigms across different phases of the research study 

(Johnson & Christensen, 2004). In this study, the qualitative phase involved a direct elicitation of 

brand associations from consumers and the results were content analyzed to determine categories 

that emerge from the data. Also, the quantitative phase involved the collection of data from 

survey questionnaires and the results from this phase were analyzed by utilizing quantitative 

methods (i.e. statistical analysis). The following content will detail the procedures for scale 

development. 

Scale Development 

This study utilized Churchill‟s (1979) stages as the framework for scale development (see 

Figure 3.2) since the project includes operationalizing new constructs. It is important to note that 

scale development is not necessary for every construct in this study. As mentioned above, the 

measurement items for brand awareness and brand affect were adapted for use in this study from 

previous empirical studies. The items for brand superiority and brand resonance were generated 

based on Keller‟s (2003) suggestions yet these items have never been empirically tested. The 

measurement items for brand association were constructed from a direct elicitation of consumers. 

One goal with respect to brand associations was to construct a generalizable and parsimonious 

measure that cuts across product categories. Therefore, an explanation of scale development for 

brand associations, brand superiority, and brand resonance based on Churchill‟s stages follows. 
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In Stage 1 the definition of the construct of interest needs to be established. Stage 2 is the 

generation of sample items, while Stage 3 consists of the first data collection. Stage 4 contains 

the purification of the measure itself and Stage 5 includes the second data collection. Stages 6 

and 7 involve assessing the reliability and validity of the instrument itself.   

 

 

FIGURE 3.2 

Churchill’s Stages of Scale Development (Churchill, 1979) 
 

Stage 1 – Specification of the Domain of Interest 

Brand superiority. According to Keller (2003), brand superiority is considered one 

aspect of a consumer‟s overall, cognitive evaluation of a focal brand. Brand superiority refers to 

the extent to which brands are viewed as different or unique in the mind of consumers (Keller, 

2003). The primary avenue for creating a superior brand depends on the nature and degree of 

salient brand associations held for the brand. 
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Brand resonance. Brand resonance can be characterized by the extent to which 

consumers have a relationship with the brand as well as the subsequent behavior they engage in 

on behalf of the brand (Keller, 2003). In the context of this study, brand resonance is comprised 

of three dimensions: behavioral loyalty, sense of community, and active engagement.  

Brand associations. Brand associations are defined as thoughts regarding a brand in the 

mind of the consumer (Aaker, 1991). Brand associations hold the meaning of the brand and are 

retrieved from memory to guide purchasing decisions. In a slight departure from Keller (1993), 

brand associations will be characterized as attributes or benefits. Attitudes will not be 

conceptualized as a specific type of brand association in this study. Attributes can be product-

related (tangible aspects of product) and non-product related (imagery, usage situation) while 

benefits refer to the ability of a given product to meet a functional, symbolic, or experiential need 

on behalf of the consumer (Keller, 1993).  

Stage 2 – Generation of Sample Items  

Brand superiority and brand resonance. There have been no previous attempts to 

operationalize the constructs of brand superiority and brand resonance. The pilot study 

represented the first attempt to construct a measure for both constructs. Brand superiority and 

brand resonance items were adapted from suggestions made by Keller (2003) in relation to his 

consumer-based brand equity model. Brand superiority items were intended to measure the 

consumer‟s cognitive evaluation of a brand on the basis of overall superiority and value in the 

mind of the consumer. Brand resonance items reflect the consumers‟ time and effort exerted on 

behalf of a specific brand. The items in this measure reflect the consumers‟ behavioral intentions 

toward the product, the effort exerted to connect with other consumers, and the amount of time 

spent consuming ancillary aspects associated with a service experience. For example, if the 

brand is a sports team, ancillary aspects of a sport experience would include media consumption. 

Brand associations. Based on the suggestions put forth by Supphellen (2000), brand 

associations were elicited directly from consumers in order to generate items for the 

measurement scale. Through the use of thought listing forms, consumers‟ brand associations for 

four products (automobiles, athletic shoes, amusement parks, and restaurant) were uncovered in 

an effort to establish some generalizable associations across different product categories. In an 

effort to remain consistent with the other constructs in the consumer-based brand equity model, 

the researcher‟s intent for the brand association measure was to construct a measure that can be 
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applicable outside the sport services realm. The results of these thought listing activities were 

content analyzed to uncover categories that develop. Items were generated based on the actual 

responses put forth by consumers. The brand association measure was expected to consist of 

multiple dimensions, with specific items that underlie each latent construct. The procedures for 

the qualitative elicitation of brand associations are detailed below. 

Item generation. The focus group study included focus groups through which brand 

associations are elicited directly from consumers in order to construct a brand association 

measure. The respondents for this study consisted of a convenience sample of approximately 

thirty undergraduate students for each product category (four total) in sport management courses 

at a major southeastern university. Morse (2000) states, “if the topic being studied is obvious and 

clear, and the information is easily obtained in the interviews than fewer participants are needed” 

(p. 3-4). Furthermore, it has been stated that 20-30 interviews will capture approximately 90-95 

percent of responses until a point of saturation is reached (Griffin & Hauser, 1992).  Therefore, 

the use of approximately thirty respondents for the thought-listing portion for each product was 

deemed acceptable. Undergraduate students are considered an appropriate sample population due 

to the fact that they are active consumers in all of the product categories under consideration 

(automobiles, athletic shoes, restaurants, and amusement parks).  

 The data for the four product categories was content analyzed by three coders who are 

familiar with the topic of interest and are provided specific instructions by the primary 

researcher. According to Krippendorff (2004), content analysis methodology can employ one, 

two, or three coders depending on time and financial constraints. Each coder examined the 

elicited associations for each product category and attempt to categorize similar associations and 

provide an overall name for each category. Therefore, the associations for each product category 

were examined separately with specific dimension names and subsequent items produced for 

each set of associations. The results of the content analysis for each coder were collected by the 

primary researcher and the researcher attempted to derive the level of intercoder reliability for 

the data from the three different coders. Intercoder reliability refers to the consistency among 

different coders (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Subsequently, the researcher compared the 

results from each coder in an effort to uncover categorical similarities across the three different 

content analysis in an effort to determine if there are common categories across the four different 
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product categories. As a result, the final brand association measure was a culmination of the 

associations derived from consumers in four different product categories.  

Stage 3 – Collection of Data for Pilot Study and Scale Purification  

 This section provides a description of the procedures for the pilot study. As mentioned 

above, the pilot study was a test of the measurement scale that includes the items for every 

construct in this study. More specifically, at this point, all the items for each construct of interest 

(brand awareness, brand associations, brand superiority, brand affect, & brand resonance) in this 

study were constructed and the results of the pilot study uncovered any problematic items and 

provided reliability and validity evidence to guide the procedures for scale purification.  

Pilot study. Once all of the items were generated for each construct, the preliminary 

measure was piloted in order to assess the psychometric properties of the measurement scale. For 

this data collection, a convenience sample of undergraduate students enrolled in physical activity 

classes at a major southeastern university was utilized as respondents. In order to determine the 

minimum sample size, this study attempted to achieve a subject to variable ratio of no less than 5 

(Bryant & Yarnold, 1995; Gorsuch, 1983). The use of college students in the sample was 

justified due to the fact that they are consumers of sport products and is a common sample in 

brand-related research (Biswas & Sherrell, 1993). The primary purpose of this data collection 

was to assess the psychometric properties of the scale by examining the relationship among the 

items and not to generalize results across a given population.  

Stage 4 – Purification of Measure 

Scale purification is an ongoing process that involves qualitative and quantitative 

methods depending the objectives and nature of the study (Churchill, 1979). In many cases, 

qualitative methods such as expert review are employed when the study involves new scale 

construction or is exploratory by nature. Furthermore, new scale construction involves the use of 

subjective methods such as factor analysis to assess the psychometric properties of the 

measurement scale. In the context of this study, reliability and validity of the scale was assessed 

in order to identify the presence of problematic items and ensure that each construct is accurately 

operationalized. 

As supported by previous studies dealing with scale development (Anderson & Gerbing, 

1988; Churchill, 1979; Hinkin, 1995), it was necessary to assess the reliability of the measure by 

means of the Cronbach‟s alpha coefficient and item-to-total correlations. If a Cronbach‟s alpha 
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coefficient exceeds .70, the test scores are deemed reliable (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Item-

to-total correlations refer to the correlations between individual items and the latent construct 

that makes up the dimension to which the items are assigned. The purpose of item-to-total 

correlations is to eliminate problematic items in order to achieve higher alpha coefficients and as 

a general rule of thumb, an examination of item-to-total correlations indicates that unsatisfactory 

scale items should be deleted if correlation coefficients do not reach the .50 cutoff point 

(Caruana, 2002). If certain items do not reach the cutoff point, it is suggested that they be 

removed. Besides reliability, the validity of the measurement model was assessed by means of 

factor analysis.  

Another aspect of scale purification is to perform a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to 

assess the overall fit of the model to the data, and to provide evidence of a scale‟s validity.  An 

examination of the fit indices (RMSEA, CFI, and SRMR) provided evidence as to whether the 

model is an adequate fit to the data. The RMSEA value is an indicator of good model fit. The 

RMSEA value should be below 0.05 for good fit and below .08 for adequate model fit (Hair et 

al., 2006). The SRMR value should be below 0.10 to indicate good model fit (Hair et al., 2006). 

The CFI and NNFI values should both be greater than 0.90 (Hair et al., 2006).  

Besides assessing overall model fit, evidence needed to be accumulated in order to 

exhibit construct validity. Construct validity refers to the degree to which a study‟s 

operationalizations accurately reflect the construct of interest (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). To 

assess construct validity, the researcher obtained evidence based on relations with other variables 

(criterion-related evidence) such as discriminant, convergent, concurrent, and predictive validity.  

The criterion aspect of construct validity was determined by statistical analysis. Fornell 

and Larcker (1981) suggested that convergent and discriminant validity can be determined 

through examination of average variance extracted (AVE). In order to assess convergent validity, 

these researchers devised an approach that accounts for factor loadings and measurement error. 

Convergent validity can be established if the AVE score for a construct exceeds the 0.50 

threshold, which indicates that the variance captured by the construct is greater than the variance 

associated with error. Discriminant validity provides evidence of the extent to which a construct 

differs from other constructs. According to Fornell and Larcker, discriminant validity can be 

exhibited if the AVE score of a given construct is greater than the squared correlation between 

the examined construct and any other construct of interest.  
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Concurrent validity refers to a type of relationship between test scores and criterion 

scores collected at the same time (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). In the context of this study, this 

involved an examination of the relationship among the constructs such as brand awareness and 

brand associations. Predictive validity, another type of criterion-related validity, was not assessed 

in this study due to the cross-sectional nature of the study. Predictive validity requires the 

researcher to assess the relationship between test scores collected at one point in time and 

criterion scores collected at a later date (Johnson & Christensen, 2004).  

Stage 5 – Collection of Data for Main Study  

This section chronicles the procedures for the main study which involved an examination 

of the reliability and validity of the revised measurement model, adapted based on the results of 

the scale purification in the previous stage. Also, the main study involved the testing of each 

research hypothesis by means of structural equation modeling.  

Main study. The purpose of the main study was to provide further evidence of the 

reliability and validity of the hypothesized model as well as to test the researcher‟s hypotheses 

via structural equation modeling (SEM). To gather the data for the main study, a single data 

collection was employed in order to test the consumer-based brand equity model. To achieve this 

objective, data was gathered from a general consumer sample in a mid-sized southeastern city 

identified by trained surveyors. The respondents were asked to complete a survey questionnaire 

that assesses their perceptions toward a pre-selected sport team brand and athletic footwear 

brand. By choosing these two product categories, the results in the goods and services context 

were compared.  

 The data collection for the main study targeted a general consumer sample from a mid-

sized city in the southeast. In order to collect data for this phase of the main study, surveyors 

were recruited from an undergraduate sport management class at a major southeastern university. 

The surveyors were trained by the primary researcher in regards to the proper surveying 

techniques and protocol. Specifically, the surveyors were provided with instructions on basic 

random sampling techniques as well as designated survey locations in the community were 

appropriate for data collection. The survey instructions were disseminated to all surveyors who 

participated in data collection. The instructions were also made available on the course website 

for access at any point of the data collection process. Surveyors were instructed to administer 

surveys to every third person they encountered at their designated location. Designated locations 
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included the local shopping malls, restaurants, and other places of business. The respondents 

were provided with a survey questionnaire that measured perceptions of a goods and services 

brand.   

 Overall, the goal for sampling was to achieve a subject to variable ratio of no less than 

five as mentioned above (Bryant and Yarnold, 1995; Gorsuch, 1983). The items on the survey 

questionnaire were organized at random in order to avoid fatigue bias on behalf of the 

respondents. Furthermore, it is important to note that consumers were provided with a specific 

brand in the professional team context and in the athletic footwear context. In this case, the New 

York Yankees were chosen for the sport services context and Nike was chosen for the athletic 

footwear context. Both brands were considered among the strongest in their respective product 

category. This ensured that all respondents are thinking of a brand that they are familiar with. 

Finally, in the data collection for the main study, assessing consumers‟ perceptions of their 

favorite sport team brand and athletic footwear brand was the primary objective. This allowed 

the researcher to compare the results in both the goods and services context.  

 Stage 6 - Assessing Validity and Reliability 

Reliability assessment. Following the second data collection, reliability tests were 

completed in order to assess the consistency of the scores of the items developed. Cronbach‟s 

alpha coefficient was computed in order to assess internal consistency (cutoff level of .70); item-

to-total correlations was also assessed (cutoff level of 0.50) (Johnson & Christensen, 2004).  

Validity assessment. There are three main sources that provide evidence of validity: 

construct validity, internal validity and external validity. In this study, internal validity was not 

assessed due to the fact that this study did not attempt to test causal relationships. After the 

second data collection, construct validity was assessed by the same procedures as detailed in the 

scale purification section. Unlike the pilot study, the purpose of the main study was to generalize 

the results of the study across multiple product categories by assessing consumers‟ perceptions 

of a goods and services brand. Therefore, it was crucial to provide evidence of external validity 

in this study. Therefore, a description of the steps taken to ensure external validity of the results 

is provided below.  

External validity refers to the degree to which the conclusions drawn from a particular 

study would hold true across different persons, settings, and time (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). 

The inference from this definition is that in order to exhibit external validity, steps must be taken 
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to ensure that the results can be generalized to different people, different settings, and different 

times. First, in order to ensure population validity, this study incorporated random sampling 

techniques to ensure that everyone in the sampling frame has an equal chance of selection. 

Random sampling techniques were utilized in this study to ensure that everyone in the sampling 

population in the selected setting (general consumer sample) had an equal chance of being 

selected. This will increase the probability that the results can be generalized to the population of 

interest (athletic footwear consumers and sport spectators.).  

More specifically, subjects were randomly selected to complete the questionnaire. 

Trained surveyors were instructed to collect data from pre-selected sites in the community. To 

ensure randomization, each surveyor was instructed to randomly select participants from their 

designated area by only surveying every third person they encounter. This was achieved by 

sending surveyors to predetermined locations and instructing the surveyors to select participants 

by random (i.e. approach every third person).To ensure consistency across surveyors, specific 

data collection instructions were provided to each surveyor clearly describing the designated 

areas approved for data collection and how to collect a random sample. These instructions are 

provided in Appendix G.  

 Second, in order to exhibit generalizability to other settings (ecological validity), 

individuals were sampled from different settings in the community.  Furthermore, respondents 

were asked to provide their perceptions of a pre-selected athletic footwear and professional sport 

team brand. By examining consumers of multiple products in different settings, this provided 

evidence of the applicability of the consumer-based brand equity model to multiple product 

categories and consumers in different settings.  

With respect to generalizing to different points in time, since the study was cross-

sectional in nature it was not be possible to establish temporal validity. In order to collect 

evidence of temporal validity, longitudinal data would have to be collected.  

Stage 7 – Examination of Research Hypotheses 

As seen in Figure 3.3, the hypothesized model of consumer-based brand equity contains a 

number of research hypotheses. The following section will detail how those research hypotheses 

were developed and how they will be tested.  
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FIGURE 3.3 

Hypothesized Causal Model 

 

 

Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness has been characterized as the launching point for building brand equity 

(Keller, 1993). In order for individuals to hold favorable thoughts regarding a brand, they must 

first be aware of the brand. Therefore, numerous authors have hypothesized that brand awareness 

influences brand associations (Aaker, 1996; Gladden, et al., 2001; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; 

Ross et al, 2008). Consumers who have a high level of familiarity with a brand have more depth 

and breadth of thoughts about the brand and are more likely to have a positive disposition toward 

the brand (Campbell & Keller, 2003). Therefore:  

 

H1: Consumers‟ level of brand awareness will have a positive effect on the strength of 

brand associations they hold.  
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The Role of Brand Associations 

Numerous authors have characterized brand awareness and brand associations as the 

primary components of brand equity (Berry, 2000; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006). The insinuation of 

this characterization is that in order to build positive brand equity, a consumer must be aware and 

hold positive, favorable, and unique associations for a given brand (Bauer et al., 2008; Keller, 

1993). However, there is considerable empirical evidence that suggests it requires more than 

mere awareness and associations to influence consumer decision-making. For example, Faircloth 

et al. (2001) showed that a consumer‟s cognitive evaluation of brand associations influenced the 

brand equity of a given product. The implications of these results suggest that mere mental 

thoughts that come to mind (i.e. brand associations) and awareness are not enough to drive 

consumers‟ behavioral intentions. This suggests that consumers evaluate the thoughts they hold 

for the brand and it is this evaluation that ultimately drives their behavior toward the brand. In 

the context of this study, consumers will evaluate the brand associations they hold in an effort to 

determine the overall superiority of the brand in relation to its competitors. 

Brand associations have been shown to be a critical role in a consumer‟s brand selection 

(Aaker, 1991; Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001; Keller, 1993, 2002; Ross et al., 2006). 

Consumers learn about brands through marketing messages and direct experience with the 

product. As a result, these experiences aid in the formation of positive and negative thoughts 

regarding the brand. Numerous authors have posited that consumers react to the brand 

associations they hold for a product and as a result, this reaction has a drastic impact on their 

decision-making (Bauer et al., 2005; 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001; Keller, 1993; Pappu, 

Quester, & Cooksey, 2005;). As mentioned above, consumers‟ cognitive evaluations are based 

upon the brand associations they hold. Besides cognitive evaluations, it can be suggested that 

consumers will have an affective response to the brand associations they hold for a given brand. 

For example, organizations make emotional appeals to consumers through advertisements in 

order to plant specific associations in the mind of consumers in an attempt to elicit a positive 

emotional response and guide intentions toward the product. Similar to the earlier argument, 

mere awareness and associations are not enough to drive consumers‟ behavioral intentions. 

Instead, consumers will develop affective responses to the associations they hold for a specific 
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product and this response is a critical link between brand associations and behavioral intentions.  

Therefore: 

 

H2: The strength of brand associations will have a positive effect on consumers‟ 

perception of brand superiority. 

 

H3: The strength of brand associations will have a positive effect on consumers‟ level of 

brand affect. 

 

H4: The strength of brand associations will not have a direct effect on consumers‟ level of 

brand resonance. 

 

Brand Superiority and Brand Affect 

Consumers are consistently evaluating and affectively responding to communications and 

direct experience with a given product. Previous research has attempted to ascertain the temporal 

order of these cognitive evaluations and affective responses. For example, scholars of the quality 

and satisfaction literature have maintained that quality assessments (cognitive) influence the 

level of consumer satisfaction (affective) (Anderson & Fornell, 1994; Athanassopoulous, 2000; 

Bolton & Lemon, 1999; Cronin, Brady, & Hult, 2000; Gotlieb, Grewal, & Brown, 1994). The 

theoretical explanation can be found in Bagozzi‟s (1992) attitude formation framework. He 

concludes that individuals make cognitive appraisals, followed by an affective response which 

impacts their future intentions. Therefore, this study will examine the relationship between brand 

superiority (cognitive evaluation) and brand affect (affective response). Previous research 

suggests that consumers will have an affective response based on their cognitive evaluation of 

the superiority of the brand. Therefore: 

 

H5: Consumers‟ perception of brand superiority will have a positive effect on their level 

of brand affect. 
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Brand Superiority, Brand Affect, and Brand Resonance 

Consumers make a myriad of judgments that can influence the likelihood of consuming a 

particular good or service. Among these judgments, cognitive evaluations such as quality 

assessments have been extensively examined by previous research (Brady & Cronin, 2001; 

Cronin, Brady, & Hult, 2000; Cronin & Taylor, 1992; 1994; Dabholkar, Shephard, & Thorpe, 

2000; Gotlieb, Grewal, & Brown, 1994; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1994). Furthermore, 

research into brand attitudes has shown that a consumer‟s attitude toward a brand and/or 

advertisement is a significant predictor of his or her behavioral intentions toward a given brand 

(Suh & Yi, 2006) Also, it has been shown that brand attitudes significantly influence the level of 

brand equity for a product (Faircloth et al., 2001). The overarching conclusion of this research is 

that cognitive evaluations have an influence on consumer‟s behavioral intentions. In the confines 

of this study, the overall cognitive evaluation of a brand‟s superiority in comparison with its 

competitors will be examined. Based on aforementioned evidence, it can be suggested that a 

consumer‟s evaluation of a brand‟s superiority may influence the likelihood that they will 

purchase the product and engage in repeat buying behavior. Therefore: 

  

H6: Consumers‟ perception of brand superiority will have a positive effect on their level 

of brand resonance.  

 

Companies have been known to craft advertising messages and construct product 

packaging that attempts to tap into a consumer‟s feelings toward a certain issue or product. 

Additionally, previous research has examined how a consumer‟s affective response influences 

their purchasing decisions and a tentative conclusion is that emotions have been found to play a 

vital role in consumer decision making (Bagozzi, Gopinath, & Nyer 1999; Chaudhuri & 

Holbrook, 2001; Mano & Oliver, 1993; Matzler, Bidmon, & Grabner-Krauter, 2006; Mooradian 

& Oliver, 1997; Richins, 1997; Thompson, Rindfliesch, & Arsel, 2006;). For example, brand 

affect has been found to be a significant predictor of consumer loyalty (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 

2001). This suggests that a consumer‟s a affective response plays a significant role in forming 

their behavioral intentions toward a given product or brand. Therefore, in regards to this study, a 

consumer‟s level of affect toward a particular brand may influence their loyalty and engagement 

for the brand. Therefore: 
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H7: Consumers‟ level of brand affect will have a positive effect on their level of brand 

resonance. 

Evaluating the Research Hypotheses 

In order to evaluate the research hypothesis in this study, structural equation modeling 

(SEM) was employed. Structural equation modeling involves postulating and testing models that 

explain the relationship among a set of variables. This study incorporated the recommendations 

from Kline (2005) in regards to how to evaluate a hybrid model. A hybrid model refers to a 

model that has measurement and structural components (Kline, 2005). Evaluation of the model 

involves two steps where the basic principles of analyzing a CFA and structural model apply. 

The first step of this approach was to examine the measurement model by means of a 

confirmatory factor analysis in order to further the validation process. The second step involved 

an examination of the structural model in comparison with competing models by way of a chi-

square difference test. 

Evaluating the measurement model. The purpose of a confirmatory factor analysis 

model is to evaluate whether relationships among a set of measured variables is supported by the 

data. According to Hair et al. (2006), there are four stages employed to examine the 

measurement model: (1) defining the individual constructs, (2) developing the overall 

measurement model, (3) designing a study to produce empirical results, and (4) assessing 

measurement model validity.  

The first step was to define the individual constructs to be utilized in the measurement 

model. Due to the fact that the content domain has already been specified in Chapter 2 as well as 

operational definitions provided, this step in the SEM process was already achieved. The 

construct definitions and dimensionality and items are provided in Table 3.1. 

 

TABLE 3.1  

Construct Definitions, Dimensionality, and Items 

Construct Definition Dimension & items 

Brand awareness The presence of the brand in 
the mind of the consumer 

One-dimensional; 4 items 

Brand associations Thoughts that come to mind 
regarding a specific brand 

4 (goods); 7(services) 
dimensions & 16 (goods); 
23 (services) items 
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued) 

Construct Definition Dimension & Items 

 
 
Brand superiority 

 
 
Brand superiority represents 
the uniqueness and differential 
impact that the brand has on 
the consumer. 

 
 
One-dimensional; 3 items 

Brand affect Brand affect taps into the 
consumer‟s affective response 
to the brand due to the 
consumption experience or 
indirect exposure associated 
with the brand. 

One-dimensional; 5 items 

Brand resonance Brand resonance refers to the 
ultimate relationship that 
consumers hold told a brand 
as well as the extent to which 
the consumer feels “in sync” 
with a particular brand 
(Keller, 2003). 

Three dimensions; 13 items 

 

The second step was to develop the overall measurement model. The key aspects of this 

step include determining the dimensionality of each construct, how many items will represent 

each construct, and the assumption that the model follows reflective measurement theory.  Most 

of the constructs of interest (except brand resonance) in this study were all conceptualized as 

one-dimensional, meaning that a specific number of items underlie a single latent construct. Uni-

dimensionality means that only a single construct underlies a set of items and that there are no 

cross-loadings of items between constructs (Hair et al., 2006). Finally, this study adopted 

reflective measurement theory in regards to the measurement model. This means that each of the 

observed variables is caused by the latent construct. In this study, all of the items are 

representations of a latent construct thus conforming to the principals of reflective measurement 

theory.  

The third step involved designing a study that produces empirical results. The main issues 

at this stage include considerations of sample size and model identification. As mentioned 

earlier, this study attempted to achieve a subject to variable ratio of no less than 5 (Bryant and 

Yarnold, 1995; Gorsuch, 1983).  Model identification refers to the likelihood that there is enough 
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information to estimate all model parameters (Kline, 2005). In order to assess the model fit, the 

model must be over-identified. An over-identified model occurs when the number of observed 

variances and covariances exceeds the number of parameter estimates. In this study, there are 15 

observations (v (v+1)/2) and 14 model parameters (2 =variance of exogenous variables; 1= 

covariance of exogenous variables; 3= variance of disturbances, 8= direct effects). Therefore, 

this model is over-identified due to the fact that the degrees of freedom is greater than zero 

(df=1). Thus, due to the over-identification, it is possible to examine the overall model fit.  

The final step was to assess the validity of the measurement model. The key 

considerations at this stage were to compare the theoretical measurement model in relation with 

the actual measurement model (one with empirical data) by means of global fit indices as well as 

evaluate the criteria for construct validity. Although there is not a single model fit index that is 

considered a benchmark, there are a number of different indices that were used to assess model 

fit. These include: the ratio of the chi-square statistic to the degrees of freedom, the root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the nonnormed fit 

index (NNFI). The acceptable metrics for the model fit indices are presented in Table 3.2. Also, 

construct validity was assessed in the same manner as described earlier by enacting the 

suggestions put forth by Fornell and Larcker (1981). 

 

TABLE 3.2 

 Global Fit Indices Criteria 

Global model fit index Acceptable cut-off criteria 

Chi-square to degrees of freedom Less than 3.0 

RMSEA Less than 0.08 

CFI Greater than 0.90 

SRMR Equal to or below 0.10 

NNFI Greater than 0.90 

 

Evaluating the structural model. Once the validity of the measurement model was 

verified, a structural model was tested in order to test the theoretical relationships among the 

latent constructs. The process of evaluating a structural model is quite similar to that of a CFA 

model. An examination of model fit indices as well as a comparison of different nested models 

was necessary to evaluate the structural model. As mentioned above, the same criteria exist for 
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model fit indices (i.e. RMSEA, CFI, and NNFI) for a structural model as when examining a 

confirmatory factor analysis model.  

Another level of examination of a structural model was to compare the hypothesized 

model with models that suggest a different theoretical explanation. Alternative models can be 

tested when the study includes numerous latent constructs and alternate explanations exist. For 

example, previous studies have suggested that perceptions of value (cognitive construct) are 

influenced by a consumer‟s level of satisfaction (Cronin et al., 1997; Sweeney, Soutar, & 

Johnson, 1999; Wakefield & Barnes, 1996). In this instance, it is suggested that an affective 

construct (satisfaction) can explain consumers‟ cognitive evaluations (value perceptions). 

Therefore, in the context of this study, it was valuable to test an alternative model whereas 

perceptions of brand superiority are predicted by brand affect. If the hypothesized model 

provides a better fit to the data than it confirms the theoretical explanation put forth in this study 

regarding the relationship between brand superiority and brand affect. When an acceptable 

model fit has been determined, the individual hypothesized paths were examined by standardized 

regression coefficients. Finally, an examination of the variance explained (R-squared) for the 

constructs in the model was examined.  

The Operationalization of the Consumer-based Brand Equity Model 

Brand Awareness 

 Keller (1993) proposed two dimensions of brand awareness: brand recall and brand 

recognition. Brand recognition occurs when a consumer is able to identify a brand that he or she 

has previously been exposed to when given the brand name or symbol as a cue. For example, 

most consumers are able to identify the McDonald‟s brand when provided an illustration of the 

trademark “arches.” Brand recall occurs when a consumer is able to retrieve from memory a 

brand in a specific product category when prompted, without being exposed to some type of cue.  

Brand recognition or brand recall may be more important depending on the purchasing 

situation. If consumer decision-making occurs at the points of purchase, than brand recognition 

will be more important. If consumer decision-making occurs away from the point of purchase, 

brand recall is considered of paramount importance (Keller, 2003). In either case, a valid 

measure should contain items that measure both dimensions of brand awareness in order to 

assess the top of mind saliency of the brand as well as the consumer‟s ability to differentiate the 

brand from its competitors in a given product category. This study utilized five items to measure 
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brand awareness adapted from Yoo et al.‟s (2000) examination of brand equity for athletic 

footwear companies (see Table 3.3). These items captured the consumers‟ ability to identify the 

brand among competitors as well as recall the brand when prompted.  

 

 

TABLE 3.3  

Yoo et al.’s (2000) Measure of Brand Awareness 

Author(s) Items 

Yoo, Donthu, & 
Lee (2000) 

1. I know what X looks like 
2. I can recognize X among other competing brands 
3. I am aware of X 
4. Some characteristics of X come to mind quickly 
5. I can quickly recall the symbol or logo of X 
6. I have difficulty imagining X in my mind 

  
 

 

As shown above, Yoo et al.‟s (2000) brand awareness measure was adapted for this 

study. Five items were utilized for this study, with the item that states “I have difficulty 

imagining X in my mind” being dropped from consideration. This item is reverse scored and it 

did not exhibit an adequate reliability score in previous usage (Yoo et al., 2000). The items for 

this study are listed in Table 3.4. 

 

TABLE 3.4  

Measure of Brand Awareness 

Dimension Items 

Brand Awareness 1. I am aware of my favorite brand. 
2. I can recognize my favorite brand among other 

competing brands. (brand recognition) 
3. When I think of my favorite [product category], my 

favorite brand comes to mind quickly. (brand recall) 
4. When someone talks about [product category], my 

favorite brand always comes to mind.  
5. Among its competitors, I know what my favorite brand 

looks like. (brand recognition) 
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Brand Associations 

Brand associations are formed in the mind of the consumer from direct experience with 

the brand as well as indirectly by means of marketing communication. An effective method of 

determining the brand associations held in memory by consumers is through a direct elicitation 

of the associations for a target brand. While there are different scales purporting to measure 

brand associations (see Table 3.5 for a comparison of scales), the only study to construct brand 

associations directly from sport consumers was completed by Ross et al. (2006). Ross et al. 

(2006) utilized a free thought listing technique with sport consumers to generate survey items for 

their measure of brand associations. Building from that work and a direct elicitation of 

consumers, the dimensions and subsequent items assessing brand associations were created for 

this study.  

 

 

 

TABLE 3.5 

Proposed and Existing Measures of Brand Associations 

Scale name This 
Manuscript 

Team 
Association 
Model 

Team Brand 
Association 
Scale 
 

Team 
Brand 
Image 
Scale 

Item generation Thought-
listing & 
previous 
literature 

Review of 
literature 

Focus groups Review 
of 
literature 
 

Number of 
dimensions/factors 
 

4 (goods) 
7 (services) 

Fifteen Eleven Four 
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TABLE 3.5 (Continued) 

 
Number of items 

 
16 (goods) 
23 (services) 

 
Fifty 

 
Forty 

 
Twenty 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Factor names 

Core product 
(S,G) 
Price (S,G) 
Specific brand 
(S,G) 
Visceral 
benefits (S,G) 
Atmosphere 
(S) 
Service (S) 
Social 
Interaction (S) 

Success 
Star player 
Head coach 
Management 
Logo design 
Stadium 
Product delivery 
Tradition 
Pride in place 
Fan 
identification 
Peer group 
acceptance 
Nostalgia 
Escape 

Brand Mark 
Rivalry 
Concessions 
Social 
Interaction 
Team History 
Commitment 
Organizational 
attributes 
Stadium 
community 
Non-player 
personnel 
Team success 
Team play 

Product-
related 
attributes 
Non-
product 
related 
attributes 
Brand 
benefits 
Brand 
attitudes 

 

 

 

  

  

  

   

   

   

 

The Team Brand Association Scale (TBAS) has been utilized in different contexts (e.g., 

professional sports and intercollegiate athletics) to examine the applicability and utility of the 

scale in different settings. The original measurement scale consisted of 11 dimensions and 41 

items. The evidence from subsequent administrations of the TBAS has shown that some 

dimensions of the scale are more generalizable across settings while certain dimensions seem to 

be situation specific A further examination of the TBAS revealed that only four of the eleven 

dimensions seem to be applicable outside of the spectator sport realm. These dimensions are 

brand mark, social interaction, team success, and consumption experience. The four dimensions 

and their operational definitions (Ross et al., 2006) are presented in Table 3.6. 
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TABLE 3.6  

Dimension Names and Descriptions 

Dimension name Dimension description 

Brand mark thoughts regarding the logo, symbol, or 
colors of the team 

 
Social interaction 

 
thoughts regarding the association with 
other fans and friends of a particular team 
 

Team success thoughts regarding the team‟s success in 
competition, perceived quality of the 
players, and quality of the team as a 
whole 
 

Consumption experience thoughts regarding the concessionary 
aspects and social interaction related to a 
particular team 

  

 

 

There are numerous reasons why a new measure of brand associations is necessary for 

this study. First, the TBAS was intended to measure brand associations related to team sport 

brands. Therefore, a lion‟s share of the dimensions established are not applicable outside of the 

sport services realm. One purpose of this study is to construct a measure of brand associations 

that can be generalized beyond the sport team setting in order to remain consistent with the 

operationalization of every other construct in this study. Although the sport service setting was 

examined in this study, it is possible to examine other products by adapting the measures utilized 

in this study. In order to achieve this goal, it was necessary to determine the brand associations 

that consumers hold for a broad array of product categories. This study examined four product 

categories (automobiles, athletic footwear, amusement parks, and restaurants) and established a 

separate measure of brand associations for the goods and services context. This will be the first 

study to elicit brand associations from a product category other than sport services as well as 

construct a measure that can be applied to other goods or services.  

Another reason for a new measure is the lack of parsimony that exists in previous brand 

association measures. For example, the final TBAS consisted of 41 items and 11 dimensions. 
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Upon further examination there is some question as to whether all of the items can be 

substantially differentiated. For example, under the concessions dimension, one item is called 

“eating at the arena” while another item is “eating a specific food at the arena”. Another example 

would be under stadium community dimension where one item states “the area around the 

stadium” while another item states “the community around the stadium”. On its face, the content 

of these items seems very similar. Therefore, the construction of the brand association measure 

in this study focused on limiting the number of items yet ensuring the substantial meaning of 

each dimension is still captured by the items that represent it.  

The construction of the final brand association measure took into account the 

aforementioned weaknesses of other measures and the content of the measure will reflect the 

culmination of brand associations from consumers in four different product categories. 

Therefore, the measure will still be multi-dimensional yet the number of dimensions will be 

significantly less due to the fact that the goal of this measurement construction will be to find 

dimensional agreement among four product categories. Because agreement across product 

categories will be limited, it will be likely that fewer dimensions emerge from the data in 

comparison to the TBAS. Similar to the work by Ross et al. (2006), the items were generated 

based on the wording used by actual respondents. After the items have been constructed, the 

reliability and validity of the brand association measure were assessed with data collected in the 

pilot study. Any measurement modifications including the elimination of problematic items were 

performed from the results of the pilot study. 

Brand Superiority 

Previous measures of brand attitudes have utilized semantic differential scales with 

opposite adjectives anchoring each end of the scale. In this study, brand attitudes was 

conceptualized as a cognitive evaluation of the overall superiority of a brand based on consumer 

evaluation. It is important to note that the overall purpose of branding is to provide a point of 

communication and differentiation for the consumer (Keller, 2003). In this spirit, measures of a 

brand‟s superiority are believed to capture the overall evaluation of differentiation provided by 

the brand. This study included a measure of brand superiority to represent the consumer‟s overall 

evaluation of (attitude toward) the brand. 

Brand superiority represents the uniqueness and differential impact that the brand has on 

the consumer. Overall, the communications and experience with the brand will shape the 
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consumers‟ associations regarding the brand and aid in the formation of consumer judgments 

regarding the overall superiority of the brand compared to its competition. There may be certain 

elements of the brand that make it unique or different than other brands and this uniqueness helps 

shape a consumer‟s evaluation of the brand. Taken together, it is posited here that a consumer 

will form an overall positive evaluation of the brand if she or he feels the brand delivers overall 

superiority in the context of other entertainment alternatives. This measure attempted to capture 

one of the ultimate goals of effective branding: the creation of a brand that is unique or distinct 

from its competitors. 

The measure of brand superiority included three items based on suggestions by Keller 

(2003). A list of the items is included in Table 3.7 along with a comparison to the adapted brand 

superiority measure that was utilized in this study. All three items were measured on a 7 point 

Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).  

 

TABLE 3.7  

Measures of Brand Superiority 

Author(s) Items 

Keller (2003)   
1.To what extent does this brand offer advantages that other brands 

cannot? 
2. How superior is this brand to others in the category? 
3. How unique is this brand? 

Items adapted from 
Keller (2003) 

1. My favorite brand is superior to all other competitors. 
2. My favorite brand is very unique to me. 
3.My favorite brand is different than all other competitors. 
4.My favorite brand offers superior value in comparison to its 

competitors. 
5.My favorite brand offers a higher quality product than its 

competitors. 
6.My favorite brand offers more advantages compared to its 

competitors. 

 

 The item, “To what extent does this brand offer advantages that other brands cannot?” 

was modified and an item stating “Overall, the [focal brand] is different than all other 

competitors” was added. This modification was made based on the theoretical underpinnings of 

brand superiority. The overarching meaning of brand superiority is based on the nature and 

valence of brand associations held by the consumer. Brand superiority is meant to capture the 
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differentiation, uniqueness, and superiority of the target brand thus an item that captures this 

difference is necessary. Additionally, two items were added that measure value and quality 

perceptions on behalf of the consumer. 

Brand Affect 

A distinction must be made between the measure of brand attitudes and brand affect in 

the context of this study. Many authors view attitudes as being comprised of two distinct but 

correlated dimensions: affective attitudes and cognitive attitudes (Bagozzi & Burnkrant, 1979; 

Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; Eagly, Mladinic, & Otto, 1994). The measure of brand superiority 

represented an attempt to capture a consumer‟s cognitive evaluation and judgment of a particular 

brand. On the other hand, the measure of brand affect tapped into the consumer‟s affective 

response to the brand due to the consumption experience associated with the brand. In regards to 

brand affect, Keller‟s (2003) items did represent a good fit in the context of this study. 

Additionally, there have been other scholars that have put forth reliable and valid scales that 

capture a consumer‟s affective response to a specific brand. Therefore, the brand affect measure 

in this study was adapted from Fuller, Matzler, and Hoppe‟s (2008) brand passion measure as 

seen in Table 3.8 below.  

 

TABLE 3.8  

Measures of Brand Affect 

Author(s) Items 

Fuller, Matzler, & 
Hoppe (2008) 

1. Nothing could make me happy as my [brand name]does 
2. I can‟t imagine my life without my [brand name] 
3. I think about my [brand name] several times a day 
4. Only looking at my [brand name] inspires me 
5. I feel gravitated to my [brand name] 

Items adapted for 
this study 

1. Thinking about my favorite brand makes me feel good. 
2. Just looking at my favorite brand inspires me. 
3. I admire my favorite brand. 
4. I have a strong affection for my favorite brand. 
5. I am passionate about my favorite brand. 
6. No other brand could make me as happy as my favorite brand 

does. 
 

 

This study incorporated measures similar to Fuller, et al.‟s (2008) conceptualization of 

brand passion in the traditional goods context. The measure of brand passion tapped into the 
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consumer‟s experiential and affective response to the utilization of goods or services and consists 

of six items. Although the construct is labeled “brand passion” in the Fuller et al. study, the 

content of the measure is very similar to measures of brand affect. To this end, these two 

constructs are theoretically very similar and as a result, this study incorporated the brand passion 

measure but will keep the label “brand affect” due to this similarity and to keep it consistent with 

the labeling in the conceptual framework. Additionally, in the Fuller et al. study, there was no 

argument put forth that differentiated the brand passion measure from other measures that tap 

into a consumer‟s affective response to a brand, however, a case can be made in regards to the 

similarity between the two constructs.  

All of the items were measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree 

(1) to strongly agree (7). These items accounted for the emotional impact of the brand on the 

consumer and this will provide sport organizations a barometer in terms of how effective their 

efforts have been in providing a pleasurable experience for consumers.  

Brand Resonance 

 Brand resonance was initially measured by three dimensions: behavioral loyalty, sense of 

community, and active engagement. Behavioral loyalty was captured by four items. Previous 

literature has consistently exhibited that brands with high levels of equity are evident by 

consumer‟s behavioral intentions toward the brand (Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2001; 

Rio et al., 2001). Therefore, behavioral loyalty will be measured by the consumer‟s willingness 

to pay a price premium, willingness to recommend the brand to others, willingness to accept 

brand extensions, and willingness to repurchase the product or repatronize the event (Brady , et 

al., 2008; del Rio et al., 2001; Gladden & Funk, 2001; Yoo et al., 2000)  

Sense of community reflected the sport consumer‟s level of connection and interaction 

with other users of the brand. Previous literature (McAlexander, et al., 2002; McAlexander, et 

al., 2003; Muniz & O‟Guinn, 2001; Schouten & McAlexander, 1995) has illustrated the 

importance of brand community engagement on behalf of the consumer and this measure will 

attempt to capture this connection among brand users. Similar to sense of community, 

McAlexander et al. (2002) utilized a measure of identification with brand community to capture 

a consumer‟s relationship with other community members. The items in this study measured the 

level of connection and relationship that consumers share with one another. This relationship is 
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evident in many products due to the ritualistic nature of consumer relations such as tailgating, 

Super Bowl parties, and Harley Davidson rallies.  

Active engagement represents the highest level of dedication to a brand. Active 

engagement refers to the dedication of time, effort and financial resources on behalf of the 

consumer. An actively engaged consumer will spend time on the manufacturer‟s website 

searching for information regarding their favorite model or engaging in dialogue with other users 

of the brand. Furthermore, they will engage in dialogue on local and national talk radio as well as 

computer-mediated social communities such as message boards. An engaged consumer will go 

to extreme lengths to exhibit his or her dedication to the brand through a continual engagement 

with product-related activities.  

In order to measure brand resonance, measurement considerations were taken from 

Keller‟s (2003) work on brand resonance. To this date, he is the only author to provide a 

conceptualization of brand resonance thus his work is instrumental in form the measurement 

items in this study. Keller believes that brand resonance is comprised of four dimensions and can 

be measured by 21 items (see Table 3.9 for items). Overall, these items attempt to measure the 

dogged dedication and expenditure of resources (time, money, effort) by consumers on behalf of 

their favorite brand.  

 

 

TABLE 3.9  

Keller’s (2003) Brand Resonance Dimensions and Items 

Brand resonance dimension Keller (2003) proposed items 

Behavioral loyalty 1. I consider myself loyal to this brand 
2. I buy this brand whenever I can 
3. I buy as much of this brand as I can 
4. I feel this is the only brand of this 

product that I need  
5. This is the only brand I would prefer to 

buy/use 
6. If this brand were not available, it would 

make little difference to me if I had to 
use another brand 

 
Attitudinal attachment 

 
1. I really love this brand 
2. I would really miss this brand if it went 

away 
3. This brand is special to me 
4. This brand is more than a product to me 
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TABLE 3.9 (Continued) 

 

Brand resonance dimension                                             Keller (2003) proposed items                                                                                         

 
Sense of community 

 
1. I really identify with people who use this 

brand 
2. I feel like I almost belong to a club with 

other users of this brand 
3. This is a brand used by people like me 
4. I feel a deep connection with others users 

of this brand 
 

 
Active engagement 

  
1. I really like to talk about this brand with 

others. 
2. I am always interested in learning more 

about this brand. 
3. I would be interested in merchandise with 

this brands‟ name on it. 
4. I am proud to have others know I use this 

brand. 
5. I like to visit the website for this brand. 
6. Compared with other people, I follow 

news about this brand closely. 

 

The brand resonance measure included 13 items adapted from Keller‟s (2003) item 

suggestions (see Table 3.10). As mentioned above, the attachment dimension of brand resonance 

was not included in this study due to the lack of discriminant validity it shares with the brand 

affect measure. Both of these constructs were capturing the consumer‟s affective response to the 

brand thus this warranted the exclusion of one of the constructs. The behavioral loyalty aspect of 

the measure included four items that capture the behavioral intentions of consumers toward a 

target brand. The sense of community measure was represented by four items that measures the 

level of connection and depth of relationship that the consumer shares with other consumers of 

the brand. Active engagement represents the ultimate level of brand engagement and was 

represented by five items which were measured on a seven point Likert-type scale from strongly 

disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Collectively, these items represent varying levels of consumer 

loyalty towards a brand.  
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TABLE 3.10  

Measure of Brand Resonance 

Brand resonance dimension Items 

Behavioral loyalty 1. I consider myself loyal to my 
favorite brand. 

2. I would recommend my favorite 
brand to others. 

3. I would be willing to pay a premium 
price for my favorite brand.  

4. I am willing to buy merchandise 
with my favorite [product category] 
brand‟s logo or name on it.  

Sense of community 1. I really identify with other 
consumers of my favorite brand. 

2. I feel like I almost belong to a club 
with other consumers of my favorite 
brand. 

3. I feel a deep connection with other 
consumers of my favorite brand. 

4. I am willing to engage in social 
activities with other consumers of 
my favorite brand. 

 
Active engagement 1. I like to visit my favorite brand‟s 

website. 
2. I regularly seek news and 

information regarding my favorite 
brand. 

3. I really like to talk about my favorite 
brand with others 

4. I am proud to have others know that 
I am a consumer of my favorite 
brand. 

5. I am always interested in learning 
more about my favorite brand. 

 

 

 

Concluding Remarks 

A review of Chapter 3 revealed that the items utilized for this measurement scale will be 

obtained from an in-depth review of the literature, newly generated items obtained directly from 
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consumers, and items adapted from other empirically tested scales and these items were 

conceptually consistent with their respective content domain. Following Churchill‟s suggestions 

for scale development, this study utilized multiple approaches to construct and test the 

psychometric properties of the measures. Finally, the research hypotheses for this study were 

tested by means of structural modeling and an alternative explanation was modeled and tested in 

an attempt to show the validity of the hypothesized model.  
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CHAPTER FOUR  

RESULTS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to develop and empirically test a consumer-based brand 

resonance model. The first portion of the project involved developing/confirming instruments 

that would be used to measure the various constructs. Since there was some new scale 

development, the procedures for better marketing measures outlined by Churchill (1979) were 

utilized. In this section, the results will be presented according to Churchill‟s seven steps. The 

first stage of development (specification of the construct domain) was detailed in Chapter three. 

Stage 2 refers to the procedures utilized to generate items for the measurement instrument in the 

current study. Stage 3 includes the first data collection or pilot test of the constructed items. 

Stage 4 details the procedures involved in scale purification; in Stage 5 a second data collection 

is completed. Stage 6 involves assessing the reliability and validity of the measurement 

instrument. Finally, Stage 7 involves an examination of the research hypotheses. In this study, 

structural equation modeling was utilized to test the consumer-base brand resonance model. The 

content of this chapter will be organized by detailing the results of each stage of scale 

development. Consult Figure 4.1 for an illustration of the scale development procedures. 

Stage 2 Results – Generation of Sample Items 

One of the primary objectives of this study was to test the consumer-based brand 

resonance model with both goods and services. A separate brand association measure for each 

product setting was established. This was necessary due to the diverse nature of brand 

associations. Brand associations were elicited directly from consumers by means of a thought-

listing procedure. The thought-listing form was constructed to determine the associations 

respondents held for one of four different products. For the goods context, associations were 

identified for automobiles and athletic footwear. The services context was comprised of 

amusement parks and restaurants. Respondents were asked to think of their favorite brand in the 

respective product category and list the first thoughts that came to mind.  
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FIGURE 4.1  

Scale Development Procedures 

 

Seventy-two thought-listing forms for the goods context were administered to 

undergraduate students in sport management courses at a large southeastern university. Sixty-

nine forms were deemed usable for analysis for a response rate of 95.8%. Of these 69 forms, 34 

respondents completed a thought-listing form based on their favorite athletic footwear brand, 

while 35 respondents completed a thought-listing form while thinking about their favorite 

automobile brand. Seventy-five thought listing forms for the services context were administered 

to a different group of undergraduate students at the same university. Seventy-one forms were 

utilized for analysis which constitutes a response rate of 94.6%. Of these 71 forms, 34 
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respondents completed a thought-listing form in context of their favorite restaurant brand while 

37 respondents completed a thought-listing form in the context of their favorite amusement park.  

Thought-listing forms were discarded when respondents failed to complete the form or 

when they did not follow the directions specified. For example, two respondents did not provide 

thoughts related to the brand on the form, and as a result, their forms were discarded from 

analysis. When determining the adequate sample size, 20-30 interviews are needed to adequately 

capture approximately 95 % of responses by consumers (Griffin & Hauser, 1992). Accordingly, 

the number of completed thought listing forms for each product category was deemed adequate. 

Characteristics of Thought-listing Sample 

Goods. Respondents completed a total of 34 athletic footwear brand thought-listing 

forms. The group of respondents included 25 (73.5%) males and nine (26.4%) females. The 

average age of the respondents was 20.9 years of age; the sample was comprised of 19 (55.8%) 

juniors and 15 (44.2%) seniors. The racial makeup of the athletic footwear respondents was 28 

(82.3%) white respondents, three (8.8%) black respondents, two (5.8%) Latino respondents and 

one (2.9%) Asian respondent.  

A total of 35 automobile brand thought-listing forms were completed. The group of 

respondents included 26 (74.3%) males and nine (25.7%) females. The average age of the 

respondents was 20.6 years of age; the sample was comprised of three (8.6%) sophomores, 17 

(48.6%) juniors, and 15 (42.9%) seniors. The racial makeup of the sample was 24 (68.6%) white 

respondents, nine (25.7%) Latino respondents and two (5.7%) Asian respondents.  

Services. A total of 34 restaurant brand thought-listing forms were completed. The group 

of respondents included 22 (64.7%) males and 12 (35.3%) females. The average age of the 

respondents was 21.2 years of age; the sample was comprised of 24 (70.6%) juniors and 10 

(29.4%) seniors. The racial makeup of the restaurant respondents was 28 (82.4%) white 

respondents, four (11.8%) black respondents, one (2.9%) Latino respondent and one (2.9%) 

Asian respondent.   

A total of 37 amusement park thought-listing forms were completed. The group of 

respondents included 27 (73%) males and 10 (27%) females. The average age of the respondents 

was 20.7 years of age; the sample was made up of one (2.7%) freshman, six (16.2%) 

sophomores, 13 (35.1%) juniors, and 17 (46%) seniors. The racial makeup of the amusement 
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park sample was 33 (89.2%) white respondents, two (5.4%) black respondents, and two (5.4%) 

Latino respondents.  

Results of Thought-listing Procedure 

Goods. In order to determine the total number of thoughts for each product category, all 

thoughts were counted in the descriptive analysis. The respondents listed a total of 107 thoughts 

regarding their favorite brand of athletic shoe. For the automobile brand, 110 thoughts were 

listed; duplicate thoughts were included in the count. For example, 29 out of 34 respondents 

listed “comfort” as one of the first thoughts that came to mind in regards to their favorite athletic 

footwear brand. Similarly, 31 out of 37 respondents listed “fun” as a thought that came to mind 

in regards to their favorite amusement park. Duplicate thoughts were a common characteristic 

across product categories which indicated that a majority of the brand associations were captured 

by the direct elicitation.  

Services.  The respondents listed 156 thoughts regarding their favorite brand of 

amusement park. In regards to their favorite restaurant, the respondents listed a total of 146 

thoughts; duplicate thoughts were included in the analysis. For the content analysis procedure, 

duplicate thoughts were included because it is vital to determine which thoughts were most 

frequently occurring in the context of each brand category. The coders were instructed to identify 

the most commonly listed thoughts for each brand (i.e. automobile, athletic footwear, amusement 

park, and restaurant). The coders next organized the thoughts into broad categories for the 

content analysis procedure. This was done in an effort to compute the reliability coefficient as 

well as compare the brand associations in their respective contexts (i.e. goods or services). The 

common categories and thoughts were merged to form the basis for a brand association measure 

in both the goods and services context.  

Results of Content Analysis 

Goods. For the athletic footwear category, the three coders agreed upon 7 out of 8 

categories for an agreement level of 87.5%. For the automobile category, 2 of the 3 coders 

identified eight categories while the third coder only identified seven categories. Those seven 

categories were in agreement with the results of the other two coders; the eighth category for the 

two coders was different. Overall, the three coders agreed upon 7 out of 9 categories for an 

agreement level of 78%. When there was disagreement among coders, those differences were 

reconciled through discussion between the researcher and two coders.  
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Since the overall objective was to build a brand association measure based on the elicitation of 

associations from two different goods, the results of the independent codings and subsequent 

thoughts were merged to develop a final list of items for the goods context. There were 16 items 

that could be generalized across the automobile and athletic footwear contexts (see Table 4.1). 

Those items were utilized in the survey questionnaire in Study 2. It is important to note that a 

significant number of thoughts were discarded due to the lack of agreement across both the 

athletic footwear and automobile contexts. A majority of the brand associations simply were not 

commonly held across both product categories. Also, a majority of the thoughts held for athletic 

footwear or automobiles were consistently repeated by multiple respondents which tended to 

inflate the overall number of thoughts held for each brand. Therefore, the 16 items that were 

utilized for further analysis represent the common thoughts that consumers held for automobiles 

and athletic shoes.   

 

 

TABLE 4.1. 

Brand Association Items for Goods and Services Context 

Goods Services 

Performance Fun atmosphere 
Comfort Excitement 
Durability Friends 
Enjoyment Fun 
Quality Family 
Brand name Enjoyment 
Brand logo Entertainment 
Specific name of product Cheap 
Brand color Affordable 
Affordable Quality 
Cheap Helpful employees 
Expensive Friendly employees 
Design Knowledgeable employees 
Fun Brand name 
Good feelings Brand color 
Style Specific name of product 
 Brand logo 
 Specific product offering 
 Relaxation 
 Socializing 
 Friendly atmosphere 
 Relaxing atmosphere 
 Expensive 
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Services. For the amusement park context, 2 of the 3 coders identified and agreed upon 

eight categories while the third coder identified nine categories, eight of which were agreed upon 

by all three coders. The intercoder reliability for the amusement park category was 89%. For the 

restaurant category, two of the coders identified seven categories and one coder identified six 

categories, which all three coders agreed upon. Seven total categories were identified, six of 

which were agreed upon by all three coders for an 85.7% level of agreement.  

Since the objective was to establish a general measure of service brand association based 

on the thoughts elicited from the two service contexts, the subsequent items were compared 

across the two services and similar items were utilized in the survey questionnaire for Study 2. A 

total of 23 items were identified deemed usable for Study 2 (see Table 4.1). It is important to 

note that a significant number of thoughts were discarded due to the lack of agreement across 

both the amusement park and restaurant contexts. A majority of the brand associations were not 

commonly held across both service brands. Also, a majority of the thoughts held for amusement 

parks or restaurants were consistently repeated by multiple respondents which tended to inflate 

the overall number of thoughts held for each brand. Therefore, the 23 items utilized for further 

analysis represent the common thoughts that consumers held across both services contexts.   

Although both contexts yielded well over 200 thoughts, the final item generation was 

only comprised of 16 items for the goods context and 23 items for the services context. There are 

several reasons for this discrepancy. First, there were a large number of duplicate thoughts 

identified by the respondents. For example, numerous respondents indicated that “comfort” was 

a thought they held for their favorite brand of athletic footwear. Another example of duplicate 

thoughts occurred in the amusement park context where numerous respondents listed 

“excitement” as a prevalent thought that came to mind. 

 A second reason for the lack of agreement among thoughts of different service and goods 

brands is the lack of parity that existed among the respective brands. Because we had 

respondents think of their favorite brand in a given goods or services context, it led to very 

diverse list of thoughts that respondents wrote down during the thought-listing procedure. For 

example, if one respondent thought of Reebok as the favorite athletic footwear brand and another 

respondent thought of Nike, there would most likely be a significant difference in their most 
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prevalent thoughts regarding the brand. This is the essence of brand positioning, to create unique 

and different thoughts than competing brands.  

 Another reason there were few thoughts and categories that generalized across goods and 

services was due to the fact that the researcher selected two goods (automobile & athletic 

footwear) and two services (amusement park & restaurant) that were likely to elicit varied 

responses. One of the primary challenges of building a brand association measure that can be 

generalized across different products is lack of similarity between products, even within the same 

product category. Therefore, the selection of two goods and two services in completely different 

categories led to a lack of similarity among associations to generalize to the final measure.  

The next step was to test the brand association items in a pilot study in order to uncover 

their latent factor structure and to assess their psychometric properties. Overall, there were 23 

brand association items identified in the content analysis that were utilized in the questionnaire 

for the services context, and 16 brand association represented the goods context. It is also 

important to note that items were generated to represent the other constructs of interest (brand 

awareness, brand affect, brand superiority, brand resonance). The description of item generation 

for each construct was detailed in Chapter 3. There were five items for the brand awareness 

measure, six items for brand affect, six items for brand superiority, and 13 items for brand 

resonance.  

Stage 3 Results – First Data Administration 

A convenience sample of 500 undergraduate students in physical education courses at a 

large southeastern university completed either a goods or services questionnaire. The reasoning 

for selecting a student sample was two-fold. Students are an easily identifiable and accessible 

segment of the population. Also, college students are significant consumers of spectator sports 

and sporting goods. Of the 250 surveys administered in the services context, 231 were deemed 

usable for analysis for a response rate of 92.4%. In the goods context, 228 survey questionnaires 

were deemed usable for analysis for a response rate of 91.2%. In both contexts, uncompleted 

surveys and surveys with a lack of variability in responses were discarded from analysis.   

The sample of respondents (N=231) for the services survey questionnaire included 161 

(69.6%) males and 70 (30.3%) females. The average age of the respondents was 21.1 years. In 

terms of race, there were 184 (79.6%) Caucasians, 33 (14.2%) African-Americans, seven (3%) 

Latino, and seven (3%) Asians. For the goods context (N=228), there were 148 (64.9%) males 
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and 80 (35%) females. The average age of the respondents was 20.8 years age. There were 193 

(84.6%) Caucasians, 25 (10.9%), 7 (3%) Latino, and 3 (1.3%) Asian.  

Stage 4 Results – Scale Purification 

In order to perform scale purifications, data from the first administration was analyzed to 

assess the factor structure and psychometric properties. Specifically, for the brand association 

measure, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted in order to discover the underlying factor 

structure that exists among the items for the goods and services. This was also conducted for the 

brand resonance measure due to the lack of existing evidence of the dimensionality of the 

construct. For all other measures (brand awareness, brand superiority, brand affect), scale item 

determinations were made based upon a reliability analysis that included an examination of 

Cronbach‟s alpha coefficient and item-to-total correlations. The following section presents the 

results from the pilot study which is organized according to product setting and construct of 

interest.  

Services 

Brand associations. The results of the initial exploratory factor analysis indicated that 

five factors emerged with eigenvalues greater than 1 and should be retained as illustrated in 

Table 4.2. The total amount of variance explained by the five factors was 63.82%.  The scree test 

did reveal a clear “elbow” point on the graphic. The test indicates five meaningful factors were 

extracted from the data. 

 

TABLE 4.2.  

Variance Explained for each Factor by Exploratory Factor Analysis 

  Extracted sums of 
squared loadings 

Rotated sums of squared loadings 

Factor Eigenvalue Cumulative % Total 

1 8.167 35.508 6.846 
2 2.364 45.786 2.249 
3 1.709 53.217 3.791 
4 1.352 59.097 3.212 
5 1.087 63.823 3.148 

 

The Kaiser criterion and scree test indicated that five factors should be retained after 

accounting for the factor rotation. Although the initial tests were in agreement, further criteria 

were evaluated for factor retention. First, an examination of the number of significant factor 
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loadings for each extracted factor was conducted. An examination of the pattern matrix as seen 

in Table 4.3 revealed there were six items with factor loadings greater than .50 for factor 1. 

Factor 2 had three items with significant loadings above the .50 cutoff and factor 3 had four 

items with significant loadings. Factor 4 and factor 5 each had three items with significant 

loadings. An examination of the conceptual meaning of each factor was necessary to ensure that 

each item representing the latent factor shared significant conceptual meaning.   

 

TABLE 4.3.  

Pattern Matrix from Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Communality 

Fun atmosphere .776     .695 
Excitement .854     .770 
Friends .782     .657 
Fun .901     .779 
Family .680     .557 
Enjoyment .554     .657 
Entertainment .523  -.550   .687 
Cheap  .737    .625 
Affordable  .445  .486  .664 
Quality  .519    .424 
Helpful employees   -.742   .734 
Friendly employees   -.784   .786 
Knowledgeable 
employees 

  -.634   .591 

Brand name    .794  .674 
Brand color    .385  .446 
Name of product    .389  .478 
Brand logo    .675  .728 
Specific offering    .316  .418 
Relaxation     -.762 .685 
Socializing .379    -.570 .639 
Friendly 
atmosphere 

.410    -.512 .597 

Relaxing 
atmosphere 

.376    -.476 .595 

Expensive      .395 

 

The seven items loading on factor 1 were fun, fun atmosphere, excitement, spending time 

with friends, spending time with family, enjoyment, and entertainment. Entertainment was 

dropped from factor 1 due to cross loading with factor 3. Going forward, fun and fun atmosphere 

were not considered distinct items so the decision was made to simply retain fun and drop fun 
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atmosphere. Conceptually, these five items all represent benefits from the use of particular 

service. 

An examination of factor 2 revealed that two items related to the price of a service brand, 

an enjoyment item, and one item dealt with quality loaded together. Although an argument can 

be made that price and quality are conceptually correlated, the four items combined did not share 

enough conceptual meaning to warrant factor retention. Factor 3 included four items: friendly 

employees, helpful employees and knowledgeable employees, and entertainment. Aside from 

entertainment, these items represent the characteristics of service employees, a key aspect of the 

service experience. This factor was retained with the exclusion of the item related to 

entertainment.  

Factor 4 contained five items which were brand name, brand logo, brand color, name of 

product, and specific product offering. Since the two items pertaining to a specific product did 

not have significant factor loadings, they were dropped from this dimension. Although the brand 

color item did not have a significant factor loading, its exclusion would fundamentally limit the 

conceptual meaning of the factor, thus it was kept as the third item in factor 4. Additionally, for 

the main study, a decision was made to add a general price item to this factor. Brand research 

(Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; Yoo et al., 2000) has consistently shown that price 

represents an important attribute of a given brand, and the affordable price item did significantly 

load on factor 4. Therefore, factor 4 was accepted with items pertaining to brand name, brand 

color, brand logo, and price. Collectively, these four items represent the specific attributes of a 

given brand mark. Specifically, these items can be characterized as non-product attributes. 

Although factor 5 had three items with significant factor loadings, most of the items cross-loaded 

with factor 1. This stands to reason since the items in both factors deal with the specific benefits 

of service brand consumption. Therefore, it was decided that factor 5 would not be retained for 

further analysis.  

Based on the results of the exploratory factor analysis for the services context, three 

factors were retained. The items in factor 1 clearly capture the benefits of consuming a service 

product. For the most part, these benefits can be described as experiential benefits of service 

product consumption. The items in factor 3 describe specific characteristics of service 

employees, an integral part of the service experience. Factor 4 contains items that deal with the 

imagery of a service brand such as the logo, name, price, and colors. These items can be 
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considered non-product attributes. Collectively, the services context contained three retainable 

factors: benefits, service personnel, and attributes. The factor names and respective items for the 

goods and services context can be viewed in Table 4.4. 

 

TABLE 4.4.  

Goods and Services Factor Names and Items 

Goods Services 

Benefits Benefits 

Performance Excitement 
Comfort Friends 
Enjoyment Fun 
Quality Family 
 Enjoyment  
  
Attributes Attributes 

Brand name Brand name 
Brand logo Brand color 
Name of a specific product Price 
Price Brand logo 
  
 Service personnel 

 Helpful employees 
 Friendly employees 
 Knowledgeable employees 

  
  

 

Brand resonance. Since brand resonance was a concept that has rarely been examined 

empirically, it was appropriate to examine the items constructed by means of an exploratory 

factor analysis utilizing SPSS version 15. The lack of empirical evidence regarding the 

dimensionality of brand resonance meant that there were no a priori hypotheses about the 

underlying factor structure. The exploratory factor analysis utilized principal axis factoring with 

oblique rotation. A determination of factor retention centers on keeping the factors that account 

for the most variance. Therefore, a number of criteria were utilized to decide how many factors 

to retain.  
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TABLE 4.5.  

Variance Explained by Factors from Exploratory Factor Analysis 

  Extracted sums of 
squared loadings 

Rotated sums of squared 
loadings 

Factor  Eigenvalue  Cumulative % Total 

1 7.20  55.39 6.765 
2 .995  63.05 5.923 

 

Table 4.5 shows the cumulative variance explained and the respective eigenvalues. According to 

Nunnally (1978), factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1 should be retained. The results of the 

initial exploratory factor analysis indicated that one factor emerged with eigenvalues greater than 

1 and should be retained. However, a second factor emerged with an eigenvalue (.995) slightly 

below 1. It was decided to retain the second factor for further analysis. The cumulative amount 

of variance explained by the factors was 63.05%. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.2  

Scree Plot for Exploratory Factor Analysis for Services Context 
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Figure 4.2 shows the scree plot from the initial factor extraction. As indicated by Catell‟s 

(1966) description of the scree test, there should be a point or “elbow” on the plot that indicates a 

demarcation between meaningful factors and meaningless factors that result from overextraction. 

The scree test revealed that there was one clear “elbow” point on the graphic. At the elbow point, 

there are two factors that have emerged on the plot. As a result, the scree test indicated that two 

factors should be retained since the amount of variance explained by subsequent factors declined 

sharply after the second factor was extracted.  

 

TABLE 4.6.  

Pattern Matrix for Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Item Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 

Merchandise .815  .384 
Recommend .583  .375 
Learning .651  .614 
Price premium .855  .343 
Proud .611  .631 
Loyal .563  .599 
website .675  .503 
Connection  -.888 .454 
Belong to club  -.724 .561 
Social 
activities 

 -.769 .519 

Identify  -.863 .590 
Talk about 
brand 

 -.507 .552 

Seek news .434  .683 

 

 

The Kaiser criterion and the scree test indicated that two factors should be retained. 

Although there was a consensus among these tests, further identifiability criteria were employed. 

First, an examination of the number of significant factor loadings for each extracted factor was 

conducted. For a factor loading to be considered significant, it needs to have a value greater than 

.50 (Hair, et al., 2006). As seen in Table 4.6, the pattern matrix revealed the loadings for each on 

item on its respective factor. For factor 1, all items had a factor loading that exceeded the .50 

criteria. For factor 2, all loadings were above .50 with the exception of the “seeknews” item. It 
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had a low factor loading but was retained for future analysis due to its high communality and 

importance to the engagement construct.  

Another criteria involved in factor retention was an examination of the conceptual 

meaning of each latent factor. This means that each retained factor should retain items that share 

a similar conceptual meaning. In this particular case, Keller (2003) indicated that brand 

resonance was a multi-dimensional construct and the results indicated that brand resonance was 

comprised of two dimensions in the services context. Factor 1 included items related to 

behavioral loyalty and active engagement. Both of these ideas relate to consumers‟ behavioral 

intentions on behalf of a given brand. Therefore, a case can be made on a conceptual basis that 

these items would load together. Factor 2 is comprised of items that measure the community 

dimension of brand resonance. Therefore, all of these items relate to the activities and “shared 

consciousness” that consumers of a given brand feel towards other brand consumers.   

A final criterion utilized for factor retention is the existence of a simple factor structure. 

This means that items should load relatively high on one factor and relatively low on all 

subsequent factors. From the pattern matrix, it is clear that all items significantly loaded on only 

one factor. Therefore, the results exhibit clear signs of a simple structure.  

Internal consistency. Since all other scale items were developed from previous measures 

and the dimensionality was not in question, the internal consistency of the remaining constructs 

(brand awareness, brand superiority, brand affect) was assessed through an examination of each 

Cronbach‟s alpha coefficients and item-to-total correlations. The examination of the 

psychometric properties of the scale items was conducted in an effort to identify and improve 

potentially problematic items. As a rule of thumb, a .70 cutoff value was established for the 

Cronbach‟s alpha (Nunnally, 1978). The item-to-total correlation cut-off value was established at  

.50 as established by Zaichkowsky (1985). Table 4.7 provides the item wordings, item-to-total 

correlations, and initial and corrected alpha scores for each construct.  
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TABLE 4.7. 

Cronbach’s Alpha and Item-to-total Correlations for Services Context 

Construct Item Item-to-
total 

Initial 
alpha 

Corrected 
alpha 

Awareness   .723 .851 
Aw1 I am aware of my favorite brand .714   
Aw2 Among its competitors, I know what my 

favorite brand looks like. 

.392   

Aw3 I can recognize my favorite brand among 
other competing brands. 

.643   

Aw4 When I think of my favorite athletic shoe, 
my favorite brand comes to mind quickly 

.771   

Aw5 When someone talks about sports teams, 
my favorite team always comes to mind 

.661   

Superiority   .734 .874 
Sup1 My favorite brand is very unique. .408   

Sup2 My favorite brand is different than all 
other. 

.603   

Sup3 My favorite brand offers superior value in 
comparison to its competitors. 

.782   

Sup4 My favorite brand offers a higher quality 
product in comparison to its competitors. 

.763   

Sup5 My favorite brand offers more advantages 
compared to its competitors. 

.762   

Sup6 My favorite brand is superior to all other 
competitors. 

.733   

Affect   .778 .879 
Aff1 I have a strong affection for my favorite 

brand. 

.323   

Aff2 Thinking about my favorite brand makes 
me feel good. 

.723   

Aff3 Just looking at my favorite brand inspires 
me. 

.704   

Aff4 I admire my favorite brand. .707   
Aff5 I am passionate about my favorite brand. .714   
Aff6 No other brand could make me as happy 

as my favorite brand does. 
.702   

 
Note. Italicized items were dropped from subsequent analysis 

 

Based on an examination of the item-to-total correlations, one item from brand awareness 

was dropped due to a value below .50. The item “Among its competitors, I know what my 
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favorite brand looks like” was dropped due to an item-to-total correlation of .392. When this 

item was dropped, the Cronbach‟s alpha increased to .851 from .723. The brand superiority 

measure contained one item with a low item- to- total correlation. The item “my favorite brand is 

very unique” was dropped due to an item-to-total correlation of .408. When this item was 

dropped, the alpha score increased to .874 from .734. Finally, one item from the brand affect 

measure was dropped due to low item-to-total correlation. The item “I have a strong affection for 

my favorite brand” loaded at .323 and the Cronbach‟s alpha increased to .879 from .778 after the 

item was deleted. In all cases, the deleted items did not fundamentally alter the conceptual 

meaning of the given construct.  

Goods 

Brand associations. Data were subjected to exploratory factor analysis by SPSS version 

15. The exploratory factor analysis utilized principal axis factoring with oblique rotation. 

Exploratory factor analysis was deemed appropriate due to the fact that there was a lack of 

previous empirical evidence to suggest how many factors would emerge. A determination of 

factor retention centers on keeping the factors that account for the most variance. Therefore, a 

number of criteria were utilized to decide how many factors to retain.  

First, the Kaiser criterion was employed whereas factors that have an eigenvalue greater than one 

are considered common factors (Nunnally, 1978). Catell‟s (1966) scree test was a second method 

utilized to determine factor retention. Finally, a number of identifiability criteria were employed. 

These criteria included the number of significant loadings (>.50) on a given factor, common 

loading variables sharing similar conceptual meaning, different loading variables having distinct 

conceptual meaning, and the degree to which the rotated factor structure illustrates a simple 

structure (Suhr, 2006).  

An examination of the eigenvalues for the initial exploratory factor analysis (see Table 

4.8) indicated that four factors had eigenvalues greater than one (Hair, et al., 2006). 

Cumulatively, the four factors accounted for 65.85% of the total variance. The scree test revealed 

there were two points on the scree plot that can be characterized as “elbows”. The first elbow 

point appears after the extraction of the second factor while the second elbow point exists after 

the point on the fourth factor. Catell‟s (1966) guidelines call for the retention of factors before 

the elbow joint and to discard the factors beyond the “elbow” point. In this case, the scree test 

was inconclusive due to the existence of two “elbow” points. 
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TABLE 4.8.  

Variance Explained by Exploratory Factor Analysis 

  Extracted sums of 
squared loadings 

Rotated sums of squared loadings 

Factor  Eigenvalue Cumulative % Total 

1 5.579 34.866 4.707 
2 2.135 48.211 3.859 
3 1.612 58.283 2.298 
4 1.051 65.852 1.241 

 

The Kaiser criterion indicated that three factors should be retained after accounting for 

the factor rotation while the scree test indicated that two or four factors should be retained. Since 

the results were mixed, it was necessary to consider further criteria for factor retention. First, an 

examination of the number of significant factor loadings for each extracted factor was conducted. 

For a factor loading to be considered significant, it needs to have a value greater than .50 (Hair, 

et al., 2006). An examination of the pattern matrix, as seen in Table 4, revealed there were four 

items with factor loadings greater than .50 for factor 1. Factor 2 had four items with significant 

loadings above the .50 cutoff. Factor 3 had two items with significant loadings while factor 4 

only had one item with a factor loading greater than .50.  A significant issue with factor 3 and 

factor 4 was the lack of an adequate number of items to represent the latent constructs. The two 

items that loaded together were related to a price dimension but it was decided two items were 

not enough for factor retention. Based on these criteria, factor 1 and factor 2 were retained.  

An examination of the conceptual meaning of each latent factor was employed as another 

criterion in factor retention. This means that each retained factor should include items that share 

a similar conceptual meaning. The four items that represent factor 1 were performance from 

product use, comfort, enjoyment from product use, and quality. Conceptually, these items all 

represent benefits from the use of particular good.  Benefits are defined as the personal value 

consumers attach to the product or service attributes (Keller, 1993). Quality can be viewed as a 

functional benefit of the product. Performance from product use, comfort, and enjoyment can be 

characterized as experiential benefits.  

Factor 2 included four items: brand logo, name of specific product, brand name, and 

affordable price. These items all relate to specific attributes of a particular good. Attributes are 
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defined as descriptive features that characterize a product or service (Keller, 1993). Brand logo, 

brand name, affordable price and name of specific product are non-product related attributes 

related to packaging and imagery. It was decided that brand color would be dropped from further 

analysis and affordable price would be retained for factor 2. Although affordable price cross 

loaded on factor 3, price has long been regarded as an essential attribute of a brand, thus 

conceptually it warrants inclusion in the attribute factor. For the main study, a general price item 

was added to the attribute dimension of brand associations for both the goods and services 

context.  Based on the results of the EFA, the goods brand association measure is represented by 

two factors: benefits and attributes. 

A final criterion utilized was an examination of the rotated factor matrix for signs of a 

simple structure. A simple structure exists when items have high loadings on one particular 

factor and low loadings on all other factors. This can be achieved by examining the factor 

loadings in the pattern matrix. Table 4.9 illustrates the factor loadings. An analysis of the pattern 

matrix revealed that all the items for factor 1 had high loadings while having low loadings on all 

other factors except for the durability item. The items for factor 2 had high loadings while having 

low loadings on all other factors except for the affordable price item. This provided evidence that 

the retained factors had a simple structure.  

 

TABLE 4.9.  

Pattern Matrix of Rotated Factor Solution 

Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Communality 

Performance .808    .646 
Comfort .873    .718 
Durability .431   .448 .672 
Enjoyment .552    .627 
Quality .792    .613 
Brand name  .723   .637 
Brand logo  .818   .695 
Name of 
product 

 .818   .672 

Brand color  .375   .500 
Affordable  .515 .405  .805 
Cheap   .921  .838 
Expensive    .569 .513 
Design    .469 .591 
Fun    .436 .636 
Good feelings     .562 
Style     .653 
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Brand resonance. Since brand resonance has rarely been examined empirically, it was 

appropriate to examine the items constructed by means of an exploratory factor analysis utilizing 

SPSS version 15. The lack of empirical evidence regarding the dimensionality of brand 

resonance meant that there were no a priori hypotheses about the underlying factor structure. 

The exploratory factor analysis utilized principal axis factoring with oblique rotation. In order to 

determine how many factors should be retained, a number of criteria were utilized to make 

retention decisions. The aforementioned criteria for factor retention were utilized for the context 

of brand resonance.  

 

TABLE 4.10.  

Variance Explained by Exploratory Factor Analysis 

  Extracted sums of 
squared loadings 

Rotated sums of squared 
loadings  

Factor Eigenvalue  Cumulative % Total 

1 7.20  55.35 6.50 
2 1.30  65. 31 4.50 

 

 
Table 4.10 shows the cumulative variance explained and the respective eigenvalues. 

According to Nunnally (1978), factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1 should be retained. The 

results of the initial exploratory factor analysis indicated that two factors emerged with 

eigenvalues greater than 1 and should be retained. The total amount of variance explained by the 

two factors was 65.31%.  However, the rotated factor solution as illustrated under the “Extracted 

Sums of Squared Loadings” indicated that only one factor should be retained.  
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FIGURE 4.3  

Scree Plot from Exploratory Factor Analysis for Goods Context 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the scree plot from the initial factor extraction. As indicated by Catell‟s 

(1966) description of the scree test, there should be a point or “elbow” on the plot that indicates a 

demarcation between meaningful factors and meaningless factors that result from overextraction. 

The scree test revealed that there was one clear “elbow” point on the graphic. As a result, the 

scree test indicated that two factors should be retained. 
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TABLE 4.11. 

Pattern Matrix of Exploratory Factor Analysis for Goods Context 

Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 

Brand website .686  .632 
Belong to club .944  .798 
Deep connection .486  .503 

Identify .952  .813 
Social activities .503  .430 
Like to talk .729  .605 
Learning .659  .622 
Seek news .543  .456 
Proud .490  .597 

Recommend  .746 .463 
Price premium  .625 .636 
Buy merchandise  .584 .516 
Loyal  .574 .420 

 

 
The Kaiser criterion and scree test indicated that two factors should be retained. Although 

there was a consensus among these tests, further identifiability criteria were employed. First, an 

examination of the number of significant factor loadings for each extracted factor was conducted. 

For a factor loading to be considered significant, it needs to have a value greater than .50 (Hair, 

et al., 2006). As seen in Table 4.11, the pattern matrix revealed the loadings for each on item on 

its respective factor. For Factor 1, there were 8 items with significant factor loadings while 4 

items for Factor 2 had significant factor loadings. As indicated in Table 4.11, two items were 

dropped from subsequent analysis due to their low factor loadings (shown in italics).  

Another criteria involved in factor retention was an examination of the conceptual 

meaning of each latent factor. This means that each retained factor should include items that 

share a similar conceptual meaning. In this case, the items underlying Factor 1 indicated that 

active engagement and sense of community represent one dimension of brand resonance while 

the items underlying Factor 2 represent behavioral loyalty. Therefore, the results suggest that the 

conceptual meaning of active engagement not only includes people‟s daily activities on behalf of 

the brand but it also includes their efforts to connect with other consumer of the brand. However, 

these items are conceptually distinct from the behavioral loyalty factor. This result does not align 

with the conceptualization of the brand resonance construct as described by Keller (2003). 

Furthermore, this result conflicts with the findings from the services context.  
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In the services context, brand resonance was found to be composed of two dimensions: 

active engagement (with behavioral loyalty) and community. It makes sense that the items for 

active engagement and behavioral loyalty would load on the same factor due to the high 

correlation between the two constructs. In light of this finding, further statistical analysis was 

conducted to reconcile the findings from the exploratory factor analysis. Specifically, a 

confirmatory factor analysis was conducted for the goods context; as part of the CFA, the active 

engagement and behavioral loyalty items were set to load on a single dimension, and the 

community items were set to load on a single dimension. This structure was consistent with the 

dimensionality from the services context. The results from the EFA model and the CFA model 

just described were compared (see Table 4.12 for model comparison).  

 

TABLE 4.12 

CFA Model Comparison for Brand Resonance in Goods Context 

Model X2/df CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 

EFA Model 2.9 .939 .922 .093 .047 

Services Model 2.7 .959 .942 .085 .040 

 

  

The degree to which the proposed measurement model fit the data was evaluated by 

global fit indices which can be seen in Table 4.12. The chi-square value was significant due to 

the large sample size. The ratio of the square value to the degrees of freedom was 2.7. However, 

the chi-square value is the most fundamental fit index measure and has two mathematical 

properties that make it problematic as a global fit index. First, the statistic is very sensitive to 

sample size and the chi-square value will be greater when the number of observed variables 

increases (Hair et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate other global fit indices to 

provide ample evidence of model fit. The CFI and TLI values were 0.959 and 0.942 respectively. 

Both of these values were at or above the .90 threshold for an acceptable model fit. The RMSEA 

value of 0.085 is slightly above the range of an acceptable fit of the data to the model. Finally, 

the SRMR value of 0.040 is well below the recommended cutoff value of 1. Overall there is 

sufficient global fit evidence to suggest that the services brand resonance measurement model is 

an adequate fit to the data. The scale statistics and item loadings can be seen in Table 4.13. 
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 For the main study, brand resonance in the goods context will be comprised of two 

dimensions; active engagement (which includes behavioral loyalty items) and community. The 

active engagement dimension is comprised of six items while four items represented the 

community dimension.  

 

TABLE 4.13  

Scale Statistics for Brand Resonance in Goods Context 

Dimension Item Item-to-
total  

Factor loading t-value Composite 
reliability 

AVE 

Active 
engagement 

    .852 .61 

 r2 .683 .699    

 r3  .609 .610 10.060   

 r4 .708 .816 11.379   

 r11 .702 .808 11.284   

 r12 .559 .536 7.640   

 r13 .565 .641 9.076   

Sense of 
Community 

    .871 .73 

 r5 .748 .814    

 r7 .796 .818 18.362   

 r8 .624 .671 10.683   

 r9 .730 .804 13.403   

Note. N=231; X2/df=2.7 CFI=.959; TLI=.942; RMSEA=.085; SRMR=.040 

 

Internal consistency. Since all other scale items were developed from previous measures and 

the dimensionality was not in question, the internal consistency of the remaining constructs 

(brand awareness, brand superiority, brand affect) was assessed through an examination of each 

Cronbach‟s alpha coefficient and item-to-total correlation. The examination of the psychometric 

properties of the scale items was conducted in an effort to identify and improve potentially 

problematic items. As a rule of thumb, a .70 cutoff value was established for the Cronbach‟s 

alpha score (Nunnally, 1978). The item-to-total correlation cut-off value was established at .50 as 

established by Zaichkowsky (1985). Table 4.14 provides the item wordings, item-to-total 
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correlations, and initial and corrected alpha scores for each construct. The items that were 

dropped from further analysis are listed in italics.   

 

TABLE 4.14. 

Cronbach’s Alpha and Item-to-total Correlations for Goods Context 

Construct Item Item-to-
total 

Initial 
alpha 

Corrected 
alpha 

Awareness   .710 .864 
Aw1 I am aware of my favorite brand. .738   
Aw2 When someone talks about athletic 

shoes, my favorite brand comes to 

mind. 

.328   

Aw3 I can recognize my favorite brand 
among other competing brands. 

.700   

Aw4 When I think of my favorite athletic 
shoe, my favorite brand comes to 
mind quickly 

.677   

Aw5 Among its competitors, I know what 
my favorite brand looks like 

.718   

Superiority   .746 .866 
Sup1 My favorite brand is very unique to 

me. 
.640   

Sup2 My favorite brand offers superior 
value in comparison to its 
competitors. 

.691   

Sup3 My favorite brand offers a higher 
quality product in comparison to its 
competitors. 

.764   

Sup4 My favorite brand offers more 
advantages compared to its 
competitors. 

.730   

Sup5 My favorite brand is superior to all 
other competitors. 

.725   

Sup6 My favorite brand is different than its 

competitors. 

.428   

 

Affect 

   .883 

Aff1 Thinking about my favorite brand 
makes me feel good. 

.625   

Aff2 Just looking at my favorite brand 
inspires me. 

.636   

Aff3 I admire my favorite brand. .689   
Aff4 I have a strong affection for my 

favorite brand. 
.711   

Aff5 I am passionate about my favorite 
brand. 

.791   

Aff6 No other brand could make me as 
happy as my favorite brand does. 

.723   
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 The item “when someone talks about athletic shoes, my favorite brand comes to mind 

quickly” was dropped due to an item-to-total correlation of .328. Upon deletion, the Cronbach‟s 

alpha increased to .866 from .710. One brand superiority item had a low value. The item “my 

favorite brand is different from all other competitors” was dropped due to an item-to-total 

correlation of .428. Upon deletion, the alpha score increased to .880 from .746.  

Based on the results of the pilot study, items for each construct of interest were finalized 

for use in the main study (see Table 4.15). The main study included an analysis of the 

psychometric properties of each measure as well as an examination of the research hypotheses 

and theoretical model. The next section will detail the results of the main study.  

 

TABLE 4.15.  

Goods and Services Items for Main Study 

Factor Services items Goods items 

Brand 

awareness 

1. I am aware of my favorite brand. 
2. I can recognize my favorite brand 

among other competing brands. 
3. When I think of my favorite athletic 

shoe, my favorite brand comes to 
mind quickly 

4. When someone talks about sports 
teams, my favorite team always comes 
to mind 

1. I am aware of my favorite 
brand. 

2. I can recognize my favorite 
brand among other competing 
brands. 

3. When I think of my favorite 
athletic shoe, my favorite brand 
comes to mind quickly. 

4. Among its competitors, I know 
what my favorite brand looks 
like. 

Brand 

affect 

 
1. Thinking about my favorite brand 

makes me feel good. 
2. Just looking at my favorite brand 

inspires me. 
3. I admire my favorite brand. 
4. I am passionate about my favorite 

brand. 
5. No other brand could make me as 

happy as my favorite brand does. 

  
1. Thinking about my favorite 

brand makes me feel good. 
2. Just looking at my favorite 

brand inspires me. 
3. I admire my favorite brand. 
4. I have a strong affection for my 

favorite brand. 
5. I am passionate about my 

favorite brand. 
6. No other brand could make me 

as happy as my favorite brand 
does. 
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TABLE 4.15 (Continued) 

Goods and Services Items for Main Study 

   Factor                              Services items                                          Goods items 

 

Brand 

superiority 

 

1. My favorite brand is different than all 
other competing brands. 

2. My favorite brand offers superior 
value in comparison to its 
competitors. 

3. My favorite brand offers a higher 
quality product in comparison to its 
competitors. 

4. My favorite brand offers more 
advantages compared to its 
competitors. 

5. My favorite brand is superior to all 
other competitors. 

 

1. My favorite brand is very 
unique to me. 

2. My favorite brand offers 
superior value in comparison to 
its competitors. 

3. My favorite brand offers a 
higher quality product in 
comparison to its competitors. 

4. My favorite brand offers more 
advantages compared to its 
competitors. 

5. My favorite brand is superior to 
all other competitors. 

Brand 

resonance 

Active engagement 

1. I would recommend my favorite 
brand to others. 

2. I would be willing to pay a premium 
price for my favorite brand. 

3. I am willing to buy merchandise with 
my favorite team‟s brand logo or 
name on it. 

4. I consider myself loyal to my favorite 
brand. 

5. I regularly seek news and information 
regarding my  favorite brand 

6. I am proud to have others know that I 
am a consumer of my favorite brand 

7. I like to visit my favorite brand‟s 
website 

8. I am always interested in learning 
more about my favorite brand. 

Sense of community 

1. I feel like I belong to a club with other 
consumers of my favorite brand. 

2. I feel a deep connection with other 
consumers of my favorite brand. 

3. I really identify with other consumers 
of my favorite brand. 

4. I am willing to engage in social 
activities with other consumers of my 
favorite brand.               

5. I  like to talk about my favorite brand 

Active engagement 

1. I like to visit my favorite 
brand‟s website. 

2. I am always interested in 
learning more about my 
favorite brand. 

3. I regularly seek news and 
information about my favorite 
brand. 

4. I would be willing to pay a 
premium price for my favorite 
brand. 

5. I consider myself loyal to my 
favorite brand. 

6. I am willing to buy 
merchandise or apparel with 
my favorite brand‟s logo on it. 

Sense of community 

1. I really like to talk about my 
favorite brand with others. 

2. I feel like I belong to a club 
with other consumers of my 
favorite brand. 

3. I am willing to engage in social 
activities with other consumers 
of my favorite brand. 

4. I identify with other consumers 
of my favorite brand. 
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TABLE 4.15 (Continued) 

  Factor                        Services items                                            Goods items 

Brand 

association 

When I think of my favorite brand, I 

think of… 

Benefits 

1. excitement 
2. fun 
3. enjoyment 
4. time with friends 
5. time with family 
 
Service personnel 

6. friendly employees 
7. helpful employees 
8. knowledgeable employees 
 
Attributes 

9. brand name 
10. brand logo 
11. brand colors 
12. price 

When I think of my favorite 

brand, I think of…. 
Benefits 

1. comfort 
2. performance 
3. quality 
4. enjoyment 

 
Attributes 

5. brand name 
6. brand logo 
7. name of specific product 
8. price 

 

 

Stage 5 Results – Second Data Collection 

 
Based upon the results of the scale purification in stage 4, a modified version of the 

survey questionnaire was administered. Unlike the pilot test where separate survey 

questionnaires were constructed for the goods and services context, the survey questionnaire for 

the main study contained a section of goods-related brand measures and a section of service-

related brand measures. Additionally, respondents were provided with a focal goods brand 

(Nike) and a focal services brand (New York Yankees). In the pilot study respondents were 

allowed to choose their goods and services brand in a particular product category. The inclusion 

of goods and services measures on a single survey questionnaire allowed the researcher to 

compare responses between the two contexts. Also, respondents were forced to think about the 

same goods or services brand which allowed for a more accurate comparison across contexts. 

The Nike brand and New York Yankees were selected due to the high level of awareness each 

brand enjoys in their respective product category.  

A convenience sample of 840 non-student residents of a mid-sized southeastern 

community completed the aforementioned survey questionnaire. Trained surveyors collected the 
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data from local community members. Of the 840 questionnaires, 787 were deemed usable for 

analysis which constitutes a 93.6% response rate.  

Sample Characteristics 

There were a total of 787 respondents utilized for this study. Of this number, 496 (63%) 

respondents were female while 291 (37%) respondents were male. The average age of the 

respondents was 35.4 years of age. There were 547 (69.5%) Caucasian, 136 (17.2%) African-

American, 49 (6.2%) Latino, 25 (3.1%) Asian, and nine (1.1%) Native American respondents. 

There were 21 respondents that chose not to disclose their race.  

In order to assess the measurement model for the goods and services context, the sample 

was randomly split using SPSS. Therefore, the sample split resulted in sample sizes of 393 

(sample 1) and 394 (sample 2) respectively. A confirmatory factor analysis was performed on 

sample 1 for the goods and services context. Any item modifications were made based on the 

results from sample 1 and a second confirmatory factor analysis was performed on sample 2 with 

the appropriate item modifications. The following section will detail the procedures and results 

from both samples.  

Stage 6 Results – Reliability and Validity Assessment 

Assessment of Measurement Model 

Goods. The psychometric properties were assessed through a test of internal consistency 

with SPSS 16 and confirmatory factor analysis through Mplus 5.1. Scale statistics, including 

factor loadings, average variance extracted and composite reliability, are presented in Table 4.17 

for the goods context. The same information is provided in Table 4.18 for the services context. 

For the goods context, all factors had composite reliability scores that were higher than the 

suggested cutoff point of .60 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). This means the proposed constructs are 

internally consistent. All of the measurement items loaded on their respective factors, with 

loading values ranging from .537 to .888 with the exception of two. One brand awareness and 

one brand affect item had a loading close to the .50 cutoff point (Hair, et al. 2006). Also, both 

items had a high residual variance and the modification indices revealed that both items were 

cross-loading on other constructs. Therefore, both items were dropped from the results of sample 

1 and the modified model was tested with sample 2. Furthermore, the results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis reinforced the findings of Study 1 in that brand resonance and brand association 

are multi-dimensional constructs. All other items loaded on their respective factors as expected.  
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In order to provide further evidence of convergent validity, the average variance 

extracted (AVE) score was computed for the proposed constructs from sample 2. The AVE 

scores for the respective constructs ranged from .47 to .81. All of the proposed constructs 

exhibited evidence of convergent validity (>.50) except for the attribute dimension of brand 

association (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The attribute dimension fell slightly below the .50 

threshold, but was retained due the relative proximity of the AVE score to the recommended 

cutoff as well as its importance to the brand association factor.  

Discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the average variance extracted of each 

construct with the squared multiple correlation with any other construct (Fornell & Larcker, 

1981). There are two important results to report in regards to discriminant validity. First, the 

constructs of brand resonance and brand superiority shared a squared multiple correlation of .73. 

The AVE scores for brand superiority and brand resonance are .79 and .75 respectively. 

Although the correlations and AVE scores were proximal, there is still evidence of discriminant 

validity among the proposed constructs. However, the squared multiple correlation between 

brand resonance and brand affect was .92 which is greater than their respective AVE scores (.77 

& .75).  

Although this result indicates a lack of discriminant validity between brand resonance 

and brand affect, an examination of the specific items and conceptual meaning of the two 

constructs indicates that they are distinct. Brand affect is intended to measure the consumer‟s 

emotional response to a given brand while brand resonance measures the consumer‟s intentions 

and actions on behalf of the brand. However, a possible explanation for this result lies in Keller‟s 

conceptualization of brand resonance. Keller (2003) indicated that psychological attachment 

should be considered a dimension of brand resonance. This may explain the lack of discriminant 

validity between the two constructs. 

 

TABLE 4.17. 

 Scale Statistics for the Goods Context 

Construct Item Item-to-total 
correlation 

Factor 
loading 

t-value Composite 
reliability 

AVE 

Brand awareness     .844 .77 
 Aw1 .687 .772    
 Aw2 .489 .584 15.556   

 Aw3 .722 .807 21.925   
 Aw4 .724 .829 22.341   
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TABLE 4.17 (Continued) 

Construct                   Item         Item-to-total   Loading     t-value     Reliability          AVE 

Brand affect     .908 .77 
 Aff1 .668 .666    
 Aff2 .772 .769 24.246   
 Aff3 .766 .750 19.670   

 Aff4  .819 .880 21.920   
 Aff5 .786 .857 21.444   
 Aff6 .802 .868 21.657   
Brand superiority     .906 .79 
 Sup1 .607 .664    
 Sup2  .798 .835 20.721   
 Sup3 .816 .867 21.354   
 Sup4 .835 .888 21.777   
 Sup5 .779 .839 20.805   
Brand resonance      .75 
Active engagement      .75 
 AE1 .705 .747  .892  
 AE2 .763 .825 24.386   
 AE3 .783 .783 25.306   
 AE4 .775 .827 20.756   
 AE5 .728 .776 23.422   
 AE6 .556 .562 15.691   

 AE7 .642 .677 19.027   

Sense of 
community 

      

 Com1 .607 .641  .866 .74 
 Com2 .740 .810 19.270   
 Com3 .781 .846 19.915   
 Com4 .746 .835 19.733   
Brand association     .895 .65 
Attribute      .47 
 Att1 .542 .537    
 Att2 .574 .537 13.280   
 Att3 .633 .704 14.181   
 Att4 .595 .597 12.823   
Benefit      .81 
 Ben1 .774 .831    
 Ben2 .764 .837 28.185   
 Ben3 .760 .849 28.792   
 Ben4 .760 .824 27.499   

 

 

The degree to which the proposed measurement model fit the data was assessed in order 

to provide further evidence of construct validity. For sample 1, the chi square value was 
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significant due to the large sample size. The ratio of chi-square to degrees of freedom was 6.88 

(x2 = 3045; df = 442) which is greater than Hair et al.‟s (2006) recommendation of 3.0. However, 

the chi-square value is the most fundamental fit index measure and has two mathematical 

properties that make it problematic as a global fit indice. First, the statistic is very sensitive to 

sample size and the chi-square value will be greater when the number of observed variables 

increases (Hair et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate other global fit indices to 

provide ample evidence of model fit. The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 

was 0.087 which is greater than the 0.8 recommended cutoff value (Hair et al., 2006). The 

comparative fit index (CFI) value was 0.874 which is less than the recommended value of 0.90. 

Likewise, the Tucker Lewis Index value was 0.859 which is below the recommended cutoff 

value of 0.90. Furthermore, the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) was 0.083 

which is greater than the 0.08 recommended cutoff point (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Overall, the 

results of the global fit indices indicate that measurement model respecifications should be made.  

The evidence from the model modification indices, item residuals and an examination of 

the respective factor loadings revealed some significant changes to improve the overall model fit. 

A second confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on sample 2 with the modifications 

implemented from the results of sample 1. As mentioned above, an item from the brand 

awareness and brand affect dimensions were dropped as well as two items from the active 

engagement dimension of brand resonance. Although the brand awareness item had an 

acceptable factor loading (.584), the modification indices and residual matrix indicated some 

significant cross-loading with the brand superiority and brand affect constructs. The brand affect 

item had an extremely high residual value (>.70) and it cross-loaded with the brand resonance 

construct. The modification indice for the brand affect item indicated that this item was closely 

related to the brand resonance items. The two active engagement items were dropped due to their 

low factor loadings and high residuals. Similarly, the two active engagement items had relatively 

large residuals and the modification indices revealed that these items were highly related to items 

in the brand affect and brand awareness dimensions.  

The model modifications resulted in the following changes to the global fit indices. The 

chi square value was still significant due to the large sample size yet the ratio of chi square to 

degrees of freedom dropped from 6.88 to 5.2 (x2 = 2032; df = 383). The CFI and TLI were 0.913 

and 0.902 respectively (.874 and .859 previously). Both of these values are greater than the .90 
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recommended cutoff value. The RMSEA value of 0.074 is below the cutoff value of an 

acceptable model fit of 0.08 (0.087 previously). The SRMR dropped from 0.083 to 0.066. This 

value is below the recommended cutoff value of 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Overall, the 

modifications to the measurement model significantly improved the overall model fit to the data. 

In fact, most of the global fit indices fell within the recommended range for an acceptable model 

fit (see Figure 4.4). 

 
 

FIGURE 4.4.  

Goods Measurement Model 

 
 

Services. For the services context in sample 1, all factors had composite reliability scores 

that were higher than the suggested cutoff point of .60 which provides evidence that the 

constructs are internally consistent (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). All of the measurement items loaded 

on their respective factors, with loading values ranging from .391 to .967 with the exception of 

one item. There was one brand awareness item that had a factor loading of .147. This item was 
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removed before further analysis commenced on sample 2. Another brand awareness item 

exhibited a low factor loading (.391) but was retained due to its overall conceptual importance to 

the construct. Similarly, an attribute item under brand association exhibited a low factor loading 

(.489) but was retained due to its conceptual importance. Overall, the results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis showed that all of the measurement items converged on their proposed factors. 

Further evidence of convergent validity and discriminant validity was assessed as well.  

Convergent validity was assessed by computing the AVE scores for the proposed 

constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The AVE scores ranged from .64 to .85 which illustrated 

the presence of convergent validity among all the constructs (greater than .50). Discriminant 

validity was assessed by comparing the average variance extracted of each construct with the 

squared multiple correlation with any other construct (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). One potential 

issue was between brand awareness and brand affect. The squared correlation between the two 

constructs is .67 while the AVE score for brand awareness is .64.  

Although there appears to be a lack of discriminant validity between the two constructs, 

an examination of the items and operational definitions clearly indicates that they are 

conceptually distinct. Brand awareness measures the mere presence of the brand in the mind of 

the consumer while brand affect measures the consumers‟ emotional response to the brand. A 

bigger issue with discriminant validity is between brand affect and brand resonance. The squared 

correlation between brand affect and brand resonance is .92 whereas the AVE scores are .85 and 

.84 respectively. This result is in conjunction with the goods context whereas the same 

explanation for this finding applies.  

 

TABLE 4.18.  

Scale Statistics for Services Context 

Construct Item Item-to-total 
correlation 

Factor 
loading 

t-value Composite 
reliability 

AVE 

Brand awareness     .757 .64 
 Aw1 .101 .147    

 Aw3 .398 .391    
 Aw4 .749 .824 9.030   
 Aw5 .647 .949 8.531   
Brand affect     .940 .85 
 Aff2 .814 .806    
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TABLE 4.18 (Continued) 

Construct                    Item        Item-to-total   Loading     t-value        Reliability      AVE 

 Aff3 .873 .830 26.746   
 Aff4 .810 .822 26.391   

 Aff5 .864 .752 23.351   
 Aff6 .836 .839 27.143   
       
 

Brand superiority 

     
.904 

 
.78 

   Sup2 .737 .807    
 Sup3 .788 .831 26.665   
 Sup4 .774 .823 26.330   
 Sup5 .705 .752 23.302   
 Sup6 .798 .840 27.060   
Brand resonance     .975 .84 
Active engagement       
 AE1 .832 .830   .86 
 AE2 .828 .833 39.738   
 AE3 .863 .872 31.698   
 AE4 .914 .929 35.512   
 AE5 .898 .916 34.593   
 AE6 .807 .818 28.562   
 AE7 .887 .894 33.090   
 AE8 .913 .926 35.521   
 AE9 .866 .878 32.099   
Sense of community      .83 
 Com1 .869 .879 32.111   
 Com2 .874 .883 32.362   
 Com3 .869 .883 32.402   
 Com4 .722 .722 23.716   
Brand association     .925 .74 
Attribute      .64 
 Att1 .569 .834    
 Att2 .424 .449 12.169   
 Att3 .619 .808 23.462   
 Att4 .504 .755 21.948   
Benefit      .76 
 Ben1 .829 .829    
 Ben2 .819 .819 38.936   
 Ben3 .748 .749 31.381   
 Ben4 .811 .815 36.922   
 Ben5 .790 .790 33.427   
Service personnel       
 Ser1 .646 .684   .84 
 Ser2 .727 .920 23.795   
 Ser3 .767 .967 24.496   
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In an effort to uncover further evidence of construct validity, the degree to which the 

proposed measurement model fit the data was evaluated by global fit indices. The chi-square 

value was significant due to the large sample size. The ratio of the square value to the degrees of 

freedom was 4.7 (x2 = 3001; df = 634) However, the chi-square value is the most fundamental fit 

index measure and has two mathematical properties that make it problematic as a global fit 

indice. First, the statistic is very sensitive to sample size and the chi-square value will be greater 

when the number of observed variables increases (Hair et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to 

evaluate other global fit indices to provide ample evidence of model fit. The CFI and TLI values 

were 0.928 and 0.920 respectively. Both of these values were at or above the .90 threshold for an 

acceptable model fit. The RMSEA value of 0.07 is within the range of an acceptable fit of the 

data to the model. Finally, the SRMR value of 0.051 is well below the recommended cutoff 

value of .08. Overall there is sufficient global fit evidence to suggest that the services brand 

resonance measurement model is an adequate fit to the data (see Figure 4.5).   

 

 
FIGURE 4.5  

Services Measurement Model 
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Stage 7 Results – Examination of Research Hypotheses 

Assessment of Structural Model 

 An assessment of the structural model was conducted by utilizing structural equation 

modeling via MPlus version 5.1. In order to test the structural model, the modified measurement 

model for both the goods and services context were utilized from the results of sample 2. Figure 

4.6 illustrates the relationships among the proposed constructs for the current study. The research 

hypotheses for this study (see Chapter 3 as well) are as follows: 

H1: Consumers‟ level of brand awareness will have a positive effect on the strength of 

brand associations they hold.  

H2: The strength of brand associations will have a positive effect on consumers‟ 

perception of brand superiority. 

H3: The strength of brand associations will have a positive effect on consumers‟ level of 

brand affect. 

H4: The strength of brand associations will not have a direct effect on consumers‟ level of 

brand resonance. 

H5: Consumers‟ perception of brand superiority will have a positive effect on their level 

of brand affect. 

H6: Consumers‟ perception of brand superiority will have a direct effect on their level of 

brand resonance.  

H7: Consumers‟ level of brand affect will have a positive effect on their level of brand 

resonance.  
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FIGURE 4.6.  

Hypothesized Brand Equity Model 

 

Goods. The global fit indices indicate that the hypothesized structural model exhibits an 

acceptable fit to the data. The chi-square statistic was significant due to the large sample size and 

the ratio of chi-square to degrees of freedom was 5.5 (x2 = 2132; df = 386). However, the chi-

square value is the most fundamental fit index measure and has two mathematical properties that 

make it problematic as a global fit indice. First, the statistic is very sensitive to sample size and 

the chi-square value will be greater when the number of observed variables increases (Hair et al., 

2006). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate other global fit indices to provide ample evidence of 

model fit. The CFI and TLI values were .908 and .897 respectively. The RMSEA value of 0.076 

indicates an acceptable model fit. Finally, the SRMR value of 0.072 is well under the 

recommended threshold of .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999).  

In regards to hypothesis testing for the goods setting, the significance of path coefficients 

in Figure 4.7 supports the hypothesized relationships between brand awareness, brand 
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association, brand superiority, brand affect and brand resonance. The path between brand 

awareness and brand association (β21 = .568; p< .01) showed that brand awareness had a positive 

effect on brand associations. This finding supports H1. Furthermore, it was found that brand 

association had a positive effect on brand superiority (β32 = .772; p< .01) and brand affect (β42 = 

.162; p<.05). These findings supported H2 and H3 respectively. Brand association did not have a 

positive effect on brand resonance (β52 = 0.088; n.s.) which supports H4. As expected, brand 

superiority had a positive effect on brand affect (β43 = .707; p< .01) yet a significant relationship 

between brand superiority and brand resonance (β53 = -.039; n.s.) was not supported. These 

findings supported H5 but did not support H6.  Finally, brand affect was found to have a positive 

effect on brand resonance (B54 = 0.948; p< .01) which supported H7.  

Besides direct effects, it was necessary to assess the mediating effects of brand 

superiority and brand affect on the brand association-brand resonance relationship which was 

shown in Table 4.19. Brand association was found to be indirectly related to brand resonance as 

opposed to directly. The direct path between brand association and brand resonance was 

insignificant (β52 = 0.088; n.s.). However, most of the indirect paths were significant, with the 

exception of brand superiority to brand resonance (β53 = -.039; n.s.). The size of the indirect 

effects was significantly larger than the direct effect with the exception of brand superiority to 

brand resonance. The total indirect effect was 0.701 (0.789[total effect] – 0.088[direct effect]) 

which indicates that adding brand superiority and brand affect to the direct effect significantly 

increases the predictive power of brand associations on brand resonance.  

 

 

TABLE 4.19  

Direct and Indirect Effects of Brand Association on Brand Resonance in Goods Context 

Direct/indirect effect Path Standardized coefficient 

Direct effect BA         BR .088 

Indirect effect BA        SUP        BR .722 X -.039 = -.03 

Indirect effect BA        SUP       AFF        BR .772 X .707 X .948 = .517 

Indirect effect BA          AFF         BR .162 X .948 = .154 

Total effect  .088 + -.03 + .517 + .154 = 

.789 

Note. BA= brand association; BR= brand resonance; SUP= brand superiority; AFF= brand affect 
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A final assessment of the structural model was determining how much variance was 

being explained by the hypothesized model in the goods context. This can be assessed by 

determining the R2
 value for each of the endogenous variables. Brand association had an R2 of 

.32. Brand superiority and brand affect had values of .59 and .70 respectively. Finally, brand 

association, brand superiority, and brand resonance explained 79% of the variance in brand 

resonance.  

 

 

FIGURE 4.7.  

Goods Hypothesis Testing 
 

Services. For the services brands, Figure 4.8 illustrates the relationships among the 

proposed constructs. The global fit indices indicate that the hypothesized structural model 

exhibits a good fit to the data. The chi-square statistic was significant due to the large sample 

size and the chi-square to degrees of freedom ratio was 4.9 (x2 = 3130; df = 635).  However, the 
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chi-square value is the most fundamental fit index measure and has two mathematical properties 

that make it problematic as a global fit indice. First, the statistic is very sensitive to sample size 

and the chi-square value will be greater when the number of observed variables increases (Hair 

et al., 2006). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate other global fit indices to provide ample 

evidence of model fit. The CFI and TLI values were .925 and .918 respectively. The RMSEA 

value for the services model was 0.71 while the SRMR was 0.055. Collectively, these results 

indicate that the hypothesized model represents a good statistical fit to the data.  

 The hypothesized relationships among the proposed constructs were examined as well 

(see Figure 4.6). The path between brand awareness and brand association was statistically 

significant (β21 = .830; p< .01), indicating that awareness had a positive impact on brand 

association as expected. This finding supports H1. Brand associations were found to have a 

positive effect on both brand superiority (β32 = .787; p< .01) and brand affect (β42 = .534; p<.01). 

These findings supported H2 and H3 respectively. Brand association did not have a positive effect 

on brand resonance (β52 = 0.0027; n.s.) which supports H4. The path coefficient between brand 

superiority and brand affect was significant (β43 = .422; p< .01) which indicated that brand 

superiority had a positive effect on brand affect yet brand superiority did not have a significant 

effect (β53 = -.0007; n.s.) on brand resonance. These findings supported H5 but did not support 

H6.  Finally, brand affect was found to have a positive effect on brand resonance (β54 = 1.035; p< 

.01) which supported H7.  

Besides direct effects, it was necessary to assess the mediating effects of brand 

superiority and brand affect on the brand association-brand resonance relationship which was 

shown in Table 4.20. Brand association was found to be indirectly related to brand resonance as 

opposed to directly. The direct path between brand association and brand resonance was 

insignificant (β52 = 0.0027; n.s.). However, most of the indirect paths were significant, with the 

exception of brand superiority to brand resonance (β53 = -.0007; n.s.). The size of the indirect 

effects was significantly larger than the direct effect with the exception of brand superiority to 

brand resonance. The total indirect effect was 0.892 (0.895[total effect] – 0.0027[direct effect]) 

which indicates that adding brand superiority and brand affect to the direct effect significantly 

increases the predictive power of brand associations on brand resonance.  
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TABLE 4.20  

Direct and Indirect Effects of Brand Association on Brand Resonance in Services Context 

Direct/indirect effect Path Standardized coefficient 

Direct effect BA         BR .0027 

Indirect effect BA        SUP        BR .787 x -.0007 = -.005 

Indirect effect BA        SUP       AFF        BR .787 x .422 x 1.035 = .344 

Indirect effect BA          AFF         BR .534 x 1.035 = .553 

Total effect  .0027 + -.005 + .344 + .553 = 

.895 

 

A final assessment of the structural model was determining how much variance was 

being explained by the hypothesized model in the services context. This can be assessed by 

determining the R2
 value for each of the endogenous variables. Brand association had an R2 of 

.68. Brand superiority and brand affect had values of .62 and .81 respectively. Finally, brand 

association, brand superiority, and brand resonance explained 88% of the variance in brand 

resonance.  
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FIGURE 4.8.  

Services Hypothesis Testing 

 

Summary of Results 

 There were numerous results from the pilot study. In the goods context, the results 

revealed that brand association was comprised of two dimensions: attributes and benefits. 

Results from the confirmatory analysis and structural equation modeling reinforce the findings 

from the pilot study. In the services context, the results of the pilot study revealed that brand 

association was comprised of three dimensions: attributes, benefits, and service personnel. The 

confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling conducted in the main study 

reinforced the findings from the pilot study. Furthermore, a comparison of the benefits 

dimension of brand associations among the goods and services context revealed that most of the 

associations held for goods were tangible by nature (i.e. quality, durability, comfort) while most 

of the associations for services are experiential (excitement, fun, enjoyment). Additionally, the 
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results revealed that consumers consider employees a critical component of a service brand. 

These findings stand to reason considering the inherent differences between goods and services.  

 For brand resonance, the results in the goods and services context revealed that brand 

resonance is comprised of two dimensions: sense of community and active engagement. 

Interestingly, the items for behavioral loyalty and active engagement collapsed into one factor. 

For both contexts, this factor was labeled active engagement. Although Keller (2003) contended 

that these two dimensions were conceptually distinct, both sets of items are measuring 

consumers‟ behavioral intentions toward a given brand thus a statistical distinction was not 

found. The sense of community was consistent across both contexts. This indicates that the 

importance of community engagement among consumers is a key component of both goods and 

services brands. Since a sport team brand was the context for services, it stands to reason that 

sense of community would be a prominent aspect of brand resonance. Additionally, Muniz and 

O‟Guinn (2001) found the presence of brand communities in the goods context as well. The 

findings in this study reinforce the importance of community in both contexts. 

The results of hypothesis testing of the structural model supported the majority of 

research hypotheses in the current study (see Table 4.21). As expected, brand awareness had a 

positive effect on brand associations. Brand associations had a positive effect on both the 

perception of brand superiority and the level of brand affect held by consumers. One of the most 

important theoretical findings was lack of a direct significant relationship between brand 

association and brand resonance. Numerous scholars have posited that brand associations have a 

direct effect on consumers‟ behavioral intentions toward a focal brand. When testing the indirect 

relationship between brand association and brand resonance, the results indicated that brand 

associations indirectly affected consumers‟ brand resonance by impacting their cognitive 

evaluation and emotional response to the brand.  
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TABLE 4.21.  

Hypothesis Testing in Goods and Services Context 

Hypothesis Goods context Services context 

H1: Consumers‟ level of brand awareness 
will have a positive effect on the strength 
of brand associations they hold.  

Supported Supported 

H2: The strength of brand associations will 
have a positive effect on consumers‟ 
perception of brand superiority. 

Supported Supported 

H3: The strength of brand associations will 
have a positive effect on consumers‟ level 
of brand affect. 

Supported Supported 

H4: The strength of brand associations will 
not have a direct effect on consumers‟ level 
of brand resonance. 

Supported Supported 

H5: Consumers‟ perception of brand 
superiority will have a positive effect on 
their level of brand affect. 

Supported Supported 

H6: Consumers‟ perception of brand 
superiority will have a direct effect on their 
level of brand resonance.  

Not supported Not supported 

H7: Consumers‟ level of brand affect will 
have a positive effect on their level of 
brand resonance.  

Supported Supported 

 

Another interesting finding was the lack of a significant relationship between brand 

superiority and brand resonance. Instead, brand superiority impacted brand resonance indirectly 

via brand affect. This finding supports the theoretical contention put forth by Bagozzi (1992) that 

cognitive appraisals influence affective responses, which directly influence behavioral intentions. 

These results tend to suggest that a consumer‟s cognitive evaluations and emotional responses 

are linked; both of these responses must occur in order for there to be an impact on behavioral 

intentions toward a focal brand. Another important finding from the structural model was the 

significant amount of variance explained in brand resonance (79% for goods context; 88% for 

services context) by consumer variables (brand association, brand superiority, brand affect) in 

the model.  

In sum, Chapter 4 contains the data analysis procedures and findings from the pilot study 

and main study. The content of Chapter 5 will include a summary of the results, interpretation of 

key findings, practical implications of the results, limitations and directions for future research.  
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 CHAPTER FIVE  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Introduction 

 
The overall intent of this study was to construct and empirically test a consumer-based 

model of brand equity. In Chapter 4, the results for the pilot study and main study were reported. 

The results of the pilot study provided evidence supporting a new measure for brand associations 

in the goods and services context based upon a thought-listing procedure conducted with 

consumers. Brand resonance was shown to be a multi-dimensional construct in both contexts. 

Empirical support was found for the conceptualization and measurement of other constructs of 

interest (brand awareness, brand affect, brand superiority) in this study. The results of the main 

study showed that modifications were needed for the measurement model in both the goods and 

services context. Furthermore, the results of structural equation modeling confirmed the 

researcher‟s hypotheses regarding the relationship among the aforementioned constructs in this 

study. Based on these results, the interpretation of the results, practical implications, and 

limitations and directions for future research will be discussed.  

Discussion of Pilot Study Results 

Goods  

Brand associations. The results of the exploratory analysis indicated that brand 

associations were comprised of two dimensions: attributes and benefits. For the pilot study, when 

consumers thought about their favorite good (athletic footwear and automobiles), the majority of 

their thoughts focused on tangible (i.e. brand name, brand logo, price, name of a specific 

product) and experiential characteristics (performance from product use, comfort, enjoyment, 

quality). This finding makes sense both from a practical and research standpoint. When 

consumers evaluate different brands within the same product category, these items represents 

some of the thoughts that enter into the decision-making process. Consumers may use some of 

the attributes (i.e. brand name, price) as a heuristic to inform their subsequent behavior. Also, 

consumers may engage in an elaborative decision-making process where they weigh the 

functional benefits (i.e. enjoyment, comfort, quality) of the competing brands to arrive at a final 

decision, or they may utilize a combination of both.  
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The results provide some initial evidence to support Keller‟s (1993) conceptual 

interpretation of the brand association construct. Keller viewed brand associations as being 

comprised of three dimensions: attributes, benefits, and attitudes. In the context of this study, the 

conceptualization of a brand association does not include the attitudinal dimension. Consumer‟s 

attitudes toward brand associations are captured by the brand superiority and brand affect 

constructs. The finding that brand associations are comprised of attributes and benefits does 

make sense in this context.   

There were eight associations from the initial elicitation that were not retained after the 

exploratory factor analysis. Of particular note, the three items related to price (affordable, cheap, 

and expensive) did not load as a distinct factor. This result was surprising based on the purported 

importance of price in previous brand research (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993; Yoo et al., 2000). 

One of the price items loaded on the attribute factor which makes sense from a conceptual 

standpoint. Conceptually, price has been characterized as a non-product attribute of a brand 

(Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993).  For example, in the athletic footwear context, a brand such as Nike 

may draw connotations of “high” price from consumers while a brand such as Saucony may not 

activate any thoughts regarding price, or the brand may be associated with “low” price. In this 

example, price acts as an attribute of a brand. The decision was made to include a general price 

item as an attribute item for the main study. 

Besides the three price items (affordable, expensive, cheap), five other items did not load 

significantly. Three items (durability, style, design) represented functional attributes of a brand 

while two items (fun, good feelings from product use) were considered experiential benefits. It is 

relatively easy to explain why the two experiential benefits items “fell out” of the analysis. When 

making purchasing decisions regarding goods, consumers tend to focus more on tangible 

characteristics by comparison. By definition, goods are tangible objects that can be evaluated 

before purchasing. Therefore, “fun” and “good feelings from product use” may not represent 

associations that are generalizable across a myriad of goods. In regards to the three functional 

attribute items, it may be that those items represent more context specific thoughts as opposed to 

thoughts that are held across all goods contexts. This is especially true for the style and design 

items. Style and design may be more salient for goods that are “worn” by consumers or where 

the product will be evaluated by peers. 
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Brand resonance. The brand resonance construct was developed based upon the 

measurement suggestions put forth by Keller (2003). Keller proposed that brand resonance is 

comprised of four dimensions: attitudinal attachment, sense of community, behavioral loyalty, 

and active engagement. As explained in Chapter 2, attitudinal attachment was not included as a 

dimension of brand resonance in this study. Since brand resonance has not been operationalized 

in previous research, the decision was made to conduct an exploratory factor analysis to 

determine the dimensionality of the construct. The results in the goods context suggested that 

brand resonance was comprised of two factors: active engagement and behavioral loyalty. This 

finding was in direct contrast to the conceptualization put forth by Keller (2003). Therefore, the 

EFA model was compared to a competing model based upon Keller‟s conceptualization. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was used to assess the two models. The results indicated that 

“Keller‟s” model was a better fit to the data. The decision was made to utilize the “Keller‟s” 

model for the main study in the goods context. 

Three items in the goods context were not utilized in the main study. Two active 

engagement items (“I am proud to have others know that I am a consumer of my favorite brand” 

and “I would recommend my favorite brand to others”) and one sense of community item (“I feel 

a deep connection with other consumers of my favorite brand”) were not retained from the pilot 

study due to their cross-loading with the other dimension (“recommend” and “proud” items) and 

low factor loadings (“connection” item). In the case of the “recommend” and “proud” items, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the wording of the items may have caused the cross-loading with the 

sense of community dimension. Both items focus on “others” in the wording and as a result, this 

focus on other consumers may have led to the relationship with the sense of community 

dimension.  

In regards to the “connection” item, it simply did not work as a statement representing 

community. This may be explained by the fact that automobile and athletic footwear consumers 

may not feel a deep connection with other consumers of the same brand.  For example, 

McAlexander et al. (2002) found the existence of a brand community in the automobile context 

but it was in relation to a specific brand (Jeep). It may be that a deep “connection” with 

consumers in the goods context is brand specific and not something that can be generalized 

across all goods (e.g., automobile) brands. As a result, respondents may not have perceived a 

strong connection to other consumers of these goods. For future research, the “proud” and 
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“recommend” items should be reworded while the “connection” item may only work in certain 

brand contexts that foster a strong social bond among consumers. 

Other constructs of interest. There are some important findings from the pilot study in 

regards to the other constructs of interest - brand awareness, brand affect, and brand superiority. 

For brand awareness, the item “when someone talks about athletic shoes, my favorite brand 

comes to mind” was dropped due to its low item-to-total correlation. There are two possible 

explanations for this finding. First, unlike the other brand awareness items, this item had not 

been tested empirically in previous studies. For example, the other brand awareness items were 

modified from a scale created by Yoo et al. (2000). Second, the wording of the item may lead to 

some confusion on behalf of the respondents. The use of the word “athletic shoe” in the item 

may have unintentionally biased some of the responses. There were a number of respondents 

who did not list an “athletic” shoe brand as their favorite brand. Therefore, their favorite shoe 

brand would not come to mind when someone talks about athletic shoes.  

There was one brand superiority item that was dropped due to a low item-to-total 

correlation. The item “my favorite brand is different than its competitors” was intended to 

capture a key aspect of branding: differentiation. The idea of differentiation was captured by the 

“different” and “unique” items. Unlike the other superiority items, the “different” item was not 

created based upon the measurement suggestions put forth by Keller (2003). Keller identified 

ideas such as uniqueness, superiority, quality, value, and advantages as key aspects of brand 

superiority. The researcher and two sport marketing experts created the “different” item. The 

brand superiority findings in the pilot study are reasonable when viewed in that light. Also, the 

removal of the “different” item does not fundamentally alter the measure of brand superiority 

and as a result, the decision was made to drop the item from subsequent analysis.  

Services  

 Brand associations. The results indicated that three distinct factors were identifiable. 

Similar to the goods context, two factors were labeled attributes and benefits. A third factor 

emerged that included items specifically pertaining to characteristics of service employees. 

Further analysis and context comparison revealed some interesting differences. 

 First, the items that represent the benefits factor in the services context differ from the 

goods context. The factor is comprised of the items socializing with friends/family, excitement, 

and fun, while the goods context contains items such as comfort, performance, and quality. This 
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illustrates a key difference between the two contexts as it relates to the benefits from product 

consumption. Respondents thought of experiential benefits in relation to their favorite service 

brands, and they thought of tangible benefits for their favorite goods brands. This finding is 

intuitive when the differences between goods and services are considered. The experience is a 

key characteristic of services while tangible properties and functionality are key characteristics 

of goods. The service context focuses on the experience while most goods focus on the 

functionality of their products. 

 The lack of an identifiable price dimension was consistent across both contexts. One 

price item (“affordable”) loaded significantly on the attribute factor in both contexts. This 

finding provides additional evidence for Keller‟s (1993) contention that price is a key non-

product related attribute of a brand. Therefore, to remain consistent with the goods context, a 

general price item was added to the attribute factor for services context in the main study.  

 Finally, a key difference between both contexts was the thoughts that respondents held 

toward service employees. In the context of service brands, the front-line employee plays a key 

role in shaping customers‟ perception of the brand. The findings from the pilot study reinforced 

this belief because respondents indicated that characteristics of the service employee were some 

of the most salient thoughts they held toward their favorite service brand. 

 There were some brand associations that did not significantly load on a distinct factor. 

For example, there were a number of items that characterized the service atmosphere (i.e. fun, 

friendly, relaxing) that were commonly held brand associations. Yet, when subjected to the EFA, 

these items did not load as a distinct factor. A possible explanation for this finding was the 

existence of other visceral items (fun, excitement, enjoyment) that adequately captured this 

notion and were not distinct from the atmosphere. Furthermore, a few of the items - 

entertainment, relaxation, and quality - did not load significantly on the benefits dimension as 

expected.  

Particular associations may not have been salient among respondents because the pilot 

study focused on the restaurant context. For example, entertainment and relaxation may not be 

salient thoughts that consumers held for their favorite restaurant brand. Some restaurants do not 

focus on entertainment while others include games, flat screen televisions, and other amenities 

intended to “entertain” patrons. Furthermore, relaxation may not be a salient thought held for a 

majority of restaurants. Some restaurants may create a service environment that consumers 
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would categorize as “relaxing” but many other restaurants are crowded and noisy which is not 

conducive to a relaxing atmosphere. This may explain why relaxation and entertainment did not 

load significantly on the benefits dimension as expected.  

Brand resonance. The pilot study findings regarding brand resonance suggested that 

service brand resonance is comprised of two distinct dimensions: active engagement and sense of 

community. The items that comprise active engagement included the behavioral loyalty items 

and the initial items thought to comprise active engagement. This finding indicates there is not a 

perceptible difference between behavioral loyalty and active engagement from a measurement 

perspective. Conceptually, this makes sense when you examine the individual items and overall 

meaning of each dimension. The behavioral loyalty items were constructed based on some of the 

most commonly utilized behavioral intention items (recommendation, willingness to pay a 

premium price, willingness to accept brand extension, loyalty) while active engagement was 

intended to capture the level of “daily connectedness” that consumers share with their favorite 

brand. These activities may include visiting the brand website, learning more about the brand, 

and talking with others regarding the brand. Subjectively, these items are related to one another. 

Both dimensions were intended to capture the time and effort that consumers spend on behalf of 

their favorite brand. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that these items would load together and 

form a single dimension. In this case, the decision was made to label this dimension active 

engagement. 

 In regards to the sense of community dimension, previous research has shown that 

“consumption communities” commonly form around certain brands (Boorstin, 1974; Shouten & 

McAlexander, 1995). This indicates that certain brands have the ability to facilitate interaction 

and relationships among their respective consumers. The results of the pilot study indicate that 

the social interaction of consumers of the same brand is a behavior that is distinct from their 

active engagement. This is an important finding from a managerial standpoint. It indicates that 

there are multiple levels of consumers‟ behavioral intentions. On the one hand, consumers are 

willing to remain “actively engaged” with their favorite brand through a series of behavioral 

intentions such as visiting the brand‟s website, talking with others about the brand, learning more 

about the brand, and seeking out news and information regarding the brand.  At the same time, 

they are also building and maintaining connections among consumers, forming virtual and actual 

communities of consumption.  
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Understanding the myriad consumer behavioral outcomes tied to brand building-efforts is 

important for several reasons. First, previous attempts to empirically link sources of brand equity 

(i.e. brand associations) to consumer behavioral outcomes is sparse (see Bauer et al., 2008; Funk 

& Gladden, 2001). In the aforementioned work, one study focused on attitudinal loyalty (Funk & 

Gladden) while the other focused on behavioral loyalty (Bauer et al., 2008). The current study 

included behavioral loyalty items and also measured the active engagement of consumers on 

behalf on their favorite brand. This is important because it shows that brand building efforts can 

lead consumers to engage in an intense, active level of loyalty which is characterized by a set of 

activities engendered by this loyalty. Keller (2003) characterizes this type of loyalty as “the 

willingness of consumers to invest time, energy, money, and other resources in the brand beyond 

purchase or consumption” (p.93). This study illustrates that this type of loyalty may be 

engendered by a brand. 

The fact that consumers are willing to engage with one another was another important 

finding in the behavioral outcome context. In the brand literature, no previous studies have 

investigated the impact of brand building efforts on the formation and maintenance of brand 

communities. Brand community integration has been shown to provide numerous benefits to 

organizations mainly by enhancing the level of consumer loyalty (McAlexander & Schouten, 

2002; McAlexander & Kim, 2003; Muniz & O‟Guinn, 2001). By showing that sources of brand 

equity influence consumers‟ willingness to form relationships with other brand consumers, this 

study provides further evidence of the importance of brand building to organizations. For the 

main study, brand resonance was comprised and measured by two dimensions: sense of 

community and active engagement.  

Other constructs of interest. Brand awareness was measured by five items, most were 

adapted from a scale developed by Yoo et al. (2000). One item, “among its competitors, I know 

what my favorite brand looks like” exhibited an extremely low item-to-total correlation (.392) 

and was subsequently dropped from further analysis. The reasoning for this low level of 

reliability may lie in the difference between traditional packaged goods branding and service 

branding. Berry (2000) suggested that with packaged goods, the product is the primary brand 

while the company is the primary brand with service products. There is a considerable lack of 

tangibility with service branding and therefore, more is left up to the “consumer‟s imagination.” 

The dropped item for the services context asked the respondent what a service brand “looks 
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like.” For a good, this may be a relatively simple exercise; however, the services context does 

not have the same level of tangibility. As a result, respondents may not know what a service 

brand looks like. This is a plausible explanation for why this item may lack consistency in 

measuring brand awareness. 

 In a similar vein, there was a single brand superiority item that did not exhibit a high 

level of consistency from a measurement perspective. The item “my favorite brand is very 

unique” had a low item-to-total correlation (.408) and was removed from further analysis. In the 

goods context, there was a measurement issue with the “different” item. This item is similar in 

nature to the “unique” item. Both items are attempting to capture the level of differentiation of 

the brand, a key concept in building brand superiority. As noted with brand awareness, a similar 

explanation can be utilized for the lack of consistency with this item. Zeithaml (1981) indicated 

that brand development is key for services due to the inherent difficulty of differentiation since 

there is no “physical difference” among services brands. Therefore, in this context, respondents 

may be able to view service brands as “different” but may not consistently be able to rate their 

favorite service brand as “unique”.  

 Finally, one item in the brand affect dimension did not exhibit a high level of reliability. 

The item “I have a strong affection for my favorite brand” had a low item-to-total correlation 

(.323), yet did not exhibit the same psychometric properties in the goods context. On the surface, 

this finding makes no conceptual sense. Due to the experiential and visceral nature of service 

brands, this seems to be an appropriate measurement item. One possible explanation for this 

finding may be the type of product chosen for the pilot data administration. For the goods 

context, respondents were asked to list their favorite athletic footwear brand, and they were 

asked to list their favorite restaurant brand in the services context. Perhaps, there was a greater 

level of experience with the goods brand (consumers utilize a pair of athletic shoes on perhaps a 

daily basis, compared to eating infrequently at the same restaurant) which influenced how they 

responded to the items. Also, the pilot sample (undergraduate students in physical education 

courses) may have influenced the results. Generally speaking, undergraduate students may have 

a greater affinity for athletic footwear brands than restaurant brands due to access and 

experience. They may not frequent a favorite restaurant enough to warrant a “strong affection” 

for the brand while they most likely have had a considerable amount of consumption experience 

with their favorite athletic footwear brand.  
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 Overall, the pilot study yielded some intriguing results. Unexpectedly, in both the goods 

and services context, brand resonance was not comprised of the three dimensions (behavioral 

loyalty, sense of community, and active engagement) as modified for this study and described by 

Keller (2003). Instead, consumers displayed two distinct set of behavioral intentions toward their 

favorite brand: active engagement with the brand and community interaction. Behavioral loyalty 

and active engagement were not found to be distinct dimensions of brand resonance. Consumers‟ 

willingness to pay premium price, recommend the brand to others, and buy branded merchandise 

can be considered methods to remain “actively engaged” with the brand in both contexts. 

Additionally, it was found that strong brands have the ability to foster a social connection among 

brand consumers. Sense of community was found to be a second distinct dimension of brand 

resonance.  

 The findings in regards to brand associations were novel as well. Since this was the first 

study to construct general brand association measures for goods and services, the results 

represent the first foray into “uncharted” territory. Consumers held two categories of thoughts for 

goods‟ brands (attributes and benefits) while service brand associations were comprised of three 

categories (attributes, benefits, and service). As expected, goods brand associations tended to 

focus more on the tangible, functional attributes of the product while service brand associations 

focused on the intangible, experiential aspects of the service. For the main study, the brand 

resonance and brand association measures along with the other constructs of interest will be 

assessed for how accurately the operationalizatons reflect the respective constructs. The 

relationships among the constructs will be assessed in relation to the research hypotheses in this 

study. 

Discussion of Main Study Results 

 The primary objectives of the main study were to assess the construct validity of the 

measurement model and to examine the research hypothesis through structural equation 

modeling. For the main study, respondents were provided an athletic footwear brand (Nike) for 

the goods context and a professional sport team brand (New York Yankees) for the services 

context. The same group of respondents completed the survey questionnaire which included 

items for both the goods and services context. The content of this section will begin with an 

assessment of the measurement model for the goods and services context, followed by an 

examination of the structural model in relation to the research hypotheses.  
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Measurement Model 

Goods. For the main study (N=394), modifications were made to the measurement model 

due to poor model fit and problems with specific items. For the brand awareness construct, the 

item “When I think of athletic shoes, the Nike brand comes to mind quickly” exhibited a low 

factor loading (.584) as well as a considerable cross-loading (modification indices > than 1) with 

the brand affect and brand superiority dimensions. The brand affect item “I admire the Nike 

brand” had a significant cross-loading with the active engagement dimension of brand resonance. 

For the active engagement dimension of brand resonance, two items, “I am willing to buy 

merchandise or apparel with Nike‟s logo on it” and “I am willing to recommend the Nike brand 

to others” exhibited relatively low factor loadings, high residuals with items in the brand affect 

dimension, and cross-loaded with brand affect.  

 There are a few reasons for these problematic items. First, the wording of the problematic 

brand awareness item was substantially different than the related items. The other three items 

were measuring the “brand recognition” aspect of brand awareness while the problematic item 

was intended to measure “brand recall.” Scholars have suggested that brand recall is a more 

difficult marketing objective to attain than simple recognition (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993). This 

may suggest that brand recall has a relationship with brand affect and brand superiority that 

brand recognition does not share, and possibly explains the significant cross-loading. 

 The brand affect item and two brand resonance items share a common problem from a 

measurement perspective. The results indicate that brand affect and brand resonance lack 

discriminant validity. The fact that there is a significant relationship between a brand affect item 

and brand resonance is not difficult to imagine. Similarly, the two brand resonance items seem to 

share a relationship with the brand affect construct. Therefore, in order to attain an acceptable 

model fit and lessen the degree of similarity between the two constructs, the decision was made 

to drop the problematic brand affect item and the two brand resonance items.  

 Convergent and discriminant validity were assessed utilizing Fornell and Larcker‟s 

(1981) average variance extracted formula. For the goods context, the AVE scores for all of the 

higher order factors (brand awareness, brand association, brand superiority, brand affect, brand 

resonance) exceeded the recommended threshold of .50, showing evidence of convergent 

validity. However, one of the second-order factors of brand association, attribute, had an AVE 

score of .47. Upon further examination, three of the items (price, brand logo, brand name) had 
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factor loadings below .60. The other item (name of specific product) had a factor loading of .633, 

still low in comparison to the items in the benefit dimension of brand association. This finding is 

somewhat surprising due to the fact that respondents were answering questions while thinking 

about one of the most recognizable brand names and logos in the athletic footwear industry 

(Nike). Recognizing this is the first study to directly elicit brand associations in the goods 

context, preliminary findings indicate that in the athletic footwear context, respondents were less 

concerned with the non-product attributes (brand imagery) and more concerned with the 

functional benefits.  

 To put these results in context, Keller (2003) described two different types of brand 

meaning within the consumer-based brand equity pyramid: brand performance and brand 

imagery. From the results of this study, it is clear that the brand performance (benefit) aspect of 

the brand association measure has been accurately measured. However, the brand imagery 

(attribute) aspect of the brand association measure needs further refinement. Further refinement 

of the measure may involve the elicitation of more associations from other athletic footwear 

brands. Brand imagery is a diverse idea by nature. Consumers may hold a bevy of associations 

about what the brand image means to them. Unlike brand performance, where satisfying 

consumers‟ needs through the product is fairly straightforward, brand imagery may involve who 

uses the brand (user profile), how and when the brand is used (usage situation), what the brand is 

or does (brand personality), and what has happened to the brand over time (brand history or 

heritage). When taken together, the attributes dimension of brand association (brand imagery) 

may involve a diverse set of associations that we may not be able to capture by focusing on one 

brand in one product category. This is one explanation as to why there was not strong evidence 

of convergent validity for the attribute dimension of brand association.  

To provide evidence of discriminant validity, all the AVE scores were compared with the 

squared multiple correlations among the related constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). All of the 

constructs exhibited evidence of discriminant validity with the exception of brand affect and 

brand resonance. The squared multiple correlation (.92) between the two constructs was greater 

than their respective AVE scores (.77 & .75). A possible explanation for this result lies in 

Keller‟s conceptualization of brand resonance. Keller (2003) indicated that attitudinal attachment 

should be considered a dimension of brand resonance. In the context of this study, brand affect 

(conceptually related to attitudinal attachment) is positioned as a construct separate from brand 
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resonance. This may explain the lack of discriminant validity between the two constructs. 

Although this result indicates a lack of discriminant validity between brand resonance and brand 

affect, an examination of the specific items and conceptual meaning of the two constructs 

indicates they are distinct. Brand affect is intended to measure the consumer‟s emotional 

response to a given brand while brand resonance measures the consumer‟s intentions and actions 

on behalf of the brand. 

Examination of Keller‟s consumer-based brand equity pyramid reinforces this 

interpretation. Although attitudinal attachment is considered a dimension of brand resonance, 

another part of the pyramid includes brand feelings. Brand feelings are a consumer‟s emotional 

response and reaction to a particular brand (Keller, 2003). Referring to the brand affect section of 

Chapter 2, the conceptual underpinnings of brand affect are in direct alignment with Keller‟s 

conceptualization of brand feelings. However, Keller also uses words such as “love”, “pleasure”, 

and “completely satisfied” to describe attitudinal attachment. These words can also be utilized to 

describe brand affect as well. In the context of this study, a difference was not discerned at the 

conceptual level, thus attitudinal attachment was not operationalized as a distinct dimension of 

brand resonance. Therefore, future research in this area needs to differentiate the concepts of 

brand affect and attitudinal attachment as they relate to the pyramid.  

Services. For the main study (N=394), some modifications were made to the 

measurement model due to poor fit and a problem with a specific item. For the brand awareness 

construct, the item “I can recognize the New York Yankees among other competing teams” 

exhibited a low factor loading (.147). One possible explanation for the low factor loading may be 

due to the awkward wording of the item. The item reads “I can recognize the New York 

Yankees” but it is unclear as to what the “New York Yankees” may represent. It may include the 

team logo, colors, players or other aspect of the brand in relation to the competition. None of the 

other items suffered from this lack of clarity or forced respondents to think of what the “New 

York Yankees” represents. Therefore, a modification of the wording of this item (i.e. “recognize 

the New York Yankees logo”) is necessary to alleviate this potential confusion on behalf of 

respondents. Unlike the goods context, this was the only services item that suffered from a low 

factor loading, low residual or significant cross-loading with other constructs.  

 Convergent and discriminant validity were assessed utilizing Fornell and Larcker‟s 

(1981) average variance extracted formula. For the services context, the AVE scores all of the 
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higher order factors (brand awareness, brand association, brand superiority, brand affect, brand 

resonance) exceeded the recommended threshold of .50. This showed evidence of convergent 

validity. One of the second-order factors of brand association, attribute, had an AVE score of .64. 

Upon further examination of the specific items, three of the items (price, brand logo, brand 

name) had factor loadings below .60. The other item (team colors) had a factor loading of .619, 

still low in comparison to the items in the benefit dimension of brand association.  

This finding is not a surprise in the services context. Berry (2000) contended that service 

brands lack the same level of tangibility as goods. Given the intangible nature of service brands, 

some of the brand attributes are not “front and center” in the mind of consumers. In the goods 

context, the brand logo, colors, and name can be manipulated by the presentation of the product. 

Many traditional brands in the goods context directly compete (i.e. in the same store and/or next 

to each other on the shelf) with other goods in the same category where the brand attributes act 

as a heuristic or non-verbal cue that induces product consumption (Maheswaran, Mackie, & 

Chaiken, 1992). The simplest example of the brand-heuristic effect is illustrated by consumers in 

a supermarket. Consumers face a myriad of competing brands in the same product category and 

in some cases, there are indiscernible differences among products on the shelves. Therefore, a 

strong brand may be the only discernable characteristic of the product and acts as a “lighthouse” 

that guides consumers‟ purchase decision.  

Brand attributes, however, do not operate in the same manner in the services context. For 

example, sport team brands do not directly compete with one another in the same manner as 

many traditional goods. Sport consumers do not select a team based upon their visceral reaction 

to the brand attributes. Instead, brand attributes (logo, name, colors) act as a source of 

identification for fans, whereas fans wear the logo and colors of their favorite team brand to 

connect with a team and for social identification purposes (Underwood, et al., 2001).   

In this study items that measure brand attributes were problematic in both contexts. Based 

on the results, it is clear that the brand performance (benefit) aspect of the brand association 

measure has been accurately measured. This is especially true in the experiential-dominated 

services context. However, the brand imagery (attribute) aspect of the brand association measure 

needs additional work. Further refinement of the measure may involve the elicitation of more 

associations from other sport team brands. 
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All of the AVE scores were compared with the squared multiple correlations among the 

related constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) to provide evidence of discriminant validity. All of 

the constructs exhibited evidence of discriminant validity with the exception of brand affect and 

brand resonance. The squared multiple correlation (.92) between the two constructs was greater 

than their respective AVE scores (.85 & .84). As detailed in the goods context, brand affect and 

brand resonance exhibit a strong correlation yet can be distinguished by examining Keller‟s 

(2005) description of brand feelings and by an examination of the operationalization of the two 

constructs in this study.  

The results of the confirmatory factor analysis in both contexts revealed that the 

measurement models represented a good fit to the data. Between the two contexts, the services 

measurement model required less item modification than the goods context. This is consistent 

with the results of the pilot study where minimal item modification was conducted in the services 

context. Finally, consistent across both contexts, there may be a lack of discriminant validity 

between brand affect and brand resonance. However, these two constructs are conceptually 

distinct upon an examination of the items and of their respective operational definitions. The 

confirmation of the measurement models was necessary in order to assess the structural model in 

both contexts in relation to the research hypotheses.  

Structural Model 

Goods. In order to examine the structural model in this study, the measurement model 

must exhibit acceptable fit, which was achieved based on the results of the confirmatory factor 

analysis. Before an examination of the research hypotheses, the overall fit of the structural model 

to the data must be established. For the goods context, all of the global fit indices indicated that 

the model was an acceptable fit to the data with the exception of the Tucker-Lewis Index (.897) 

which was only slightly below the .90 threshold. Although this index fell below the 

recommended criterion, it is important to note that establishing adequate model fit involves 

amassing multiple pieces of global fit evidence, which was achieved in the goods context.  

 The research hypotheses were assessed based upon the significance of the path 

coefficients in the structural model. In regards to the effect of brand awareness on brand 

association (H1), the path coefficient (β21 = .568; p< .01) indicated that brand awareness had a 

significant effect on brand associations. There is a significant amount of evidence in the 

literature that supports this finding. Scholars have posited that consumers must first be aware of a 
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brand before forming associations about the target brand (Keller, 1993; Ross, 2006; Ross et. al., 

2008). However, this is one of the few studies to operationalize the two constructs and 

empirically examine their proposed relationship. This finding provides evidence supporting the 

lower portion of Keller‟s (2003) consumer-based brand equity pyramid in that brand salience 

(brand awareness) must be achieved before consumers attach meaning (brand associations) to the 

brand.   

 The relationship between brand associations and the other constructs of interest in this 

study (brand superiority, brand affect, brand resonance) were the focus of the next three research 

hypotheses (H2, H3, H4,). It was found that brand association had a direct, significant effect on 

consumer‟s perception of brand superiority (β32 = .772; p< .01) and brand affect (β42 = .162; 

p<.05). As expected, brand associations had a significant effect on consumer‟s perception of 

brand superiority. This finding reinforces Keller‟s (1993) assertion that brand associations need 

to be considered in relation to their ability to influence brand evaluations. There are few studies 

that have examined the relationship between brand associations and consumer‟s overall cognitive 

evaluation of the brand. The work by Faircloth et al. (2001) was one of the first studies to argue 

that brand associations influenced a consumer‟s cognitive evaluation (brand attitudes) yet their 

final structural model did not empirically test this relationship. This finding reinforces the ideas 

in the consumer-based brand equity pyramid that brand associations directly influence a 

consumer‟s cognitive evaluation of the brand.  

 Brand associations were also found to significantly affect a consumer‟s emotional 

response to the brand (brand affect). This is the first study to empirically link these two 

constructs. Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) examined impact of hedonic and utilitarian product 

value on brand affect. Although these two types of value are not directly related to brand 

associations, the conceptual basis for the proposed relationship is similar. In this study, 

consumers held both functional and hedonic thoughts toward different brands of goods. These 

thoughts influenced how they felt about the brand, similar to the relationship being tested by 

Chaudhuri and Holbrook. Overall, the implications of linking brand associations and brand affect 

are significant. In many ways, this finding provides an initial answer the Marketing Science 

Institute‟s (2008) call for more research regarding the understanding of the emotional 

components of brands. Furthermore, it is significant to understand that brand associations 

influence both the cognitive evaluation and emotional response of consumers to a given brand. 
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These findings should emphasize to marketing practitioners the importance of creating strong, 

lasting, and favorable brand associations.  

 It was also interesting to note that brand associations shared a stronger relationship with 

brand superiority than brand affect. For the most part, research has directly related brand 

associations to loyalty or to an overall cognitive evaluation of the brand (i.e. brand image or 

brand attitudes). Faircloth et al. (2001) posited that brand associations influenced the overall 

image that consumers‟ hold for a brand indirectly by affecting their attitudes toward the target 

brand. Keller (1993) noted the important role that brand associations played in the formation of 

overall brand knowledge. In both cases, brand associations were directly related to other 

cognitive evaluations of a brand. It should not be surprising that brand associations had a greater 

impact on consumers‟ cognitive evaluations than their affective responses to a given brand. To 

explain the significant but weak relationship between brand associations and brand affect, it is 

necessary to examine the composition of the brand association measure in the goods context. 

Most of the association items in the goods context can be characterized as tangible, functional 

thoughts regarding the brand unlike visceral, experiential thoughts that were evident in the 

services context. Consequently, the functional, tangible thoughts are more likely to influence 

how people think about the brand (brand superiority) as opposed to how they feel about the 

brand (brand affect).  

 However, it is noteworthy to point out that these findings further illustrate the importance 

of brand associations from marketing standpoint. Not only do brand associations significantly 

impact consumers‟ cognitive evaluations of a brand but also they also directly relate to their 

affective responses. Previous research has not been able to directly relate brand associations and 

brand affect in this manner.   

 Another important finding in this study was the confirmation of the relationship between 

brand associations and brand resonance (H4). A common misconception in brand research has 

been the postulation that brand associations directly influence a consumer‟s behavioral intentions 

and loyalty toward a brand. Conceptually and empirically, brand associations have been related 

to brand loyalty by numerous authors (Aaker, 1996; Bauer et al., 2005; 2008; Funk & Gladden, 

2001; Ross, 2006; Yoo et al., 2000). The reasoning behind these findings relates to the 

conceptualization of brand associations. A few authors tended to combine consumer‟s thoughts 

regarding a brand (brand associations) and their evaluation of these thoughts (brand attitudes), 
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while others provided a blanket statement that brand associations directly influenced brand 

loyalty. However, an examination of the definition of brand associations led to the incongruent 

findings in this study. Brand associations are mere thoughts that consumers hold toward a brand 

(Aaker, 1996). Although Keller contends that brand attitudes are a type of brand association, this 

is not the interpretation that was utilized in this study. When consumers‟ brand associations were 

elicited in this study, they did not contain an evaluative component (i.e. “quality” instead of 

“good or bad quality”). This led to the interpretation that the evaluation of brand associations 

occurred at a later stage and was not a specific type of brand association.  

This conceptualization had a direct impact on the relationship between brand association 

and brand resonance. There was a non-significant, direct relationship (β52 = 0.088; n.s.) between 

the two constructs. Since a direct effect between brand association and brand resonance was not 

established, a calculation of the indirect effects via brand superiority and brand affect was 

conducted. It was found that adding brand superiority and brand affect to the brand association-

brand resonance direct effect significantly increased the predictive power of brand associations 

on brand resonance. The indirect effects suggest that consumers‟ cognitive evaluations and 

affective responses are key ingredients influencing the effect of brand associations on 

consumers‟ behavioral intentions toward a specific brand.  

The results showed that brand superiority had a direct effect on brand affect (β43 = .707; 

p< .01) yet it did not have a direct effect on brand resonance (β53 = -.039; n.s.). Finally, brand 

affect had a significant relationship with brand resonance (B54 = 0.948; p< .01) as expected. 

There are a number of implications from these findings. First, cognitive evaluations of a brand 

(brand superiority) were found to directly influence affective responses (brand affect) yet brand 

superiority did not have direct effect on brand resonance as expected. This reinforced Bagozzi‟s 

(1992) cognitive appraisal-emotional response-behavioral intentions model which was the 

theoretical framework for the structural model. There has been considerable disagreement in the 

area of consumer behavior over the temporal and directional nature of cognitive and affective 

responses. Their differences have been investigated in a number of areas, most notably in the 

satisfaction and quality literature.  

These results reinforce the idea of an indirect effect of brand associations on brand 

resonance as detailed above. Additionally, the results of the cognitive-affective relationship 

reinforced some recent findings from the field of cognitive neuroscience. Although once 
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considered separate, independent processes, cognitive and affective responses have been found 

to operate concurrently within the structures and processes of the brain (Duncan & Feldman 

Barrett, 2007). It is important to note that humans can subjectively draw a distinction between 

thinking and feeling, however brain processes and structure indicate they operate concurrently by 

two mechanisms: reflexive and reflective systems (Deutsch & Strack, 2006). This relates to the 

results in this study in a few ways. First, this explains why brand superiority did not directly 

impact brand resonance as expected.  

Also, the fact that brand superiority did not directly affect brand resonance, rather it 

impacted brand resonance indirectly via brand affect is a significant finding to reinforce the 

aforementioned evidence from cognitive neuroscience. This indicates that cognitive evaluations 

(brand superiority) were dependent on affective responses in order to affect conative behavior.  

Without conscious awareness, cognitive and affective processes likely operate concurrently to 

impact a consumer‟s behavioral intentions.  

Overall, the results from the structural model in the goods context validate Keller‟s 

(2003) conceptualization of the consumer-based brand equity pyramid and the researcher‟s 

modifications. The structural model explains the complex process that consumers engage in 

when becoming loyal to a specific brand, starting with mere awareness and ending with the 

ultimate relationship that consumers share with the brand exhibited by individual effort, 

intentions, and social engagement. Further evidence of the viability of Keller‟s conceptualization 

was found when the model was tested in the services context.  

Services.  After establishing acceptable model fit for the measurement model, the 

structural model and research hypotheses were examined. The fit indices indicated the model fit 

the data well. In order to confirm the research hypotheses, an examination of the path 

coefficients was conducted. In the services context, the findings reinforced what was found in the 

goods context in regards to a confirmation or disconfirmation of the research hypotheses. All of 

the research hypotheses, with the exception of H6 (brand superiority        brand resonance) were 

confirmed. However, the size of some of the path coefficients differed in this context.  

 Specifically, the path coefficient between brand association and brand affect (.534; 

p<.01) was significantly greater in the services context in relation to the goods context (.162; 

p<.05). The reasoning for this difference is likely related to the inherent differences between 

goods and services, as well as the difference between brand association measures in each 
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context. The brand association measure in the services context contained items that related to the 

experiential and visceral benefits from product consumption (fun, excitement, enjoyment) while 

the goods measure contained mainly functional benefits (quality, comfort, performance). The 

associations that service consumers hold for their favorite brand should significantly influence 

their affective response to the brand. As Berry (2000) stated, “service companies build strong 

brands by performing their core product well…..by reaching their consumers emotionally” 

(p.130). This is especially relevant in the sport services realm, the context under examination in 

the main study (New York Yankees team brand). Gladden and Funk (2002) suggested that the 

importance of creating, maintaining, and augmenting brand associations is enhanced in the sport 

services context due to the experiential nature of the sport product. Due to the context, it stands 

to reason that brand associations disproportionately impacted brand affect in relation to the 

goods context. 

 Comparing the results of the services and goods structural models, another intriguing 

finding was discovered. Brand superiority played a much greater role in the goods model 

compared to the services context. Brand superiority has a greater influence on brand affect (.722) 

in the goods model compared to the relationship in the services model (.422). Although both path 

coefficients are significant, there are a few possible explanations for this difference. First, it is 

important to remember the inherent differences between the two brand contexts utilized. Brand 

superiority is a key concept in the goods concept where the physical differences and functional 

attributes are the key points of differentiation for goods brands. Therefore, the superiority items 

that emphasize value, quality, and uniqueness resonate with respondents and likely have a 

greater influence over their affective response to the brand. It can be construed that athletic 

footwear consumers are going to utilize these tangible cues to form their overall assessment of 

the brand and drive their affective response. These characteristics especially quality and 

uniqueness are not as emphasized in the sport services context. Sport consumers routinely remain 

loyal to team brands that are unsuccessful and are difficult to differentiate from other teams.  

 The core product of sport services is intangible, perishable, and inconsistent by nature, 

which poses challenges to the effective formation and management of brands in this context 

(Gladden et al., 1998). Furthermore, consumer‟s identification and affective response to the sport 

product is one of the most distinguishing features from a marketing perspective (Mullin et al., 

2007). With these differences in mind, it is understandable why brand superiority does not have 
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the same impact on brand affect in the services context. There are countless examples in 

spectator sport where sport consumers are affectively attached to teams yet realize that the team 

may not be of the highest quality, offer the most advantages, or offer the greatest value (all 

components of brand superiority). The Chicago Cubs have one of the most die-hard, loyal fan 

bases in all of professional sports even though the product quality has suffered significantly for 

decades. This may also explain why brand associations have a greater influence over brand affect 

in this context. Consumers‟ affective responses may be impacted more by the thoughts they hold 

for their favorite team brand, not necessarily by their cognitive evaluation of those thoughts. 

These are some possible explanations for the disparate findings between the two contexts.  

 The majority of the research hypotheses in this study were confirmed by examining the 

structural models in both contexts. In some cases, the results merely confirmed what has been 

posited by brand scholars previously (e.g., the relationship between brand awareness and brand 

associations). However, the results also added considerably to the body of literature by refuting 

previous findings regarding the role of brand associations in influencing consumer loyalty. The 

results of this study indicated that the process toward building brand resonance involves more 

than just constructing mere associations. Associations influence the cognitive evaluations and 

affective responses to the brand on behalf of consumers, which directly influence consumers‟ 

behavioral intentions toward the brand (brand resonance). 

 One of the more intriguing findings was the lack of a direct effect of brand superiority on 

brand resonance. A direct relationship between brand superiority and brand resonance was 

expected, as illustrated by aforementioned research hypothesis. This finding suggests that 

cognitive evaluations and affective responses work simultaneously to influence the degree to 

which a brand “resonates” with consumers. Consumers not only “think” about the associations 

they hold for a brand but they also evaluate their “feelings” about the brand before taking action 

on behalf of the brand. This finding illustrates the importance of emotions in the consumer 

decision-making process. Table 5.1 shows the how the results of this study reinforced or negated 

the research hypotheses in this study. From these results, it is important to put the findings of this 

study into context and suggest areas for future research. 
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TABLE 5.1 

Hypothesis Testing in Goods and Services Context 

Hypothesis Goods context Services context 

H1: Consumers‟ level of brand awareness 
will have a positive effect on the 
strength of brand associations they 
hold.  

Supported Supported 

H2: The strength of brand associations will 
have a positive effect on consumers‟ 
perception of brand superiority. 

Supported Supported 

H3: The strength of brand associations will 
have a positive effect on consumers‟ 
level of brand affect. 

Supported Supported 

H4: The strength of brand associations will 
not have a direct effect on consumers‟ 
level of brand resonance. 

Supported Supported 

H5: Consumers‟ perception of brand 
superiority will have a positive effect 
on their level of brand affect. 

Supported Supported 

H6: Consumers‟ perception of brand 
superiority will have a direct effect on 
their level of brand resonance.  

Not supported Not supported 

H7: Consumers‟ level of brand affect will 
have a positive effect on their level of 
brand resonance.  

Supported Supported 

 

Contributions of the Current Study 

The current study makes a contribution to the literature and marketing practice in several 

ways. First, preliminary measures of brand associations have been developed for goods and 

services. Previous measures of brand associations have shared some common characteristics. 

First, the majority of measures have focused solely on the services context, specifically in the 

realm of professional sport team brands (see: Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002; Ross et 

al., 2006). Second, other measures have combined constructs that are conceptually distinct (Yoo 

et al., 2000; brand awareness and brand associations) or have not elicited brand associations 

directly from consumers (Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002). The brand association 

measures in this study account for both of the aforementioned limitations. Brand associations 

were elicited directly from consumers for services and goods. The results are foundational 

measures that can be utilized in multiple product contexts. 
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 A second contribution to the literature was the construction of a general framework that 

relates well-established drivers of brand equity (brand awareness and brand associations) to 

consumer behavioral outcomes. Additionally, from a theoretical standpoint, the model in this 

study challenged the widely accepted notion that brand associations lead directly to behavioral 

outcomes. No previous studies have assessed the relationship among brand associations, 

consumers‟ cognitive and affective responses, and consumers‟ behavioral outcomes. The result 

of operationalizing Keller‟s (2003) consumer-based brand equity pyramid was to provide 

guidance to practitioners for brand-building. As Keller states “one CBBE application is in terms 

of brand tracking and providing quantitative measures of the success of brand-building efforts” 

(p.96). This model provides the initial reliability and validity evidence for a method for 

understanding how consumers understand, feel, and initiate effort in regards to a brand.  

 As a third contribution to the literature, this study lays the foundation for our 

understanding of how consumers perceive goods and services brands. First, it is proposed that 

consumers hold a different set of associations for each brand context. For goods brands, thoughts 

are likely to relate to tangible, functional aspects of the brand, while service brands are likely to 

elicit thoughts about the experiential and visceral components of the brand. Furthermore, the 

relationship among brand associations, brand superiority, and brand affect differs depending on 

the brand context. For services, brand associations are expected to have a greater impact on 

consumers‟ affective response to the brand while cognitive evaluations (brand superiority) 

should play a larger role in the goods context. The practical implications of this finding is clear. 

Traditional goods marketing needs to focus on enhancing the tangible and functional aspects of 

their brand while services marketers need to focus on the benefits of their brand and how those 

benefits will impact consumers‟ emotions.  

 The results of this study provide empirical evidence of the importance that brand 

associations play in the overall brand-building process. However, unlike previous research, this 

study has shown that brand associations directly influence consumers‟ cognitive evaluations and 

affective responses to the brand, not their behavioral intentions. Therefore, the model presented 

in this study provides a “brand barometer” for understanding how much progress a company has 

made in their attempts to manage and build its brand. Furthermore, this study has operationalized 

a new set of consumer behavioral outcomes. This study provides evidence that consumers 
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actively connect to brands on a regular basis as well as put forth effort to connect with other 

consumers on behalf of the brand.  

This finding has implications for brand managers and scholars alike. It illustrates the 

powerful effect that strong brands can have on consumers in that the strongest brands will 

empower consumers to act as brand “evangelists” or “missionaries” (Keller, 2003). Consumers 

of strong brands will be compelled to continually learn about the brand and share their beliefs 

about the brand with other consumers. Brand resonance also provides marketers with a tangible 

goal to achieve in regards to their brand-building activities. Marketers can assess the degree to 

which consumers are “actively engaged” with their brand as well as how much effort consumers 

are putting forth to connect with other current and potential consumers of the brand.  

From a practical standpoint, the results from both contexts highlight the importance of 

imparting brand associations into the mind of the consumer through marketing messages. For the 

goods context, it is important to highlight the functional attributes of the product and the 

organization should attempt to impact what consumers think about the brand. Marketers of goods 

products should highlight what aspects of the product are distinct from competitors. According to 

the model, this will impact perceptions of superiority of the brand by consumers. 

For services brands, it is important to highlight the experiential, visceral benefits of 

product consumption. Marketers should focus their communication content on how it feels to 

consume the product and how these feelings are different from competitor brands. The model 

suggests that these types of thoughts will impact how consumers feel about the brand, a critical 

link to impacting their behavioral intentions.  

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

 There were several limitations that may have influenced the results of the study. First, 

there are some concerns over the sampling technique and composition. For the main study, a 

convenience sample was obtained. The lack of random sampling severely limits the level of 

generalizability of the results. Because an unknown portion of the population is excluded from 

selection, the chances that the selected respondents represent the overall population are not 

known (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Secondly, the demographic characteristics of the sample 

presented a potential issue as well. There were a total of 787 respondents in the main study with 

a majority (63%) being represented by females. The two potential issues with this characteristic 
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relate to sample representativeness and the influence of gender differences on the results of the 

main study. 

 The main study examined consumer perceptions of a sport service brand (New York 

Yankees) and an athletic footwear brand (Nike). Therefore, the target population of interest in 

this study would be athletic footwear and sport service consumers. Since the majority of the 

sample is female, in order for the sample to be representative of the target population, the 

majority of athletic footwear and sport service consumers must be female. Previous research in 

these two contexts implies that this is not the case. Dietz-Uhler, Harrick, End, and Jacquemotte 

(2000) found that males had a greater interest in sports, spent more time watching sports on 

television, and possessed more knowledge on sports. However, males and females were equally 

likely to attend a sporting event. This indicates that the majority of sport service fans are not 

female thus the sample in this study may not be representative of sport service consumer 

population. 

 In regards to athletic footwear consumers, research on the demographic characteristics of 

consumers is sparse. Weindruch (2009) indicated that 54.7% of all athletic footwear purchases 

were made by female consumers. Female consumers‟ total market share in the athletic footwear 

context for 2007 and 2006 were 54.9% and 55.1% respectively. These statistics indicate that a 

majority of athletic footwear consumers may be female thus the sample for the main study may 

be a reasonable approximation of the females purchasing athletic footwear.  

 Another limitation of the study deals with the elimination of items in the pilot phase of 

the study. Potentially, those dropped items may have behaved differently with the main study 

sample and difference in service/goods brand utilization. Potentially, a different number of items 

may have loaded on the final factors if those items were not eliminated in the pilot phase. 

 A related limitation in the pilot phase of the study dealt with the choice of goods and 

services for the brand association elicitation. Initially, the goal was to create a separate brand 

association measure for the goods and services contexts that could be utilized in multiple product 

categories. To achieve this objective, brand associations for two goods and services brands were 

elicited directly from consumers to construct the aforementioned measure. However, two 

considerable problems were encountered during the process. First, the same respondents should 

have been used for both goods brands and services brands. Instead, a different set of respondents 

were utilized for automobiles and athletic footwear as well as for amusement parks and 
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restaurants. This decision may have played a role in the second limitation of the brand 

association measure development. There were a significant amount of thoughts that were not 

shared across both goods/services contexts. This limited the depth and breadth of the measure 

considerably. This calls into question the construct validity of the measure and these concerns 

were realized through an examination of the AVE scores of the brand attribute dimension for 

both contexts.  

 Another potential limitation was the lack of item congruency across both product 

contexts. For example, the items that constitute the brand awareness measure differ for the goods 

and services context. The same can be said for brand superiority, brand affect and brand 

resonance. Although some of the dropped items can be explained, there is a general lack of 

understanding regarding some of the findings. An explanation for this limitation lies in the lack 

of a significant body of brand research that compares and contrasts the goods and services 

setting. A lion‟s share of brand research has been conducted in the traditional manufactured 

goods context while only recently has service branding garnered a significant amount of research 

attention. Therefore, this study represents one of the first attempts to examine the process that 

consumers engage in to become loyal to a brand in both the goods and services context.  

 Finally, the decision to force consumers to focus on a specific good and service brand in 

the main study represents a potential limitation. The Nike brand was chosen for the goods 

context while the New York Yankees was chosen for the services context. Hypothetically, there 

is a chance that a number of respondents are not familiar with either brand, especially in the 

services context. From a data collection standpoint, the researcher did not seek out “Nike” 

customers or “Yankee” fans as a strategic objective. The overriding dominance of both brands in 

their respective product category may present a potential issue as well. This may be especially 

evident with the New York Yankees brand. Anecdotally, there is a lion‟s share of Major League 

Baseball fans that profess an intense hatred for everything associated with the New York 

Yankees team brand. This exists due to their extended dominance in the standings and their 

unlimited ability to outspend any other competing team. To a lesser degree, Nike has had its 

share of labor issues that have become a polarizing issue for the company. Due to the uncertainty 

with the population and the aforementioned issues, this may have significantly biased the 

respondents‟ evaluation of the survey questionnaire. 
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Conclusion 

Brand equity is a concept that has existed in marketing for a considerable period of time. 

Since Keller (1993) provided the seminal work on brand equity, there has been a considerable 

amount of progress made in regards to how consumers perceive, interpret, and become loyal to 

brands. The results from this study provide another crucial step in understanding how consumers 

think, feel, and act in response to goods and services brands. This study has provided a better 

understanding of the role that brand associations play in the brand-building process as well as the 

importance of consumer emotions. Additionally, this study provided initial evidence of the 

different strategies that should be involved in brand positioning between the goods and services 

context. For future research utilizing the consumer-based brand resonance model, there are some 

important considerations to be made. To achieve this, it is necessary to examine each “level” of 

the modified pyramid and provide suggestions for future improvement. 

At the base level, brand awareness (known as “brand salience” by Keller) in the final 

measurement model was represented by three items in both the goods and services context. From 

the initial five items in the pilot study, two items were dropped due to low factor loadings in each 

context. Since these items were modified from Yoo et. al. (2000), it may be necessary to further 

consider what exactly constitutes brand awareness. Keller (1993) contends that brand awareness 

is comprised of both brand recognition and brand recall. It is important to ensure that both of 

these dimensions are being measured. Few brand awareness measures have been utilized in an 

empirical study. Therefore, it may be necessary to reexamine the nomological network of this 

construct and determine if the current measure is adequately capturing the essence of the 

construct. However, the brand awareness measure in this study remained very consistent to the 

description of brand salience provided by Keller (2003) in the description of the pyramid.  

Unlike brand awareness, brand associations have been the subject of some previous 

empirical examinations. The current study encountered some considerable measurement issues 

with the brand association construct. The primary issue arose with the “attributes” dimension of 

the measure in both the goods and services context. The result is hardly surprising when we 

consider some of the key objectives of branding in general. This study attempted to create a 

“generalizable” measure of brand associations for both the goods and services context. However, 

it is important to consider what marketers are attempting to achieve with the brand attributes 

(name, logo, colors, price, imagery, personality) in a given product category: differentiation. One 
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of the primary methods to differentiate two products in the same category is through the tangible 

and intangible imagery. By this, it is meant that product developers and marketers utilize 

different imagery, names, colors, price, and packaging to make the product “stand out”. This has 

a considerable effect on any attempt to create a brand association measure, especially one where 

we are attempting to generalize across all goods or services and specifically when it comes to 

attributes. This may explain why the so many of the attribute items dropped out in the pilot study 

and the lack of variance explained in the main study.  

There are two potential solutions to this issue. First, brand association measures should 

only be created to measure brands at a specific product category level. For example, this study 

could have simply picked one goods context (athletic footwear) and one service context 

(professional sport team) for the brand association measure. A second solution for future 

research would be to construct a brand association measure based upon Keller‟s (1993) 

operational definition of the construct. The scale would measure consumers‟ overall image of the 

brand according to the three characteristics of brand associations: strength, favorability, and 

uniqueness. The main limitation of this measure would be that consumers‟ thoughts are not 

directly involved in the measurement construction.  

Keller (2003) viewed the second level of the pyramid as being comprised of two 

characteristics: brand performance and brand imagery. The brand association measure in this 

study incorporated both of these dimensions. Brand performance was captured by the “benefits” 

dimension of brand associations while brand imagery was captured by the “attributes” 

dimension. However, some of the aspects of brand imagery were not completely captured in this 

study. Keller made specific mention of brand characteristics such personality, values, history, 

and heritage as key parts of the imagery as well as the perception of others who use the brand. 

These aspects of the “imagery” were not measured in this context. Future research incorporating 

the suggestions above may be able to elicit these characteristics from consumers and use them in 

future measures. 

In regards to brand superiority and brand affect, these measures accurately reflected the 

description put forth by Keller in the pyramid. When Keller described consumers‟ cognitive 

evaluations, he utilized terms such as quality, credibility, consideration, and superiority. As 

stated in Chapter 2, brand superiority was utilized as the “cognitive evaluation” measure for the 

pyramid. In both contexts, this measure displayed strong psychometric properties. For future 
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research, the brand superiority measure put forth in this study can be utilized when attempting to 

measure consumers cognitive evaluations of a given brand.  

There was only one significant weakness with the brand affect measure in this study. 

Keller (2003) positioned brand feelings at the third level of the pyramid yet he also described a 

very similar idea known as “attitudinal attachment” at the top of the pyramid as a dimension of 

brand resonance. In this study, the decision was made to test brand affect at the third level of 

pyramid and not include attitudinal attachment as the fourth dimension of brand resonance. As 

indicated in the results, there was a lack of discrimnant validity between brand affect and brand 

resonance. Therefore, future research needs to further examine the placement of brand affect in 

the pyramid. Obviously, a model needs to be tested that includes brand affect as a dimension of 

brand resonance.  

In regards to brand resonance, the results indicated that consumers engage in many 

different behaviors on behalf of their favorite brands. Specifically, they stay “actively engaged” 

with the brand through a myriad of behaviors and they also act as “evangelists” for the brand by 

connecting with other consumers and imparting their love of the brand to others. As mentioned 

above, the primary question remaining at this level is whether brand affect should be considered 

part of resonance or something that occurs at a lower level of the pyramid. Future research 

should address this limitation of the current model in the goods and services context.  

It is important to note that this was one of the first attempts to operationalize Keller‟s 

consumer-based brand equity pyramid. Some of the measurement issues that were described 

above were not surprising due to some of the issues with the pyramid itself. Some aspects of the 

pyramid are not “conceptually” distinct from others (brand affect and brand resonance). 

However, what is certain is the fact that this model is very viable for brand practitioners as a 

“yardstick” to measure the progress of their brand-building efforts. Specifically, the model 

provides marketers with a “barometer” to determine what part of the pyramid their consumers 

have reached. Have they imparted strong thoughts about the brand to consumers? Do consumers 

feel that the brand is superior to its competitors? Has the brand affected the emotions of its 

consumers? Does the brand resonate with consumers to the degree that they are willing to exert 

time and effort on behalf of the brand? Do consumers feel compelled to connect socially with 

other brand consumers? These are all questions that can be answered by the model. Also, the 
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results of this study provide further evidence of what exactly constitutes brand equity from the 

consumers‟ perspective.  
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APPENDIX A   

 

GOODS THOUGHT LISTING FORM 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
     
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and Physical 
Education at Florida State University. I am conducting a research study that explores the thoughts and ideas 
that come to mind when individuals think about their favorite athletic shoe brand.  
 
This statement is a request for your participation in filling out the included thought-listing form. All participants 
must be 18 years of age or older. It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete this form. Your 
participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate, there will be no penalty or effect on your 
participation in the current academic course. 
  
The thought-listing form is anonymous. The results of this study may be published but neither your name nor 
your individual answers will be known. Only the researcher and advisor will be allowed to see your information. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Brian Gordon at (850)644-7903 or 
my advisor, Dr. Jeffrey James, at (850) 644-9214. If you have any questions about your rights as a participant 
in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects 
Committee, Institutional Review Board, through the Office of Research at (850) 644-8673. 
 
Return of the completed form will be considered your consent to participate. Thank you for your time. 
 
 

Brian Gordon 
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Please check or write in the appropriate response for the following items: 
 

Gender:   Female   Male 
 
 
Age:   years 
 
 
Classification:    Freshman   Sophomore 
 
   Junior   Senior 
 
   Graduate Student 
 
 
Race:   White/Caucasian   Black/African American 
 
   Native American   Latino/Hispanic 
 
   Asian/Pacific Islander 
 
   Other:       
 
 
Approximately, how many pairs of athletic shoes do you buy per year? 
 
 

0-1: ______     2-3: ______     4-5: ______     6 or more: ______ 
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Athletic Shoe Participant Survey 
 
We are interested in your thoughts and feelings about your Favorite Athletic Shoe Brand. Please write down the 
thoughts that come to mind when you think about your Favorite Athletic Shoe Brand. You should concentrate solely on 
your favorite athletic shoe brand and list your thoughts as completely as possible. When something comes to mind, write 
it down as quickly as possible. If you run out of space, continue on the back of the survey. Please do not censor your 
comments. We are interested in everything you think.  
Please list only one thought per box. 
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APPENDIX B   

 

SERVICES THOUGHT LISTING FORM 

 

 

 

 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
     
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and Physical 
Education at Florida State University. I am conducting a research study that explores the thoughts and ideas 
that come to mind when individuals think about their favorite brand of restaurant. 
 
This statement is a request for your participation in filling out the included thought-listing form. All participants 
must be 18 years of age or older. It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete this form. Your 
participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate, there will be no penalty or effect on your 
participation in the intramural program. 
  
The thought-listing form is anonymous. The results of this study may be published but neither your name nor 
your individual answers will be known. Only the researcher and advisor will be allowed to see your information. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Brian Gordon at (850)644-7903 or 
my advisor, Dr. Jeffrey James, at (850) 644-9214. If you have any questions about your rights as a participant 
in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects 
Committee, Institutional Review Board, through the Office of Research at (850) 644-8673. 
 
Return of the completed form will be considered your consent to participate. Thank you for your time. 
 
 

Brian Gordon 
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Please check or write in the appropriate response for the following items: 
 

Gender:   Female   Male 
 
 
Age:   years 
 
 
Classification:    Freshman   Sophomore 
 
   Junior   Senior 
 
   Graduate Student 
 
 
Race:   White/Caucasian   Black/African American 
 
   Native American   Latino/Hispanic 
 
   Asian/Pacific Islander 
 
   Other:       
 
 
Approximately, how many times have you been to a restaurant in the past month? 
 
Zero: ______      1-2: ______      3-4: _____      5 or more: ______ 
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Restaurant Participant Survey 
 
We are interested in your thoughts and feelings about your Favorite Brand of Restaurant. Please write down the 
thoughts that come to mind when you think about your Favorite Brand of Restaurant. You should concentrate solely on 
your favorite brand of restaurant and list your thoughts as completely as possible. When something comes to mind, write 
it down as quickly as possible. If you run out of space, continue on the back of the survey. Please do not censor your 
comments. We are interested in everything you think.  
Please list only one thought per box. 
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APPENDIX C  

 

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL 
 

Office of the Vice President For Research 
Human Subjects Committee 
Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742 
(850) 644-8673 · FAX (850) 644-4392 
 
APPROVAL MEMORANDUM 
 
Date: 5/22/2009 
 
To: Brian Gordon 
 
Address: Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and Physical Education, 
109 Tully Gym P.O. Box 3064280 Tallahassee, FL 32306-4280 
Dept.: SPORT MANAGEMENT 
 
From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair 
 
Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research 
Examining a model of consumer-based sport brand equity 
 
The application that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in the 
proposal referenced above have been reviewed by the Secretary, the Chair, and two members of 
the Human Subjects Committee. Your project is determined to be Exempt per 45 CFR § 
46.101(b)2 and has been approved by an expedited review process. 
 
The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to 
weigh the risk to the human participants and the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk 
and benefit. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals, which may be 
required. 
 
If you submitted a proposed consent form with your application, the approved stamped consent 
form is attached to this approval notice.  Only the stamped version of the consent form may be 
used in recruiting research subjects. 
 
If the project has not been completed by 5/21/2010 you must request a renewal of approval for 
continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to your 
expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to timely request 
renewal of your approval from the Committee. 
 
You are advised that any change in protocol for this project must be reviewed and approved by 
the Committee prior to implementation of the proposed change in the protocol.  A protocol 
change/amendment form is required to be submitted for approval by the Committee.  In addition, 
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federal regulations require that the Principal Investigator promptly report, in writing any 
unanticipated problems or adverse events involving risks to research subjects or others. 
 
By copy of this memorandum, the Chair of your department and/or your major professor is 
reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving 
human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as needed to insure that 
the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution and with DHHS regulations. 
 
This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The 
Assurance Number is IRB00000446. 
 
Cc: Jeffrey James, Advisor 
HSC No. 2009.2247 
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                                                                     APPENDIX D 

 

 GOODS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PILOT STUDY 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and 
Physical Education at Florida State University. I am conducting a research study that examines 
consumer perceptions and intentions toward their favorite brands.  
 
This letter is a request for your participation in filling out a survey questionnaire. All participants 
must be 18 years of age or older. It will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete the 
survey. Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate, there will 
be no penalty or effect on your grade in this class.  
 
The survey questionnaire is anonymous. The results of this study may be published but neither 
your name nor your individual answers will be known. Only the researcher and advisor will be 
allowed to see your information. Your information will be protected to the extent allowed by 
law. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Brian Gordon at 
(850)644-4813 or my advisor, Dr. Jeffrey James, at (850) 644-9214. If you have any questions 
about your rights as a participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, 
please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, Institutional Review Board, through 
the Office of Research at (850) 644-8673. Return of the questionnaire will be considered your 
consent to participate. Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 Brian Gordon 
 
 
Brian S. Gordon 
Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Sport and Recreation Management 
B004 Tully Gym 
bsg06d@fsu.edu 
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Please list your favorite brand of [product category]:  _________________________________________                

                

 

1. I am aware of my favorite brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

2. I can recognize my favorite brand among other competing brands.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

3. When I think of my favorite [product category], my favorite brand  
    comes to my mind quickly. 

 
     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

4. Among its competitors, I know what my favorite brand looks like.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

5. When someone talks about [product category], my favorite brand  
    always comes to mind. 

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

6. My favorite brand is very unique to me.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

7. My favorite brand is different than all other competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

8. My favorite brand offers superior value in comparison to its competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

9. My favorite brand offers a higher quality product than its competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

10. My favorite brand offers more advantages compared to its competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

11. My favorite brand is superior to all other competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

12. Thinking about my favorite brand makes me feel good.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

13. Just looking at my favorite brand inspires me.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

14. I admire my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

15. I have a strong affection for my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

16. I am passionate about my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

17. No other brand could make me as happy as my favorite brand does.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

18. I would recommend my favorite brand to others.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

19. I would be willing to pay a premium price for my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

20. I am willing to buy merchandise with my favorite [product category]  
      brand’s logo or name on it. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

21. I consider myself loyal to my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

22. I feel like I almost belong to a club with other consumers of my favorite  
      brand. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

23. I feel a deep connection with other consumers of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

24. I really identify with other consumers of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 
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25. I am willing to engage in social activities with other consumers  
      of my favorite brand. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

26. I regularly seek news and information regarding my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

27. I really like to talk about my favorite brand with others.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

28. I am proud to have others know I am a consumer of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

29. I like to visit my favorite brand’s website.  

30. I am always interested in learning more about my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

When I think of my favorite brand, I think of……..  

31. Cheap price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

32. Affordable price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

33. Expensive price     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

34. The brand name    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

35. The brand logo    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

36. A specific color    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

37. The name of a specific product    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

38. Comfort    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

39. Design    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

40. Style    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

41. Durability    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

42. Quality    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

43. Fun from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

44. Good feelings from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

45. Enjoyment from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

46. Performance from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 
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APPENDIX E  

 

SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PILOT STUDY 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and 
Physical Education at Florida State University. I am conducting a research study that examines 
consumer perceptions and intentions toward their favorite brands.  
 
This letter is a request for your participation in filling out a survey questionnaire. All participants 
must be 18 years of age or older. It will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete the 
survey. Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate, there will 
be no penalty or effect on your grade in this class.  
 
The survey questionnaire is anonymous. The results of this study may be published but neither 
your name nor your individual answers will be known. Only the researcher and advisor will be 
allowed to see your information. Your information will be protected to the extent allowed by 
law. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Brian Gordon at 
(850)644-4813 or my advisor, Dr. Jeffrey James, at (850) 644-9214. If you have any questions 
about your rights as a participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, 
please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, Institutional Review Board, through 
the Office of Research at (850) 644-8673. Return of the questionnaire will be considered your 
consent to participate. Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 Brian Gordon 
 
 
Brian S. Gordon 
Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Sport and Recreation Management 
B004 Tully Gym 
bsg06d@fsu.edu 
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Please list your favorite brand of [product category]: __________________________________________________ 

1. I am aware of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 
2. I can recognize my favorite brand among other  
    competing brands. 

                     
   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

3. When I think of my favorite [product category], my  
    favorite brand comes to my mind quickly. 

 
   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

4. Among its competitors, I know what my favorite brand  
    looks like. 

                      
   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

5. When someone talks about [product category], my  
    favorite brand always comes to mind. 

                      
   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

6. My favorite brand is very unique to me.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 
 

7. My favorite brand is different than all other competitors.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

8. My favorite brand offers superior value in comparison to its competitors.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

9. My favorite brand offers a higher quality product than its competitors.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

10. My favorite brand offers more advantages compared to its competitors.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

11. My favorite brand is superior to all other competitors.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

12. Thinking about my favorite brand makes me feel good.   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

 

13. Just looking at my favorite brand inspires me.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

14. I admire my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

15. I have a strong affection for my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

16. I am passionate about my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

17. No other brand could make me as happy as my favorite brand does.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

18. I would recommend my favorite brand to others.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

 

19. I would be willing to pay a premium price for my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

20. I am willing to buy merchandise with my favorite [product category]  
      brand’s logo or name on it. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

21. I consider myself loyal to my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

22. I feel like I almost belong to a club with other consumers of my favorite  
      brand. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

23. I feel a deep connection with other consumers of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

24. I am willing to engage in social activities with other consumers  
      of my favorite brand. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 
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25. I really identify with other consumers of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

26. I regularly seek news and information regarding my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

27. I really like to talk about my favorite brand with others.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

28. I am proud to have others know I am a consumer of my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

29. I like to visit my favorite brand’s website.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

30. I am always interested in learning more about my favorite brand.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

 

          When I think of my favorite brand, I think of…….. 

31. Cheap price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

32. Affordable price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

33. Expensive price     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

34. The brand name    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

35. The brand logo    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

36. A specific color    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

37. The name of a specific product                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

38. A friendly atmosphere                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

39. A fun atmosphere                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

40. A relaxing atmosphere                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

41. Friendly employees                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

42. Helpful employees                                 1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

43. Spending time with friends    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

44. Socializing with other consumers    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

45. Spending time with family    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

46. Fun    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

47. Relaxation    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

48. Excitement    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

49. Enjoyment    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

50. Knowledgeable employees    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

51. A high quality product    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

52. A specific product offering    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

53. Multiple entertainment items    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 
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APPENDIX F 

 

SURVEY FOR MAIN STUDY 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Sport Management, Recreation Management, and 
Physical Education at Florida State University. I am conducting a research study that examines 
consumer perceptions and intentions toward their favorite brands.  
 
This letter is a request for your participation in filling out a survey questionnaire. All participants 
must be 18 years of age or older. It will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete the 
survey. Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate, there will 
be no penalty or effect on your grade in this class.  
 
The survey questionnaire is anonymous. The results of this study may be published but neither 
your name nor your individual answers will be known. Only the researcher and advisor will be 
allowed to see your information. Your information will be protected to the extent allowed by 
law. 
 
If you have any questions concerning the research study, please contact Brian Gordon at 
(850)644-4813 or my advisor, Dr. Jeffrey James, at (850) 644-9214. If you have any questions 
about your rights as a participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, 
please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, Institutional Review Board, through 
the Office of Research at (850) 644-8673. Return of the questionnaire will be considered your 
consent to participate. Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 Brian Gordon 
 
 
Brian S. Gordon 
Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Sport and Recreation Management 
B004 Tully Gym 
bsg06d@fsu.edu 
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When answering the questions below, please think of the NEW YORK YANKEES. 

 

 

Instructions: Keeping in mind the NEW YORK YANKEES, please 

rate the extent to which you DISAGREE or AGREE with the following 

statements about the NEW YORK YANKEES. 

 

1. I can recognize the New York Yankees among other  
    competing teams. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

2. Just looking at the New York Yankees inspires me.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

3. The New York Yankees are superior to all other competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

4. Thinking about the New York Yankees makes me feel good.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

5. I am willing to buy merchandise with the New York Yankees’  
    logo or name on it. 

 
   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

6. I would recommend the New York Yankees to others.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

 

7. The New York Yankees offer superior value in comparison to its  
    competitors. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

8. I am always interested in learning more about the New York 
    Yankees.  

   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

9. I admire the New York Yankees.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

10. I consider myself loyal to the New York Yankees.    1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

11. I am proud to have others know I am a fan of the New York  
     Yankees. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

12. The New York Yankees offer more advantages compared to its  
      competitors. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6        7 

 

13. I would be willing to pay a premium price for New York  
      Yankees’ tickets. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

14. I am passionate about the New York Yankees.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

15. I regularly seek news and information regarding the New York 
      Yankees. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

16. I feel a deep connection with other fans of the New York  
      Yankees. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

17. The New York Yankees are different than all other competitors.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 
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Instructions: Keeping in mind the NEW YORK YANKEES, please 

rate how often you think of the following items when you think of 

the NEW YORK YANKEES. 

 

  When I think of the NEW YORK YANKEES, I think of…….. 

28. Price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

29. The team name    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

30. Knowledgeable employees    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

31. Enjoyment    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

32.The team logo    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

33. Excitement    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

34. The team colors     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

35. Spending time with family     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

36. Fun     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

37. Friendly employees     1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

38. Spending time with friends         1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

39. Helpful employees         1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

 

18. I really identify with other fans of the New York Yankees.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

19. I am aware of the New York Yankees.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

20. The New York Yankees offer a higher quality product than its  
      competitors. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

21. I like to visit the New York Yankees’ website.    1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

22. When I think of sports teams, the New York  
       Yankees come to my mind quickly. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

23. No other team could make me as happy as the New York  
      Yankees do. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

24. When someone talks about sports teams, the New York  
       Yankees always come to mind. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

25. I really like to talk about the New York Yankees with others.     1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

26. I feel like I belong to a club with other fans of the New York 
      Yankees. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 

27. I am willing to engage in social activities with other fans the 
      New York Yankees. 

   1         2          3          4          5          6       7 
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When answering the questions below, please think of NIKE 

 

 

Instructions: Keeping in mind the NIKE Athletic Footwear 
Company, please rate the extent to which you DISAGREE or AGREE 

with the following statements about NIKE. 

 

 

40. Just looking at the Nike brand inspires me.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

41. I can recognize the Nike brand among other competing brands.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

42. I regularly seek news and information regarding Nike.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

43. Thinking about the Nike brand makes me feel good.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

44. The Nike brand is very unique to me.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

45. The Nike brand offers superior value in comparison to its  
       competitors. 

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

46. I am willing to engage in social activities with other consumers of 
      the Nike brand. 

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

47. I really like to talk about Nike with others.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

48. The Nike brand offers more advantages compared to its  
      competitors. 

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

49. The Nike brand is superior to all other competitors.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

50. When I think of my favorite athletic shoe, Nike  
      comes to my mind quickly. 

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

51. I admire the Nike brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

52. I consider myself loyal to the Nike brand.       1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

53. I am aware of the Nike brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

54. I am passionate about the Nike brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

55. No other brand could make me as happy as Nike does.       1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

 

 

56. I like to visit Nike’s website.   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

57. I have a strong affection for the Nike brand.   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

58. I feel like I belong to a club with other consumers of  
      the Nike brand. 

  1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

59. I would be willing to pay a premium price for the Nike brand.   1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

60. The Nike brand offers  higher quality products than its  
      competitors.  

  1         2          3          4          5          6         7 
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Instructions: Keeping in mind the NIKE Athletic Footwear 
Company, please rate how often you think of the following items 

when you think of NIKE. 
 

When I think of NIKE, I think of……..  

66. The brand name    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

67. Performance from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

68. The name of a specific product    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

69. Comfort    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

 

 
Instructions: Please check or write in the appropriate response for the following items 
 

Gender:          __________Male                               _________Female 

Age:                __________years 

Race:              __________White/Caucasian          _________Black/African American 

                       __________Native American           _________Hispanic/Latino 

                       __________Asian/Pacific Islander 

 
 

61. I really identify with other consumers of the Nike brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

62.I am willing to buy merchandise with Nike’s brand logo 
     or name on it.  

     1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

63. Among its competitors, I know what the Nike brand looks like.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

64. I would recommend the Nike brand to others.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

65. I am always interested in learning more about the Nike brand.      1         2          3          4          5          6         7 

70. The brand logo    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

71. Price    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

72. Enjoyment from product use    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 

73. Quality    1         2          3          4          5          6          7 
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